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A B ST R A C T

This thesis describes the design, development, implementation and testing of the FOXIE-03 

(Frame Oriented expandable Integrated-cireuit Encoder, Designed in 2003) Telemetry Sys

tem. This system was developed for the University of Alaska Fairbanks Alaska Space Grant 

Program (UAF/ASGP) to serve as a sounding rocket data encoder for current and future 

Alaska Student Rocket Project (ASRP) missions. The encoder provides compatibility with 

the IRIG106-01 telemetry standard and NASA telemetry downlink systems. The encoder 

provides a full complement of analog and digital inputs. The encoder also provides a cross

platform USB interface for easy configuration. The first flight of the FOXIE-03 system is 

expected to be aboard the UAF ISIS (Ionospheric Science and Inertial Sensing) Mission 

which will be launched from Poker Flat Research Range in early 2007. The FOXIE-03 

Telemetry system was delivered in a year’s time. Extensive testing is ongoing and will lead 

to its acceptance as space flight certified hardware for the Alaska Space Grant Program.
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C H A P T E R  1 

In troduction  and Sum m ary

1.1 O verview  o f Alaska S tudent R ocket P roject T elem etry  S ystem s

A Sounding Rocket is a sub-orbital unguided atmospheric science vehicle that provides 

access to a region of the Earth’s atmosphere that is too high to reach by balloon or fixed 

wing aircraft, yet too low to be accessible by a satellite vehicle. These rockets carry out 

a large percentage of both auroral and upper atmospheric research. In many cases, the 

missions are too expensive or heavy to be recovered and as such, rely on telemetry data 

streams sent via radio waves to a ground station that records the collected data.

The Alaska Student Rocket Project’s (ASRP) students design and build sounding 

rocket payloads that carry northern latitude atmospheric experiments for the University 

of Alaska Fairbanks or other collaborating universities. Since the program’s founding in 

1990, the ASRP has launched four major sounding rocket missions and developed a design 

basis for a standard payload bus for student built sounding rocket payloads. This design 

architecture is summarized in figure 1-1.

Science
Experiments To ground 

via radio

Engineering Payload )__ TELEMETRY Radio
Experiments Bus I ENCODER T ransmitter

Housekeeping 
Instruments

F igure 1-1 Alaska S tu dent R ocket P ro jec t’s B asic Sounding R ocket D esign



A key component of this design is the Telemetry Encoder: a device that collects all airborne 

data and organizes it for radio transmission to the ground. This thesis describes the design 

and delivery of a telemetry encoder designed to be compatible with the NASA telemetry 

specifications while providing advanced interfaces and high performance.

1.2 E ncoding Schem e

1.2.1 P u rp ose o f D esign

In the past, Alaska Student Rocket Project (ASRP) missions have relied on sophisticated 

yet proprietary or non-standard telemetry encoding schemes to collect and packetize sci

entific and instrumentation data for radio-telemetry transmission to equally proprietary 

ground station equipment (GSE.) While effective, these telemetry computers required a 

near complete redesign with each subsequent mission, which in turn took significant man- 

hours from project personnel that could have been devoted to more scientific objectives. 

Moreover, the proprietary nature of these systems typically implied little or no redundancy 

in the ground receiver stations creating a potentially mission critical single point failure 

mechanism.

The purpose of the design presented in this thesis is to provide a standard, reliable, 

compatible and non-proprietary telemetry encoder to the ASRP. The encoder will not fea

ture computational abilities and will act as a framer rather than a packetizer. Additionally 

the encoder will have a configurable, fixed-at-runtime format that will be compatible with 

a widely used telemetry standard: IRIG106-01. The new telemetry encoder design will also 

feature the latest computer interfaces for ease of use with computers compatible with the 

computer industry’s PC’99 standard.

1.2.2 E ncoding T heory

To understand the internal construction of a telemetry encoder, one must first understand 

the process through which data is collected and arranged. Generally speaking, this process 

is either referred to as ‘packetizing’ in an asynchronous system or ‘framing’ in a synchronous 

system. An asynchronous system refers to a system in which the data packets are transmit

ted one at a time with an unspecified time between each one. Likewise, the packets need 

not be uniform in length or in content. A synchronous system or ‘framer’ utilizes uniform

2
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FRAME FRAME FRAME FRAME
#1 #2 #3 #N

^  TIME

F igure 1-2 IR IG 106-01 T elem etry Standard, B asic  D a ta  Form at

data packets called frames with a specified length and time between transmissions. An ex

ample of an asynchronous system is an Ethernet or Wireless LAN system. A synchronous 

example would be any design based on the IRIG106 telemetry standard. A frame based 

(synchronous) telemetry system’s output could be represented by figure 1-2. Each frame 

is transmitted sequentially with the same data fields in each providing an update to each 

data field with the arrival of each frame to its destination.

A brief comparison of this synchronous framing method to several other asynchronous 

packetizing methods can be done. First, the data rate for this method is considerably 

higher than with other methods of encoding such as a ‘report-by-exception’ system. Data 

cells with no change are retransmitted with every frame and significant synchronization 

and frame identification overhead is required for proper decomutation (decoding) of the 

frame’s data field content. Conversely, the line utilization for this data is 100 percent; 

there are no automatic repeat request (ARQ) or error control (ECC) protocols required. 

Though the IRIG106 frame telemetry standard is inefficient, it is considered the telemetry 

standard by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the United 

States Military for airborne telemetry applications. These reasons serve as justification for 

choosing this protocol for the design presented here.

1.2.3 T he IR IG 106-01 T elem etry  Standard

The IRIG106-01 telemetry standard is a well known standard for telemetry used by the 

United States military and space administrations. The standard itself is specified in a 

document called “Range Commanders Council, Telemetry Group: IRIG Standard 106-01, 

Part 1: Telemetry Standards” [1-1]. The germane information is contained in Chapter 4
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Word #1 Word #2 Word #3 Word #*N
Sub-Frame #1 SYNC SFID #1 DATA 1 DATA N
Sub-frame #2 SYNC SFID #2 ... DATA 2*N
Sub-frame #3 SYNC SFID #3 ... ...

Sub-frame #M SYNC SFID #M DATA M*1 DATA M*N

Figure 1-3 T he IR IG 106-01 T elem etry  Standard, B asic Fram e Format

of this document, titled “Pulse Code Modulation Standards.” A synopsis of the contained 

information is a follows:

Each frame represents one “slice” of data. The data contained in the frame is fixed in 

both position and length. Only the data’s value may change from frame to frame. Thus 

algorithmic decoding is well supported by this format. Each frame has a specific format as 

shown in Figure 1-3.

The frame begins with the sync-word (SW) for the first sub-frame. Then the sub-frame 

ID word (SFID) is transmitted, followed by a fixed number of data words. Once these 

words are transmitted, the second sub-frame begins. This continues for a fixed number of 

sub-frames until the last word is transmitted. Then the process begins again at sub-frame 

number 1, word number 1. There are never gaps in the structure. Likewise, there are M 

times N words in a frame.

In an IRIG-106 system, predefinition of the frame structure is important. Once the 

system is active, the data structure is not allowed to change (typically). One can best 

represent it by defining a single frame as a reference. Then one must simply realize that 

frames will occur at a regular rate; their data will change, their structure will not. Figure 

1-4 is an example of an 8-by-8 frame:

The frame presented in figure 1-4 is not completely filled, but is simpler to use for examples. 

Each frame is composed of eight sub-frames. Each sub-frame begins with a synchronization 

word (SW.) The synchronization word can occur anywhere in the frame and must not only 

be in the same column as all the other SW’s, but must be immediately followed by the 

Sub-Frame Identification word (SFID). The SFID is simply a counter that begins at ‘O’ for 

the first frame and ends at the last frame. Since the counter is usually many fewer bits
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Word 0 Word 1 Word 2 Word 3 Word 4 Word 5 Word 6 Word 7
SFO SW SFID SO AO A2 A3 SO
SF 1 SW SFID SO A1 SO
SF 2 SW SFID SO

u .  P 0
SO PO

SF 3 SW SFID SO SO
SF 4 SW SFID SO SO
SF 5 SW SFID SO SO
SF 6 SW SFID SO SO
SF 7 SW SFID SO SO

Figure 1-4 T he IR IG 106-01 T elem etry Standard, E xam ple D a ta  M atrix

than the number of bits per word, the extra space can be used for extra synchronization or 

data. Once the frame’s overhead is taken care of, the user’s data can be placed in the rest 

of the frame’s space. Typically, 3-12% of the frame is reserved for synchronization, with an 

additional 3-4% for identification. When defining a frame it’s common to represent data 

channels symbolically and simply document the references elsewhere.

There are four types of data that can be represented in a frame: commutated, sub

commutated, super-commutated and super-subcommutated. Standard or commutated data 

appears only once per frame. Channel £A2’ is an example of this type of data. The effective 

sample rate for CA2’ is equal to the rate at which entire frames are transmitted (called the 

major frame rate.) The second type of data is called £sub-commutated data.’ This data 

appears more than once in the same sub-frame (PO for example). The averaged sample rate 

of sub-commutated data is simply the number of times it appears in the frame times the 

major frame rate. However, the samples will not be evenly spaced in time. For this reason, 

sub-commutated data is usually discouraged. Super-commutated data appears in multiple 

sub-frames, but only once per sub-frame. A single column of channel £S0’ represents this 

type of data. The effective sample rate for super-commutated data is N times the major 

frame rate, where N is the number of sub-frames in which the data appears. The samples 

of super-commutated data are evenly spaced in time, if the samples are evenly spaced. 

Finally £super-sub-commutated data’ appears in multiple sub-frames multiple times (such 

as channel £S0’.) This data type is used for very high sample rates. In order to have evenly 

spaced samples, the data must be placed evenly in the frame. The sample rate is simply the



number of times it appears per major frame times the major frame rate. Many IRIG106 

decoders also require data to be spaced evenly in a frame (even if even sampling in time is 

not a requirement.) This requirement is also referred to as data symmetry. A data frame 

is often referred to as The data matrix’ or the TCM matrix.’

When handling multiple occurrences of the same data in a single frame, the data must 

be kept in the original order. The lowest sub-frame, lowest word is always the first sample. 

The lowest sub-frame, second word is always the next sample, and so on until the end of 

the frame has been reached.

1.2.4 T he N SR O C  T elem etry  D ata  Schem e

Among the primary users of the IRIG106-01 standard is the NASA Sounding Rocket Op

erations Contract (NSROC.) NSROC is responsible in part for the telemetry systems at 

many sounding rocket launch facilities world-wide, including White Sands Missile Range 

(WSMR), Kawajalein Missile Range (KMR), Poker Flat Research Range (PFRR) and Wal

lops Flight Facility (WFF.) As part of NSROC’s responsibility in operating or using these 

facilities, they are responsible for implementing telemetry and ground station (GSE) equip

ment. While based on the IRIG106 standard and fully backward compatible with it, the 

Encoder-Decoder (ENDEC) scheme chosen by NSROC has more limitations and features 

not specifically covered by the IRIG 106-01 pulse code modulation (PCM) standards.

1.2.4.1 Handling Asynchronous Serial Data

The IRIG 106-01 data format is primarily a synchronous data format, meaning that there 

are no gaps in the format and the data can be timed with a clock. Asynchronous data does 

not work this way. The RS232 and RS422/485 standards (known as COM ports on a PC) 

transmit data at a known bit rate (i.e., baud), but we do not know when or how often they 

transmit words. To merge this asynchronous data into a synchronous structure like IRIG 

106-01, there arises a need for some special rules and conditions layered on the IRIG106-01 

standard.

Serial RS232/422 data is usually of the format C8N1’, for one start bit, one stop bit, 

and no parity check. The “8” represents 8-data bits, which in truth is all we’re interested 

in. The start and stop bits are merely signaling nuances. An 8-bit word fits into a 16-bit
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word with eight leading or trailing zero’s to spare. The method of merging this data into 

a synchronous format involves using the 9th bit of the word (after the 8 data bits of the 

RS232/422 word) as a flag bit. When a valid serial word is recorded, the 9th bit is set. The 

asynchronous data is then sampled and merged into the stream. For decoding purposes, 

one must consider all of the serial samples and then locate the first one with a valid 9th

bit. That represents the first serial word transmitted in that frame. The second valid bit

is the second, and so on. The serial data is sampled at least 110% of the baud rate so that 

a decoder will never miss a valid word. One must also note the orientation of the serial 

word. The NSROC ENDEC scheme places the word, LSB first, into the MSB’s of the data 

cell. The valid bit is placed just after the serial data. Newer decoders can handle different 

formats, but the NSROC standard still is based on the older decomutation (DECOM) and 

test equipment.

1.2.4.-2 Limitations & Summary of IRIG106-01

The following is a summary of the IRIG106-01 format, NRSOC ENDEC telemetry scheme.

• Fixed frame length divided into a fixed number of sub-frames

• Fixed number of words per sub-frame

• Fixed number of bits per word

• Data matrix is fixed at the design instance of the equipment, and not changed afterward

• Maximum of 16,384 words per frame and a minimum of 64 words per frame

• Words per frame must be a power of 2, but need not be a square

• Words may range from 9-16 bits with 10 and 16-bit words being the most common

• All data that is less than the word length is padded with leading or trailing 0’s. (e.g., 

an 8-bit data word in a 16-bit word length would be padded with 8 leading or trailing

zero’s)

• Multiple occurrences of the same data in a frame are allowed where the data rate is 

calculated by the number of occurrences per frame

• The data rate base is computed from data that occurs once per frame

• Data occurrences are numbered by the time which they occur and are kept sequential
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• There are no gaps of time between frames or sub-frames or words

• Asynchronous data is sampled and merged into the synchronous stream by means of 

a valid bit which is only active for the cycle in which the asynchronous data arrived 

Asynchronous data is over-sampled (typically by 10%) in order not to miss any valid 

words

• All other data is either layered on asynchronous or synchronous data

1.3 T elem etry D esign  P aram eters

1.3.1 T ypes o f Inputs R equired

In order to provide a successful telemetry encoder design, the maximum number of inputs, 

outputs and configurability required for a typical ASRP sounding rocket mission needs to 

be determined. A good design then should have 10% extra inputs as “spares” for missions 

that might require extra resources.

There are four basic types of inputs required for a sounding rocket telemetry system. 

First, there are basic sampled analog inputs. Secondly, there are parallel digital or ‘binary’ 

inputs. Thirdly, there are asynchronous and synchronous serial inputs. Finally, there are 

advanced inputs that require either a special interface or are layered onto simpler inputs.

1.3.1.1 Analog Inputs

The analog inputs of a telemetry system are where the name “commutator” originates 

from. Originally sounding rocket telemetry systems were referred to as “Pulse Amplitude 

Modulation (PAM) Commutators.” The commutator simply passed (multiplexed) analog 

information directly to a transmitter along with a reference level for comparison. As the 

telemetry systems evolved, the analog inputs were digitized before being transmitted, but 

the term commutator was and still is widely used. The principle for a digitized analog 

input is the same as a PAM commutator. At regular, but not necessarily uniform rates, 

the analog data channel is sampled through a multiplexer and digitized by an analog to 

digital converter before being encoded into the telemetry stream. In all cases, the encoder 

itself sets the actual sample time and logic for the given analog input channel. An analog 

channel can then be characterized by its range (in volts), its maximum sample rate (in
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Analog

F igure 1-5 B lock  D iagram  of a T elem etry S ystem  A nalog Input

samples per second) and its resolution (in bits). Figure 1-5 illustrates the basic design of a 

telemtry analog input structure.

From previous data analysis and requests from ASRP design personnel, it was deter

mined that an analog channel should have a resolution of 12-16 bits and a range of at least 

0-5 V, with + /-  10 V being desired for noise immunity. After some consideration which 

included cost and ease of use, 16 bit analog channels were chosen with a + /-  10 V range. 

Additionally, these channels can accommodate 0-5 V range signals with an effective reso

lution of 14 bits. For further noise immunity, a differential (two-wire) signaling approach 

was chosen.

The average ASRP mission requires at least 32 analog channels and an effective sample 

rate of 100 kilo-samples per second (ksps) is typically desired. For these reasons, the design 

of a new telemetry encoder should be capable of 64 channels and a sample rate of 400 ksps 

to accommodate future mission requirements, as well as any unexpected “high data rate” 

experiment.

1.3.1.2 Parallel Inputs

In some cases, sensors and signal sources in a sounding rocket are best represented as 

either ‘on’ or ‘off.’ Quite often as well, there are enough of these inputs that using an 

analog channel for each of them would be wasteful or infeasible. For this reason, standard 

TTL-level, sampled parallel ports are implemented on encoders. There is typically no 

handshaking and the port is sampled (as 8 or 16 bits) at a continuous but not necessarily 

uniform rate.
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16-bit Telemetry Word

“V “ indicates a ‘valid’ word if set to logic 1

Figure 1-6 W ord Structure for A synchronous D a ta

To accommodate any parallel data requirements, the ASRP telemetry encoder will have 

32-bits of parallel inputs, configurable in groups of 8 and 16 bits. The maximum sample 

rate or data throughput on these inputs will be in excess of 1 MB/s to handle potential 

high data rate experiments. One 8-bit set of channels will provide a handshake signal for 

maximum data throughput.

1.3.1.3 Synchronous Serial Inputs

Many experimenters prefer to digitize data locally on their experiments and simply transmit 

digital data to a telemetry system. This leads to the question of how to synchronize this 

slower data into the overall telemetry stream. One way to do this is to use a synchronous 

serial link where the telemetry provides a clock and word strobe. Due to the complexity 

and lack of desire to use these interfaces by experimenters preferring asynchronous serial 

interfaces, the ASRP telemetry encoder will not feature any synchronous serial channels.

1.3.1.4 Asynchronous Serial Inputs

Asynchronous telemetry channels function exactly like half-duplex computer serial (COM) 

ports. Implementing these interfaces requires merging an asynchronous data stream into 

a synchronous one. In order to handle this, the NSROC telemetry standard specifies a 

“valid” bit to be used to indicate that a valid asynchronous word has been received. The 

synchronous telemetry encoder then samples these channels and 110% of the word rate in 

order to correctly capture all of the valid words. One should also note that the larger the 

word, the more padding the 8-bit asynchronous data payload has. Figure 1-6 shows the 

word structure of an asynchronous serial word encoded into a standard 16-bit word.
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Figure 1-7 T elem etry O utput P attern s for B it P a ttern  ‘E B 90h ’

The ASRP telemetry encoder will feature at least 8 asynchronous channels with baud 

rates from 1200 bps to 115.2 kbps. Standard baud rates will be used with an error of no 

more than 0.5% for each baud clock rate.

1.3.2 O utput R equirem ents

There are several types of outputs considered standard for a telemetry encoder. First there 

is the most basic called NRZ-L or Non-Return Zero Level. The NRZ-L signaling takes the 

least bandwidth. However, NRZ-L has a significant drawback: the presence of long strings 

of ‘zero’s5 or ‘one’s’ will cause problems for ground station equipment (GSE) that relies on 

data transitions to maintain a lock on the telemetry stream. Particularly, this affects a type 

of equipment called a ‘bit-sync.’ A bit-sync is used to recover the clock from a telemetry 

data stream for use in the DECOM equipment. Excessive strings of l ’s or 0’s will cause the 

bit-sync clock to lose track and result in erroneous data. A simple method of correcting for 

this problem is to use a randomizer to ensure a certain number of transitions per a given 

data length.

A second method of signaling is called “Bi-phase Level” or “Bi-phase Differential” 

signaling. This is often abbreviated as ‘Bi-<^L’ or ‘Bi-</>-M.’ This method is also equivalent 

to Manchester signaling. While Manchester coding guarantees a transition with every bit, 

it requires twice the bandwidth of the same speed stream encoded using NRZ-L signaling. 

Figure 1-7 shows the waveforms for different signaling methods [1-2].



1.3.2.1 Randomization

Data randomization for telemetry encoders consists of using Linear Feedback Shift Registers 

(LFSR) to introduce a known pseudo-random pattern into a telemetry stream. The stream 

is usually logically exclusive-or’d with the pseudo-random code. The reverse operation is 

performed by the bit-sync on the ground before passing the data to the DECOM computer.

1.3.2.2 Bandwidth Limiting and Pulse Shaping

All telemetry outputs should be band-limited by a low-pass filter prior to RF modulation 

to limit over-bandwidth use (splatter) on FM or PSK transmitters. The -3 dB point of the 

band-limiting filter should be at 0.8 times the bit rate for bi-phase signals and 0.4 times 

the bit rate for NRZ type signals, according to NSROC specifications. The filter should be 

either a one or two pole butterworth type.

1.3.2.3 Power Consumption Requirements

The new ASRP telemetry encoder should consume as little power as possible and work on 

a single voltage bus from 9-36 V or the standard power bus as defined in the ISIS Mission 

design document. It is considered acceptable for the encoder to draw up to 5 W, but the 

design will be limited to 5 W or less when using the single power bus (9-36 V.)

1.3.4 M echanical R equirem ents

There are three types of mechanical requirements for an ASRP telemetry encoder. First, 

due to the acceleration environment, the footprint of the encoder must be small so as not to 

require bracing. Typically ASRP flight hardware will be tested to + /-  50 G’s acceleration in 

the thrust axis. Secondly, an ASRP telemetry encoder must be well structurally supported, 

since it will be subjected to NSROC vehicle level 1 vibration tests. These tests include 

random frequency vibration on 3 axes of an average of 7-8 G’s (typically peaking at 21 

G’s). Finally, an ASRP telemetry encoder will be subject to thermal environmental tests 

and should have sufficient heat-sinking to maintain proper operation to 350 K.
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1.3.5 Speed R equ irem ents

The designs for future ASRP rocket missions generally call for video and other types of 

high speed data downlink in real time. Broadcast quality video typically requires a data 

rate of 3 Mbps and one could expect a still image stream to occupy a similar bandwidth. 

For this reason the new encoder must be capable of data rates of at least 4.0 Mbps
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C H A P T E R  2 

E ncoder D esign  O verview

2.1 S ystem  H ardware O verview

The design of the next generation ASRP Telemetry Encoder was based on the requirements 

discussed in Chapter 1. The result of this design is called the FOXIE-03 (Frame Oriented 

expandable Integrated-circuit Encoder, 2003.) The FOXIE-03 is an FPGA-based IRIG-106 

framing telemetry encoder that is capable of transmission speeds in excess of 4 Mbps. The 

following sections give an overview of the entire design of the FOXIE-03 in block-diagram 

level detail.

2.1.1 S ystem  O verview

The final specifications of the FOXIE-03 encoder call for the following inputs and outputs:

• 64 analog channels, ±10 V range

• 32 parallel channels, LV/TTL level

• 8 asynchronous serial channels, fiber optic input

• Diagnostic interfaces

• USB 2.0 compatible configuration connection

• Standard IRIG106-01 outputs

With these specifications, the first step in the design of the FOXIE-03 encoder was to 

come up with a “system level” design. Figure 2-1 shows the basic block diagram of the 

FOXIE-03 telemetry encoder design.

As shown in the block diagram, the Altera FPGA handles the core encoder functions 

including gathering, defragmentation and dissemination of the data frame to be transmit

ted. The Texas Instruments MSP430F449 microcontroller configures the core functions of 

the FPGA at startup and works as a human interface gateway. Analog data is gathered 

and digitized via the analog inputs. Parallel data is gathered through the parallel media 

converter and likewise asynchronous serial data. A 256-kb electrically erasable read only 

memory (EEPROM) provides configuration storage while the USB (Universal Serial Bus)
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Figure 2-1 FO X IE-03 T elem etry E ncoder S ystem  O verview  B lock-diagram

to RS232 bridge adds USB cross-platform functionality to the system. The Diagnostic I/O 

gives the user troubleshooting capability. Early in the FOXIE-03 design process, it was 

determined that not all of this functionality could be provided on a single circuit board. 

Figure 2-2 illustrates the division of hardware between the four FOXIE-03 circuit boards.

In aerospace electronics terminology, each circuit board is referred to as a ’deck.’ Hence 

the FOXIE-03 has four decks. The decks are placed on top of each other to make a stack with 

electrical interconnection for inter-deck communication. The bottom deck of the FOXIE-03 

handles the conversion from asynchronous fiber-optic data signaling to asynchronous elec

trical signalling. It also provides a relatively clear area for future upgrades such as ethernet 

to RS-232 type serial conversion. The second deck has the parallel media conversion and 

the power regulation components for the FOXIE-03. The third deck is the control deck 

which has the encoder itself and the human configuration interface gateway. Finally, the 

fourth deck handles all analog data inputs. To provide communication between each deck,
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a backplane is used to connect to the core. Figure 2-3 shows the general assembly of the 

FOXIE-03 temeletry encoder.

The spacing between decks is required to be 0.5 inches to ensure proper seating of 

the backplane connectors and to allow proper room for components on the printed circuit 

boards. To best fit into the designs of ASRP rockets, the input and output connectors are 

limited to just two sides of any board and must be the same two sides on all boards in 

the stack. Each deck is held together by 4-40 metric standoffs. Likewise the FOXIE-03 is 

connected to its base-plate via 4-40 standoffs. Mechanical footprints and specifications can 

be found in Apendix A.9.

The backplane for the FOXIE-03 uses a total of 144 pins to provide power and signal 

lines to each deck in the system. The pins are distributed between two 72-pin Molex type
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headers. The upper 72-pin connector from the FOXIE-03 control or core deck handles all 

data to and from the 64-channel digitizer system. As mentioned before, all analog data is 

received through this deck. The lower 72 pin connector handles all data from the serial and 

parallel decks. Both of the 72-pin connectors provide all decks with a power bus connection 

delivering +/-15 V, 5 V and 3.3 V as well as the system ground. The FOXIE-03 backplane 

provides three free pins for future expansion which is expected to be done via a serial 

protocol.

2.1.2 T he 64-channel H igh Speed D igitizer Sub system

The second step in the design of the FOXIE-03 encoder was to break the system level design 

down to its larger individual components and come up with a hardware and firmware design
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Figure 2-4 FO XIE-03 H igh Speed  D igitizer B lock D iagram

for each. The first of these subsystems is the analog digitizer system. The majority of data 

gathered by a typical sounding rocket encoder is analog.

The design of a digitizer for a given number of analog channels is relatively simple 

from a high level point of view. Analog channels are multiplexed onto a single analog bus 

which is conditioned by filters, amplifiers, attenuators or any combination of the latter. 

The actual digitizer is in fact an analog-to-digital converter or ADC. The converter both 

samples and quantizes the analog voltage levels that have been conditioned into a digital 

value with a given resolution in bits. In the case of the FOXIE-03 this resolution is 14 bits 

(true resolution, no missing codes). The resolution of the FOXIE-03 digitizer is limited by 

the chosen word length of the encoder. If the encoder is configured for 10 bit words, the 

analog resolution will be 10 bits, regardless of the 16 bit resolution capability of the actual 

digitizer subsystem. The ADC communicates over the FOXIE-03 backplane to the encoder 

core where the digitizer controller is located. The digitizer controller handles the timing of 

samples, the sequence of analog channels to be sampled and the speed at which samples 

are taken. A high level block diagram of the digitzer subsystem is shown in Figure 2-4.

Not shown in the digitizer subsystem block diagram is the power conditioning circuitry 

that is required to reduce the noise and interference intrinsic to the digital portion of the 

telemetry encoder to acceptable levels. This circuitry is specific to each type of chip used 

in such a block diagram and will be discussed in detail in section 3.2.1 and section 3.3.2.



Analog connections are provided as twisted pair differential inputs to the FOXIE-03 

digitizer. The connections are physically wired to a pair of 62-pin high density D-SUB 

connectors which provide space for 62 channels. The other two channels are reserved for 

the analog ground reference channel measurements. All connectors and pinouts are listed 

in appendix A. 14.

2.1.3 Parallel M edia  C onverter and O pto-Pow er S ubsystem s

The parallel or binary inputs of the telemetry encoder will generally be used for low speed 

data that is best represented by either a logical 1 or 0, or a pattern thereof. Examples 

of this data include status indicators and some scientific instruments. In some cases, very 

high speed data is also input to the encoder via a parallel input, often refered to as a bus 

or port. The parallel inputs are a sampled form of data that is generally asynchronous. 

This means that the source of the data has no indication of when the sample is taken. In 

the case of high speed data this is not acceptable and an indication of when the sample is 

taken is provided by a signal called a “strobe.”

The FOXIE-03 parallel media converter subsystem provides 32 bits of parallel inputs 

organized as four 8-bit ports. Ports 1, 2 and 3 are asynchronous with no strobe signal. Port 

0 works either as an asynchronous port or as a high speed port with a strobe signal. The 

parallel controller in the encoder core provides all sampling and strobe signal functionality. 

The purpose of the media converter is to electrically isolate the encoder core chip which 

operates at a maximum of 3.3 V from the parallel inputs. The parallel inputs are specified 

for a maximum of 5 V; thus, the media converter consists of a series of level-translators. 

The media converter also provides a buffer for the strobe signal to prevent too much power 

from being drawn from the encoder core by an instrument connected to the strobe signal 

and parallel port 0. The FOXIE-03 parallel inputs are wired to a single D-SUB 37-pin 

connector.

Also resident on the parallel media converter circuit board is the FOXIE-03 “Option 

Power Core” or Opto-Power core for short. The purpose of this block is to provide two 

reliable power source options for the FOXIE-03 encoder. The first option is to use the 

power bus defined by the ISIS Mission Design Document. This bus provides all of the 

voltages needed by the FOXIE-03 via a D-SUB 9-pin connector. If this bus is not available
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or not desired to be used, the other option is to use the single 12 V input and the FOXIE- 

03’s onboard DC-DC converters. The acceptable range on the 12 V input is 9-36 V with 

the nominal rating being 12 V. The DC-DC converters recreate the ISIS bus onboard the 

FOXIE-03. The option to change between the sources for power is controlled by a set of 

4 jumpers located on the board. Placing the jumpers selects using the DC-DC converters, 

removing them uses the ISIS style power bus. The 12 V input is also connected through 

the main D-SUB 9-pin power connector.

Regardless of which source of power is used, monitoring of both voltage and current is 

provided on the parallel media conversion board. The four bus voltages are monitored via 

voltage dividers, while the total current drawn by the encoder is monitored via a magnetic 

sensor. All of this data is routed to the encoder core via a dual 4:1 multiplexer through the 

FOXIE-03 backplane. Figure 2-5 shows the block diagram of the parallel media conversion 

and Opto-power subsystems.

D-SUB

Power Option 
Switches
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2.1 .4  Serial M edia  C onverter Subsystem

The asynchronous serial data inputs to the FOXIE-03 telemetry system follow a very similar 

design as the parallel inputs. There is no handshaking and each serial input is a half duplex 

input. The serial media itself is a 1 mm core, non-coherent, dry non-polish plastic fiber

optic cable. The receiver, or optical-to-electrical converter, is a low cost IF95 from Industrial 

Fiber-optics. The IF95 allows for cable lengths of up to 100 m and speeds of 115.2 kbps on 

all of the serial channels. Once converted to electrical voltages, the serial signals are passed 

through a level converter to the telemetry core via the backplane connectors. Additionally, 

the serial media board provides 8 LEDs to indicate data on a given channel (i.e., a blinking 

LED indicates active data on the corresponding channel).

The serial media board has connections for one synchronous serial channel to the 

telemetry core, but this feature is not implemented in the current revision of the FOXIE-03 

system. This channel could be a Low Voltage Differential Signalling (LVDS) link or a level 

2 serial link for Ethernet Physical Layer Interface (PHY) or other synchronous format. 

Implementation of these features user’s will require the design of a new circuit board with 

the new electronics in addition to the current infrastructure. The current serial media 

board infrastructure occupies just 15% of the available board space, leaving a large amount 

of space for future expansion.

2.1.5 T elem etry Core Subsystem

The telemetry core board of the FOXIE-03 system is the nexus for all signals and data. Both 

halves of the system backplane meet on this board and are fed into the chip that handles 

the data gathering and encoding functions: the Altera Cyclone Field Programable Gate 

Array (FPGA.) The FPGA is a configurable chip based on Static Random Access memory 

(SRAM.) An FPGA can be thought of as a vast array of interconnected logical building 

blocks generally called ’Logic Cells’ or ’LCs’ for short. Each LC can implement a wide 

variety of basic combinational or clocked logic functions depending on its configuration. The 

interconnect system ties individual cells together and to the input/output (I/O) resources 

of the chip. Higher logic functions such as counters or shift registers are realized through a 

compiled series of equations describing the configuration and interconnection of individual



LCs. The creation of these boolean equations is handled by design software, such as Altera’s 

Quartus II which is discussed in section 6.1. Specifically, the Altera Cyclone 12 FPGA 

features 12,060 LCs and 240 kbits of SRAM [2-1].

At startup, the core functions of the encoder are loaded into the FPGA in a basic 

uninitialized state. A second chip on the core board, the Texas Instruments MSP430F449 

[2-2] microcontroller, feeds the telemetry parameters and configuration into the FPGA after 

reading them from an Electrically Erasable Programable Read Only Memory (EEPROM.) 

The function of the MSP430F449 is referred to here as the “Human Interface Gateway” 

since it converts human inputs for desired telemetry functions into codes compatible with 

the FPGA’s internal hardware. The functionality of this processor is mirrored inside the 

FPGA chip itself in the form of the configuration controller engine. An overview of this 

subsystem is in section 2.2.6.

The human interface gateway is connected to a user’s computer via the Universal Serial 

Bus (USB). Through this layered interface, the user can run the TACOS monitor program 

(discussed in section 2.3) to program and monitor the FOXIE-03 telemetry system. Eight 

LEDs on the core board also indicate status in the event a user cannot access a USB 

connected computer. Figure 2-6 shows the block diagram for the FOXIE-03 telemetry core 

board.

The diagnostic and output connector is a 37 pin D-SUB type with 4 outputs that are 

partially filtered for actual rocket transmitters. Eight other outputs are TTL-level (0-5 V) 

for ease of use with other diagnostic equipment or DECOM equipment. The USB interface 

is connected through a USB type B (downstream) connector. One further diagnostic output 

is provided via an Industrial Fiber-Optics IF97 transmitter. This signal is compatible with 

the IF95 receivers and is expected to provide a short diagnostic link to a rocket umbilical 

interface. The signal from this interface is a simple 1 Hz heartbeat or square wave.

Due to the complexity of the FOXIE-03 core board and the power requirements of the 

Altera FPGA chip, there is no choice about manufacture of the core board. It must be a 

multi-layer FR4 type board optimized for high speed digital signals and low interference 

on the internal power buses. Moreover, the design of the telemetry core board will require 

more than 50 bypass capacitors, which means significant cost and labor in building one of
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these boards.

Section 2.1 has discussed the physical electronics aspect of the FOXIE-03 telemetry 

encoder. This includes backplanes, interfaces, media converters and digitizers. All of the 

converted and collected data is fed to the Altera Cyclone FPGA on the telemetry core 

board. Likewise the parameters and configuration information is also fed into the FPGA. 

While important, the physical electronics aspect of the FOXIE-03 is simply a means of 

buffering the data and passing it to and from the actual encoder itself, which is resident 

inside of the FPGA chip. The design of the software programmable hardware inside of the 

FPGA chip is the crux of the FOXIE-03 design and is discussed as an overview in Section 

2.2.
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2.2 S ystem  Firm w are O verview

2.2.1 S ystem  O verview

The physical electronics aspect of the FOXIE-03 telemetry encoder was covered in Section 

2.1. The physical electronics aspect of the encoder is merely a data delivery system to 

the actual encoding hardware. The encoding hardware itself is entirely contained inside 

of a Field Programable Gate Array (FPGA) chip. The design of hardware for this chip is 

very similar to the design of physical electronic hardware, excepting that the product of 

the design isn’t a physical circuit board, but a series of logical equations for configuring 

the FPGA. This process is discussed more detail in Section 6.1. The goal of Section 2.2 is 

to provide an overview of the functions and interconnections for each block of the FPGA 

firmware design. The FOXIE-03 encoder firmware consists of the following blocks as shown 

in Figure 2-7.

In the diagram, light grey busses represent data paths while dark grey busses represent 

address paths to access a given data source called a station. Hence the addresses are referred 

to as ’station identifiers’. All of the blocks shown in the figure are physically located inside 

of the FPGA chip.

2.2.2 E ncoder Core and System  B us

The FOXIE-03 encoder core consists of three basic blocks and numberous support blocks. 

The basic blocks are: the encoder engine, the sequencer and the clock-core. The encoder 

engine takes in data from the system bus and transmits it as a serial stream in both in 

NRZ-L coding and Manchester coding. Since the encoder engine transmits bits exactly as 

they are loaded, word length does not matter as long as it’s less than the maximum length 

of the encoder engine which is 16 bits. The simplicity and flexibility of the encoder engine 

leads to the requirement of a more complicated piece of hardware known as the sequencer. 

The sequencer has two purposes: first supply the encoder engine with data exactly when it 

needs it, and secondly, control the system bus to fetch the next data word to be sent from 

its requisite source. The clock-core provides all of the clocked logic necessary to run both 

the encoder core and the sequencer. Additionally, its clocks are distributed throughout the 

telemetry system for other blocks to use. A power on reset and a global 96 MHz clock
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Figure 2-7 FO X IE -03 T elem etry E ncoder Firm w are B lock  D iagram

are used to synchronize the encoder. These signals are also derived from the clock-core 

block. The design specifics of the encoder engine, clock-core and sequencer are discussed 

in Sections 6.3.2, 6.3.3 and 6.3.4, respectively.

2.2.3 P arallel Input C ontroller

The parallel input controller consists of four 8-bit latches respectively labeled aP0” through 

“P3” that are interfaced to the 16-bit system bus. The data from the latches is MSB 

justified to accommodate for 10-16 bit words without having to shift any data. Each latch 

is activated for one clock cycle as its data is read by the sequencer mentioned in Section 

2.2.2. This can be considered 'sampling5 the port. In the case of port “PO”, the “read”



signal from the sequencer is buffered outside the encoder for handshaking. The details of 

the parallel controller design are discussed in Section 6.3.7.

2.2.4 A synchronous-to-Synchronous Serial B ridge

The asynchronous to synchronous serial bridge, also called the asynchronous converter en

gine, takes in the eight asynchronous serial inputs provided from the serial media conversion 

board. The engine provides its own baud generator which is configured at encoder startup. 

Each channel of the converter is passed to a half duplex Universal Asynchronous Receiver 

Transmitter or UART. The successful reception of a serial word in the UART will set the 

valid bit (discussed in Section 1.3.1.4.) A subsequent read of the UART receiver buffer from 

the sequencer will clear the valid bit and a valid serial word will be placed in the encoder 

transmission data stream. Because of the 96 MHz main clock in the encoder, the chance 

of a valid word being lost due to a sequencer read cycle occuring at the time of a valid 

serial reception is very small. The detailed design of the asynchronous converter engine is 

discussed in Section 6.3.8.

2.2.5 A nalog A cqu isition  C ontroller

The Analog Acquisition Controller is a high speed clocked logic block that provides a means 

of sampling and acquiring analog data from the 64-channel high speed digitizer. It performs 

the following sequence of functions: if a read from the sequencer is performed on any of 

its 64 channels, a new conversion will be initiated on that channel. This means that all 

sample times come from the sequencer, which is in turn driven by the user’s matrix stored 

in the configuration memory (discussed in section 2.2.6). Thus, the user determines the 

sample rate and sample uniformity of all channels via their implementation of the channel 

matrix. Immediately following a read cycle from the sequencer core, the analog acquisiton 

controller latches the corresponding channel address to the high speed multiplexer and 

waits for the analog input to settle. The acquisition controller then activates the analog-to- 

digital converter on the digitizer board, receives the data from that conversion and latches 

it to the station that was just read by the sequencer. This sequence of events is known 

as a ’sample on demand’ digitizer. This type of digitizer guarentees the age of the sample 

taken but limits the maximum speed of the encoder to the speed of the analog-to-digital
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converter chip used. The design of the Analog Acquisition Controller is explained in detail 

in Section 6.3.10.

2.2.6 C onfiguration C ontrol Engine

The Configuration Control Engine is the firmware mirror of the Human Interface Gateway 

described in Section 2.1.5. The Configuration Control Engine has two purposes. First, at 

startup, it interfaces with the Human Interface Gateway to load all of the user’s parameters 

including the data matrix into the encoder’s memories and registers. Secondly, during 

runtime, the Configuration Control Engine provides the address of the station to be read by 

the sequencer. It stores these station addresses (which represent the channel matrix as well) 

in a 4k-word memory onboard the FPGA. The memory addresses are always sequential, so 

the sequencer need only provide an update signal to get the proper station address. The 

Configuration Controller Engine provides user access to any configurable parameter in the 

encoder itself. Details of the design are covered in Section 6.3.5.

2.3 S ystem  Software O verview

2.3.1 O verview  o f T elem etry Program m ing P rocess

A key to the ease of use of the FOXIE-03 telemetry encoder is its configuration software 

suite. The Telemetry Automatic Configuration and Operations Software (TACOS) has two 

main parts. The matrix entry utility translates the user’s desired data matrix into an Intel 

format hexadecimal file for the FOXIE-O3’s configuration EEPROM. The TACOS monitor 

provides vital telemetry statistics for monitoring the encoder during rocket integration, etc. 

The user needs to perform the following steps to set up a FOXIE-03 telemetry encoder:

• Enter desired data matrix into FOXIE-03 Matrix Utility (spreadsheet)

• Run the uFOXIE-config()” macro within the spreadsheet.

• Use an EPROM programmer such as the EE Tools TOP-MAX programmer to burn 

the resultant Intel Hex file to a 25256 type EEPROM.

• Partially disassemble the FOXIE-03 telemetry stack to gain access to the telemetry 

core board. Insert the EEPROM into the socket located on the FOXIE-03 core board. 

Reassemble the FOXIE-03 encoder
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• Run the TACOS monitor program and a DECOM station to verify operation.

Once this is complete, the FOXIE-03 is ready for operations and can be reconfigured 

at any time by the same steps.

2.3.2 M atrix  E ntry U tility

To enable the user to enter a given desired data matrix without the knowledge of any of 

the internal workings of the FOXIE-03 telemetry encoder, a special utility has been written 

which uses a spreadsheet define the matrix and encoder settings and produce an Intel Hex 

file that can be programmed into the telemetry configuration EEPROM. The spreadsheet 

is compatible with Microsoft Excel 2003 and Open Office 1.1.4. The user’s manual for this 

spreadsheet is contained in the spreadsheet itself. The code listing and binaries for the 

spreadsheet’s macros is contained on the FOXIE-03 CD.

2.3.3 TACOS M onitor Program

The TACOS monitor program reads the data stream sent via USB from the FOXIE-03 

Human Interface Gateway. The TACOS program can display onboard voltages and tem

peratures of the FOXIE-03 encoder. This is useful during system integration when other 

instruments might not be available for these functions. The TACOS monitor program 

requires Windows XP SP2 to run.
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C H A P T E R  3 

H igh Speed D igitizer D esign

3.1 A n alog-to -D ig ita l C onverters

3.1.1 T ypes o f A n a log-to -D ig ita l C onverters

In its simplest form, the ADC can be thought of as a ‘sampler’ and a ‘quantizer.’ The sam

pler holds a given analog voltage for the specified sample time. The quantizer compares the 

sampled voltage to fractions of a known reference voltage and returns a ‘code’ representing 

the ratio of the sampled voltage to the reference voltage.

The simplest Analog-to-Digital Converter or ADC is known as the “flash converter.” 

A flash converter simply consists of 2n voltage comparators each of which compares the 

sampled analog voltage to a given fraction of the reference voltage. This is an extremely fast 

process often yielding sample rates in excess of 200 mega-samples per second (Msps). The 

drawback to this type of converter is the number of circuits needed; an 8-bit flash coverter 

needs 256 voltage comparators. Beyond 10-bit resolution, flash-converters are impractical. 

Figure 3-1 shows the block diagram of a flash-converter [3-1].

-o  sampling clock

-O bit 7

-O b ite

-o  b i ts

-O bit 4

-O bit 3

-O bit 1

digital
output

-o  bit 2

-o bit 0

F igure 3-1 A anlog-T o-D igital C onverter, F lash  T opology
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F igure 3-2 Successive A pproxim ation  A n alog-to -D ig ita l C onverter B lock  D iagram

A successive approximation converter or SAR uses a modification of the flash-converter 

architecture. The analog voltage is sampled and fed to a single comparator. The comparator 

returns a £1’ or a ‘O’ code based on the current fraction of the reference voltage. At each 

successive step, the comparator’s reference is updated with a finer approximation of the 

analog input voltage. This is a slower process than the flash-converter, but a 12-bit SAR 

converter uses less than 1% of the transistors of a 12-bit flash converter. Figure 3-2 shows 

the block diagram of a successive approximation type of converter [3-2].

A SAR converter has a major drawback: the converter’s resolution in bits and its 

accuracy are greatly affected by the quality of the digital-to-analog converter (DAC) used 

to provide the approximated analog voltage to the comparator. Additionally, digital noise 

present in the circuit can increase the potential error in the circuit.

The most popular remedy for the problems with the SAR converter is the ’switched- 

capacitor’ ADC. The sampled analog voltage is stored as a charge on a capacitor in the 

converter. A comparator compares the voltage across the capacitor to a known reference. 

At the next cycle the charge is distributed between two matched capacitors and the voltage 

again measured. The process continues until all bits in the conversion have been accounted 

for. This type of converter is also called a “charge-redistribution converter.” One key 

advantage of the switched capacitor ADC is the integrating nature of the converter itself.



The capacitors in the converter act in part as a self anti-aliasing filter that improves noise 

performance. This improved noise performance became apparent with Analog Devices 

TuLSAR’ series of ADCs, which were considered extensively in the FOXIE-03 high speed 

digitizer design.

The final common type of ADC is the sigma-delta modulator or converter. This type 

of converter takes a high speed, low resolution sample and uses a digital filter called a 

decimator to produce a lower speed higher resolution sample. Sigma-delta converters are 

very low noise and often very high speed (greater than 500 ksps). However, due to their 

complex timing nature and tight sample rate requirements, they were not considered in the 

FOXIE-03 high speed digitizer design.

3.1.2 Speed and Pow er C onsum ption

The power consumption of an ADC used to be generally related to its speed of operation. 

While this is still true, a new generation of analog converters have taken advantage of 

newer chip technology to offer speeds that were not previously realizable while consum

ing less power than their older counterparts. Because all of the ADCs in the FOXIE-03 

analog digitizer design specified power consumptions of less than 150 mW, power was not 

considered a major factor in the design of the digitizer subsystem.

3.1.3 A D C  S election

The final revision of the FOXIE-03 high speed digitzer subsystem utilizes the Analog De

vices AD7899 ADC chip. The AD7899 is based on a BiCMOS process and is capable of 

400 ksps at 14-bit resolution with less than 0.5-bit integral non-linearity. The choice of the 

AD7899 followed several failed designs based on the much slower AD977 chip, also from 

Analog Devices. The AD977 is a 100 ksps 16-bit converter that features a serial interface. 

While very fast (17 MHz typically), the AD977 serial interface is cumbersome. It outputs 

the last conversion while the current conversion is in process; in order to function as a 

sample on demand converter desired in the design of the FOXIE-03 Analog Acquisition 

Controller, the AD977 must perform three conversion cycles to present one correct sam

ple to a given station in the telemetry encoder. The first conversion clears old data, the 

second performs the actual conversion, while the third is a dummy cycle to retrieve the
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current data. The effective sample rate drops from 100 ksps to less than 33 ksps. When the 

instrumentation amplifier settling time (needed for the single ended input of the AD977) 

is included, the effective sample rate for five AD977 converters falls to 31.25 ksps. In the 

initial revisions of the FOXIE-03, which did not feature sample on demand architecture, 

this was marginally acceptable. However, when the requirement of a 4.8 Mbps encoder is 

added, the AD977’s speed becomes simply unacceptable.

An initial consideration to increase the speed of the FOXIE-03 digitizer was to replace 

the AD977 converters with AD977A converters, which have one half the conversion time of 

the base AD977. This provides an increase of speed by a factor of 2, but was not considered 

fast enough for the small modifications that would be required for the FOXIE-03 digitizer 

board design. Moreover, a suitable instrumentation amplifier with a settling time of less 

than 12 /dS was not available and the speed increases of the modified design would be less 

than 75%.

The AD7899 is a low power, single-ended input SAR ADC that has a maximum input 

range of ±  10 V. I t’s 14-bit resolution yields a digitizing step of 1.22 mV over a full scale 

range of 20 V total. Maximum non-linearity and offset are less than 0.2%. The AD7899 is 

very well suited to a sample on demand architecture. When combined with a fast unity gain 

op-amp based instrumentation amplifier (with a typical settling time of 35 ns) the AD7899 

provides the analog performance necessary for use in the FOXIE-03. Upon initiation of 

a conversion cycle, the BUSY signal will be asserted and will deassert when the output 

data is valid. This can be used to latch a register without the need for synchronization. 

For these reasons the AD7899 was chosen to be the FOXIE-03 digitizer’s ADC. Figure 3-3 

shows the internal block diagram of the AD7899 [3-3].

3.2 T elem etry H igh Speed  D ig itizer D esign

3.2.1 FO X IE-03 H igh Speed  D igitizer D esign  O verview  and Sum m ary

There are three basic functions of a digitizer design. The first is to sample and quantize 

an analog voltage level into a digital signal. The second function is to condition the analog 

signal for the ADC; this may include level conversion. The third function of a digitizer is to 

multiplex all of the analog channels to a single channel for the ADC. Each functional block
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in the generic digitizer design described here is included in the FOXIE-03 64-channel high 

speed digitizer design. The FOXIE-03 design adds one more block: power conditioning for 

improved noise performance. The design of each block is described in the following sections. 

Figure 3-4 shows a picture of the FOXIE-03 High Speed Digitizer board.

3.2.2 FO X IE-03 Pow er C onditioning C ircuitry

The FOXIE-03 backplane provides four regulated voltages: ±15 V, +5 V, and +3.3 V. 

These voltages are filtered and conditioned on the Opto-Power Board (see Section 4.5). 

Because the digital core of the telemetry system is directly connected to these voltage 

[rails], there is significant noise and interference present on the rails. This includes the 

ground rail which is critical for noise and interference in any analog design. For this reason, 

all power rails entering the FOXIE-03 digitizer needs to be heavily conditioned.

The ground conditioning is the simplest circuit. A single ferrite bead isolates the 

local ground on the FOXIE-03 analog board from the main ground rail on the FOXIE-03 

backplane. At DC the bead is a short. At higher frequencies (above 1 MHz), the bead’s 

inductive nature increases its series resistance greatly compared with the rest of the power 

circuit; the bead acts as an open circuit.
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Figure 3-4 H igh Speed D igitizer S ub system

The +5 V rail is the most sensitive since it directly powers the ADC. The power 

is first passed through a ferrite bead, then a 10 ^H inductor to further remove lower 

frequency noise. This then forms the “digital” +5 V supply while the “analog” supply is 

passed through a 100 Q resistor. The resistor adds an additional R-C filter which in some 

applications is superior to an L-C type filter because the resistor is less susceptible to EMI 

interference. At high currents, the R-C filter performs poorly due to high voltage loss.

The +3.3 V rail is lightly filtered with capacitors; this is a digital-only rail that feeds 

the I/O logic of the AD7899. The +15 V rails are very important to the performance of 

the FOXIE-03 digitizer subsystem. The 15 V rails are equally heavily filtered in the same 

manner as the 5 V rail. Overall noise on these rails at normal operation is 20 mV.

3.2.3 T he 64-channel A nalog M ultip lexer

The AD7899 is capable of a maximum throughput of 400 ksps. However, the converter has 

only one input channel. That input channel is also differential. Since the specifications of 

the FOXIE-03 High Speed Digitizer subsystem call for 64 channels, an analog multiplexer
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is used to merge the 64 channels down to 1 and sequentially sample them. The AD7899’s 

analog input is made fully differential through the use of an instrumentation amplifier. 

Therefore, a dual multiplexer is required, one for the positive half of the channel and 

one for the negative half. Moreover, the largest analog multiplexers are 16:1 channel. A 

total of eight of these 16:1 channel multiplexers are used on the high speed digitizer. The 

multiplexer chosen is the ADG406 from Analog Devices. Figure 3-6 shows the basic layout 

of a ADG406 multiplexer [3-4],

Each multiplexer has 4 address pins that select which channel to pass to the output. 

In addition, the multiplexers have an enable or ‘EN’ pin which inhibits any channel from 

being passed through the multiplexer when logic low is applied. Thus four multiplexers 

can share one analog input line to the AD7899 converter. Two sets of four ADG406’s can 

completely multiplex 64 differential analog channels to one AD7899 converter. The Analog 

Acquisition Controller (see Section 6.2) then must choose which multiplexers to enable.
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The fact that the multiplexers group the analog channels in sets of 16 is reflected in the 

design. The analog channels are refered to in groups of 16 both in the telemtry core and 

schematics. '

3.2.4 A nalog Signal C ondition ing and A D C

The AD7899 converter has a highly capacitive input which appears as an open circuit to 

DC signals. However, to rapidly changing signals such as those from a multiplexer being 

fed by a variety of analog sources, the input appears to have very low impedance that can 

very heavily load driving circuits. The ‘on’ resistance of the multiplexer and the input 

capacitance of the converter work as an R-C lowpass filter. This functionality is good for 

anti-aliasing but results in poor transient AC performance. For this reason, a specialized 

pair of high speed, high power op-amps are used to buffer the analog input signals and 

drive the ADC input capacitors.

The amplifier recommeded by Analog Devices for use with the AD7899 converter is the 

AD817/8. The AD817/8 is a voltage-feedback op-amp with a unity-frequency of over 200 

MHz when supplied with +/-15 V. The AD817/8 can also drive 10000 pF capacitive loads 

at unity gain with no oscillations at slew rates in excess of 150 V//zS. The reference design 

provided by Analog Devices in the AD7899 datasheet was used for the entire ADC circuit. 

The designer/author did not choose any modifications because of the promised performace 

in the AD7899 datasheet.

3.2.5 Intregration

The FOXIE-03 high speed digitizer was integrated with no modifications. The FOXIE-03 

High Speed Digitizer does not provide onboard overvoltage protection or anti-aliasing. The 

anti-aliasing is, however, critical to overall system noise (outside of the FOXIE-03). Both 

features are expected to be provided by an external sub-system.
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3.3 H igh Speed  D ig itizer C ircuit Board D esign

3.3.1 Layout C onsiderations

Once an acceptable design has been done for a high speed digitzer, the next step is to 

prototype the design. Due to the sensitivity of the components in the design and the lack 

of through-hole equivalents for some such as the ADC chip, this must be directly done on a 

printed circuit board (PCB). The layout of the board is done with a computer aided design 

(CAD) program called OrCad Layout.

There are three steps in the layout of a circuit board: placing, routing and finishing. 

The placing step is very important for the digitizer design because some components can 

interfere with each other. The first step in placing components (OrCad lines them up next 

to the board outline) is to place the spacing critical components. In this case, the lower 

left corner of the FOXIE-03 backplane connector must be placed at 4400 mils by 575 mils 

relative to the board datum (lower left corner.) This ensures a good connection to the 

backplane connector on the board below.

Following the placement of the space critical components, the next step was to place the 

ADC chip since it has many connections to the backplane. When the chip was placed, the 

signal lines to the backplane (called nets in OrCad) were given some rules: they could only 

be routed on the “TOP COPPER” layer. This process, explained below, helps to ensure 

the minimum connection length for high speed digital lines which helps to reduce noise and 

interference. After the analog converter chip was placed, the rest of the placement followed 

a logical method to minimize the length of connections. Generally this was found to be the 

best methodology to use in placement of components. Figure 3-8 shows the OrCad screen 

with the board ready for routing.

Having completed placement of the components, the next step in the design of the 

circuit board was to set routing rules and obstacles. I t’s desirable for top to bottom 

connections called ’vias’ to not be placed under certain components like connectors. A via 

connects a trace on the top side of a circuit board to a trace on the bottom side. Obstacles 

called ’via keepouts’ should be placed anywhere vias are not wanted. Once this is complete, 

rules can be applied to nets. As mentioned before, a net is a connection between two pads
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Figure 3-6 FO X IE-03 D igitizer Board, P laced  and N ot R ou ted  (R ev 9.0)

on the circuit board where a ’pad’ is the place where a component physically connects 

(either through hole or surface mount). By restricting where certain nets can go, one can 

control the layout of the traces on a circuit board without having to route each trace by 

hand.

When the obstacles and net restrictions are finished, the final step before routing is to 

set the route spacing and trace size. In the case of the digitizer board, the signal traces 

are set to a width of 6 mils and a trace-to-trace spacing of 6 mils. This represents the 

minimum size/spacing allowed by Advanced Circuits, the chosen manufacturer of ASRP



circuit boards. Via spacing is restricted to 24 mils to prevent “close drill hits” which can 

cause errors in the manufacturing process. Power traces are widened to 16 mils to lower 

resistance and prevent heating and voltage dropouts.

When all preparations are finished, the board can be routed using OrCad’s SmartRoute 

utility. It may take several tries before a suitable board design is finished. If the SmartRoute 

utility fails, some re-arranging of the board may be needed to complete the job. When the 

board is finished, it is subjected to the following process. First, the newly routed board is 

reimported into OrCad Layout and a ’cleanup design’ command is executed. This rechecks 

all traces and ensures that any stray lengths of trace are reduced to the shortest possible 

length. Secondly, ground planes and solder masks are added on their respective layers. As 

a general rule, if the ground plane coverage was less than 50% of the board space, the board 

was rerouted. The ground plane is critical to the performance of the circuit designed for 

the board. Finally, the finished board design is exported as a Gerber file and parsed into 

its individual layers. The layers are sent to Advanced Circuits for checking. If the files 

and design pass the Advanced Circuits check, the board can be manufactured. Figure 3-9 

shows the finished board in OrCad’s Gerber editor before final export.

3.3.2 D ig itizer B oard M easured N oise Perform ance

The first revision of the FOXIE-03 digitizer board featured 80 channels and five AD977 

ADCs. The ground plane coverage was less than 40% on a two layer half-ounce copper 

clad FR4 circuit board. Using Steve Bruss’s SRP5-GSE [3-5] software package, the analog 

inputs were examined using both a time axis graph and a 131072 point FFT. In real time 

mode, the measured analog noise was on average 0.8 mV with peaks of up to 1.2 mV. The 

FFT mode revealed a 7 dBz peak at 60 Hz with lower level higher order harmonics. The 

worst case signal to noise ratio was 49 dB. These figures are considered acceptable; the 

overall noise affected 3 LSB’s of the conversion results giving a worst case 13-bit equivelent 

conversion.

The second and current version of the FOXIE-03 digitizer board features 64 channels 

and a single AD899 ADC. The board featuring the AD7899 converter shows no difference 

in performance than the previous revision under the same test conditions.
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Figure 3-7 Top C opper G erber Im age o f FO XIE-03 H igh S peed  D igitizer (R ev 9.0)
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C H A P T E R  4 

M edia and Power C onverter D esign

4.1 O verview  and Sum m ary o f FO XIE-03 M edia C onverter D esign s

The media conversion circuitry of the FOXIE-03 has several purposes: to convert optical 

media to electrical signals, to convert electrical levels to levels compatible with the encoder 

core and finally to isolate and protect the encoder core from potentially damaging signals 

if a connected instrument fails. Additionally, this portion of the design does a similar 

conditioning and conversion for the encoder system’s power inputs.

The FOXIE-03 asynchronous serial inputs are routed through eight Industrial Fiber- 

Optics high speed, low cost receivers. These produce TTL level outputs (0-5 V). The signals 

are then converted to LV-TTL levels (0-3.3 V). The FOXIE-03 parallel media converters 

consist of CMOS logic level converters to isolate the telemetry core chips from accidental 

damage in the event a connected instrument fails. The FOXIE-03 Option-Power subsys

tem provides power conditioning and filtering to all FOXIE-03 systems via the FOXIE-03 

backplane connetions. The power converters/filter can either use the ISIS power bus (±15 

V, +5 V and +3.3 V) or a single 12 V power source. All power is heavily filtered and 

monitored for both voltage level and current draw. Complete schematics and layouts for 

all systems described in this chapter are in Appendix A.3

4.2 Parallel Level C onverter D esign

There are two functions that the parallel media level converter must perform. First, the 

parallel inputs must be converted and conditioned. Secondly, the ‘strobe’ or handshaking 

signal must be buffered for use outside of the encoder.

There are 32 bits of parallel inputs to the encoder and one handshake signal output. 

According to the ISIS design [4-1], where possible, all connectors shall be D-SUB type. 

Therefore, the connector for the parallel inputs and handshake signals was chosen to be a 

D-SUB 37-pin.

For the level converters, a CMOS logic family was chosen. While all modern CMOS 

families have the ability to operate at Vcc — 3.3 V with 5 V tolerant inputs, some have
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Figure 4-1 D esign  Preferences: 74L C X 244 vs. 74LCX 541

better features than others. The cheapest family by far is the “74HC” family However, 

the speed and drive capabilities of the family is poor at 3.3 V. The “74AC/T” family was 

another faster alternative, however, generally this family has less protection against over

voltages on logic inputs. After consideration of availability and design synergy with other 

logic components, the “74LCX” family was chosen. The “LCX” stands for Low-power 

CMOS, eXtended range. The LCX family features 2.0-3.6 V operation, 74AC family speed 

and 74AC family drive capabilities. The chip of choice rapidly became the 74LCX541 octal 

buffer. The 74LCX541 is functionally identical to the very common 74xx244, but features a 

“flow through” archictecture which can simplify circuit board design. Figure 4-1 illustrates 

these differences [4-2], [4-3].

The remainder of the parallel level converter design is to connect the outputs of the 

74LCX541 chips (four of them for a total of 32 bits) to the FOXIE-03 backplane. The 

inputs are tied to the D-SUB connector and are terminated to the ground through a 10 

kf* resistor array. With this setup, the input voltage range is -0.3 - 6.0 V with a logical 

transition at 1.8 V. No source feeding a parallel input on the FOXIE-03 should ever source 

more than 10 mA into any input to prevent damage to the level converters or to the encoder 

itself. These specifications are spelled out in detail in Appendix A. 14. Figure 4-2 shows 

the schematic of a portion of the level converter array.

A part of the design synergy mentioned previously was the availablity of similar compo-
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nents for the parallel media converter from the chosen manufacturer of the level converter 

chips (Fairchild Semiconductor, F74LCX541). The strobe signal produced by the encoder 

core begins as a 0-3.3 V logic signal with a high time of approximately 33 nS and a period 

determined by the sampling interval in the user’s PCM data matrix. While the encoder 

core’s FPGA chip’s outputs can source and sink more than 48 mA at speeds in excess of 

640 MHz, it was considered too risky to directly connect the strobe signal to the parallel 

data connector (the previously mentioned D-SUB 37-pin). The signal is instead buffered by 

another Fairchild chip that conforms to the 74LCX family specifications. However, the chip 

itself belongs to a family called “TinyLogic.” The TinyLogic family features standard gates 

and logic components in very small packages for cases when only one or two of the given 

components are needed. The FOXIE-03 makes use of the NC7WZ04 chip which has two 

CMOS inverters in a 6-pin SC-70 type package typically used for transistors or regulators. 

The use of the NC7WZ04 chip saves 75% of the board space that would be required if one 

used a 74AC04 hex inverter. The two inverters are tied in series to make a buffer. The 

drive capability is 24/24 mA and the speed is similar to an LCX or AC family chip at 3.3 

V. Figure 4-3 shows the NC7WX04 and the SC-70 package [4-4].
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Figure 4-3 N C 7W Z 04 TinyLogic Inverter Pair

4.3 F iber-O ptic M edia C onverter D esign

The chosen fiber-optic media for the ISIS mission is 1 mm core, plastic multimode, 

dry non-polish (DNP), non-coherent cable. The cable costs $17 per 100 m and can be 

cut with a pair of wire cutters. The attenuation, while not characterized, is low enough 

to transmit 155 Mbps over 100 m with no appreciable bit error rate. In the case of the 

ISIS mission, the maximum speeds will be no more than 2.0 Mbps over lengths of less 

than 5 m. The termination of this cable is a device made by Industrial Fiber-Optics. 

The IF-95 fiber-optic receiver has a 7 nS rise and fall time and outputs TTL-level signals 

representitive of the light level on the input. The IF-95’s usable optical spectrum extends 

from wavelengths as long as 1 /im  to as little as 520 nm. The primary transmitter LEDs on 

the ISIS mission are 808 nm red LEDs also made by Industrial Fiber-Optics. [4-2] Figure 

4-4 shows a transmitter and receiver pair. The rest of the serial media converter design 

is simple. The fiber-optic receivers output TTL levels to another pair of 74LCX541 octal 

buffers. One 74LCX541 connects the serial signals to the FOXIE-03 backplane. The other 

drives 8 LED’s at the board edge. An LED that is on indicates that the coresponding serial 

channel is unconnected. A dark LED indicates a connection but no data, while a blinking 

LED indicates data presently on the line. One should note that the FOXIE-03 uses the 

non-inverted asynchronous serial convention. A logic “1” is an idle or 'space5; a logic “0” is 

a 'mark.5 Over the fiber-optic portion a logic 1 is represented by light, a zero by no light.
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F igure 4-4 Industrial F iber-O ptics R eceiver (left) and T ransm itter (right)

4.4 O pto-Pow er Core D esign

4.4.1 O verview  and Sum m ary

The Option-Power Core for the FOXIE-03 encoder is a versatile and complex design that 

implements two seperate methods of powering the FOXIE-03 encoder. There are four basic 

blocks in the design of the power core: The opto-power header, the power filter, the power 

monitor and the DC-power converters.

The opto-power header allows the user to select between using a single 12 V power 

source or a bus providing ±15 V, ±5 V, and +3.3 V. With the opto power jumpers in place, 

the FOXIE-03 encoder runs on a single +12 V power supply with a 3 W maximum power 

draw. With the jumpers uninstalled, the FOXIE-03 requires the previosuly mentioned bus, 

and the 12 V input to be disconnected. Figure 4-5 shows a picture of the opto-power 

jumpers. More information can be found in Appendix A.M.

4.4 .2  Power F ilter and C onverters

The power filters on the FOXIE-03 are simple ?r-type filters that consist of a 10 /zH induc

tor and a pair of 22 juF tantulum capacitors. The tantulum capacitors are of particular 

importance: their [low] equivelent series resistance (ESR) is critical in a power filtering 

application. Any brand is acceptable as long as the capacitor is a genuine tantulum variety. 

The FOXIE-03 utilizes EIA-C size SMD capacitors for power filtering. This gives the power



Figure 4-5 FO XIE-03 O pto-Pow er Jum pers

filter a very small footprint when combined with the SMD 1218 size inductors. The entire 

power filter occupies less than one square inch of board space. Figure 4.6 shows a partial 

schematic of the FOXIE-03 main power filter.

When in bus mode (DC-converters disabled, opto-power jumpers removed), the power 

input to the FOXIE-03 is fed through the power filter and to the telemetry backplane. 

When the opto-power jumpers are installed, the power is sourced from an array of DC-DC 

converters.

Three DC-DC converters provide ±15 V, +5 V and +3.3 V from a single 12 V source 

with an acceptable range from 9-18 V. This is accomplished through three Cincon EW3A 

series DC-DC converters. The EW3A series of converter is available in single or dual 

outputs with a maximum output power of 3 W. The converters are 88% efficient under full 

load and typically draw 9 mA each from a 12 V source at no load. The converters require 

no external components and are packaged in a case compatible with a 24-pin 600 mil DIP 

package.
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Figure 4-6 FO XIE-03 M ain Pow er F ilter  

4.4.3 Pow er C onverter M onitors

The FOXIE-03 power system was designed with two basic types of monitors: a magnetic 

current sensor and a resistor divider voltage monitor. The magnetic current sensor measures 

the current in the ground wire of the FOXIE-03, while the voltage sensors measure each 

individual voltage bus (except for the 12 V input bus).

The current sensing is handled by a Sentron CSA-1V chip. The CSA-1V is a hall effect 

current sensor with a sensitivity of 70 mV/A. The CSA-1V also includes an integrated 2.5 

V reference. The output of the CSA-1V is fed to an AD623 instrumentation amplifier. The 

gain of the AD623 is set with a 7.5 k tt resistor to achieve a sensitivity of 1.0 V/A. The 

output of the amplifier is referenced to a 1.25 V zero point. The measured current output 

is fed to an ADG409 dual 4:1 analog multiplexer. The multiplexer is used to select the 

voltage monitor being measured. However, because there is only one current measurement,
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Figure 4-7 FO XIE-03 Power M onitoring C ircuitry

the output of the instrumentation amplifier is fed to all four inputs of the “B” channel of 

the multiplexer. Figure 4-8 shows a schematic of the FOXIE-03 power monitoring circuitry.

The voltage monitors consist of 11:1 resistor voltage dividers to accomodate a 0-2.5 

V measuring range (discussed in Section 5.4.3). The positive monitors are referenced to 

0 V, while the -15 V monitor is referenced to +3.3 V. Current monitoring is routed to 

the FOXIE-03 backplane via the signal “IMON”, while voltage is routed through a signal 

called “VMON.” The signals “MONSA” and “MONSB” select one of the four multiplexer 

channels. The tolerance on any monitor is considered to be 3%.
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Figure 4-8 FO X IE -03 A synchronous Serial M edia Conversion Board  

4.5 C ircuit B oard D esign s

The media and power converters for the FOXIE-03 are implemented on seperate circuit 

boards, although a careful layout could condense them into a single circuit board. The rea

son for this is to leave enough space for future expansions which might include an Ethernet 

Physical Layer Interface (PHY). The parallel media and power converters therefore were 

located on one circuit board. The fiber-optic serial converters on a second circuit board.

The asynchronous serial media board is a very simple design with a single 72-pin header, 

eight fiber-optic receivers and eight SMD LEDs. The only constraint on placement is the 

lower left corner of the header being located at 4400 mils by 575 mils relative to the board 

datum. The current layout leaves over 70% of the board area free for future designs. Figure 

4-8 shows a picture of the completed FOXIE-03 asynchronous serial media converter board.

The parallel and power converter board is slightly more complicated than the asyn

chronous media board. There are two 72-pin headers, one for the downstream connection 

to the asynchronous board and one for the upstream connection to the telemetry core 

board. The downstream connector is located at 4400 mils by 575 mils, while the upstream 

connector is located at 4100 mils by 575 mils. All of the digital logic is kept together on



F igure 4-9 FO X IE-03 Parallel M edia and Pow er C onversion B oard

the lower third of the board, while the power conversion and filtering components occupy 

the top two thirds of the board. The monitoring components are also located with the 

power components. Trace spacing for both the asynchronous serial and parallel boards is 

6 mils with a signal trace width of 6 mils. Due to the higher power requirements of the 

boards (in contrast to the analog board discussed in Section 3.3.1), the power traces are 

25 mils wide. Figure 4-9 shows a picture of the completed FOXIE-03 parallel media and 

opto-power converter board.
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Encoder Core D esign

5.1 O verview  and Sum m ary

The encoder core board is the physical and electrical nexus of the FOXIE-03 telemetry 

encoder. All encoded data signals are routed via the backplane or expansion connector to 

this board for processing inside the Cyclone FPGA. The design of this board had to be 

approached with more care than the other boards due to the required synergy with the 

other components in the system as well as its position of controlling the encoder electron

ics. Rather than beginning with an overall concept for this board/subsystem design, the 

author chose to identify components and sub-circuits first, then “glue” them together. This 

enabled components that are best for the task to be chosen without worrying at first about 

interface specifics. This philosopy was of particular importance when selecting the FPGA 

and microprocessor chips for the FOXIE-03 core.

Due to the varied nature of the core subsystem design and its overall size and complex

ity, many design reviews and checks were done. The layout of the physical circuit board 

was also very carefully checked. The final board design is eight layers deep, measuring 4.72 

inches square. This chapter presents the design of the FOXIE-03 core board electronics as 

they were finalized, showing where possible the steps the designer took to make the design 

decision.

5.2 Choice o f F P G A  Chip

5.2.1 T he F P G A : an O verview

For tasks that are hardware oriented or otherwise difficult to implement in software, a 

common design choice is to implement the desired functions in a Field Programmable 

Gate Array (FPGA) for large designs or a CPLD (Complex Programmable Logic Device) 

for smaller designs. The difference between the two is the size and complexity of each 

individual logic element called a ’cell.’ Both chips are built from arrays of identical logic 

cells refered to as LCs linked to an interconnect bus and a clock system. In the case of



CPLDs, fusible links or CMOS Flash memory technology allows a user to individually make 

or break connections to these logic cells to configure them and connect them to the chip’s 

I/O resources, clock resources or other logic cells. A CPLD will retain it configuration 

during power down states. An FPGA is very similar except that its logic cells are simpler 

(to have more of them per chip) and are based on a Static Random Access Memory (SRAM) 

architecture. The device does not retain its configuration after power down and must be 

configured from an external memory on initial power up. Typically FPGA’s are less efficient 

than CPLD’s (due to their simpler cell architecture), but can be both larger and faster than 

CPLD chips. Figure 5-1 shows the basic structure of a logic cell from an Altera FPGA 

[5-1]. Figure 5-2 shows the basic architecture of an Altera FPGA [5-2].

As was previously mentioned, the FPGA LCs can be combined to form very complex 

combinatorial and sequential logic functions. An important feature of an FPGA is the 

softwarethat is used to generate its implementation of a given function. This software 

contains a function called a ’fitter’ that places the given functions for either speed or size 

(or both.) The quality of this software depends both on the manufacturer and the speed 

of the user’s computer.

The tasks implemented by a telemetry encoder axe not well handled by a microprocessor. 

To transmit a given word or data element, the following tasks must be performed:

• Determine word to be transmitted (reference from fixed memory)

• Fetch the word from its source (may require multiple steps)

• Place fetched word in transmitter buffer

• Encode word and transmit

• Repeat

This sequence of events represents a perfect fit to an FPGA device. Each of the steps is 

very simple and needs to be done very fast. There is little or no change between steps. 

A microprocessor implementation of this would require a very fast processor yet use very 

few of its resources. For this reason, an FPGA design was chosen for the main functions of 

FOXIE-03 telemetry encoder.

52
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F igure 5-1: A ltera  C yclone F P G A  Fam ily Logic C ell structure

5.2.2 D evelopm en t P latform s

Prior to the design of the FOXIE-03 core board, it was desired to have a system that had an 

Altera Cyclone design already implemented on it both for testing and to use as a reference 

design. The only viable choice at the time of design was a kit called DigiLab-CC from 

El Camino Systems GmbH of Mainburg, Germany. The kit features the Altera Cyclone 

EP1C20 chip and support chips for the Altera NIOS soft processor core. Though the 

FOXIE-03 does not implement any of the NIOS features, future revisions of the telemetry 

system itself or other ASRP equipment may desire the use of the NIOS core. NIOS is a 

free, open-souce 32-bit soft processor offered by Altera for their FPGA’s.

5.2.3 D esired  C hip Features

Early in the conceptual design of the FOXIE-03 TM system, it was realized that the FPGA 

implementing the main core functions would need to be both large and capable. From the
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F igure 5-2: Structure of an A ltera  C yclone F P G A

Feature Purpose Desirability Notes
Phase Locked Loop 
(on chip)

Clock control High

JTAG Configuration Test/Debug High
Simple Power 
Configuration

Ease of design Veiy High Not well covered by 
Xilinx FPGA’s

5 Volt I/O Ease of design Medium Not found on Altera 
FPGA’s (2.5 V and 
1.5 V families.)

Power Consumption 
Control

Power Reduction Medium

130/90 nm chips Misc Low
PCI-32/33 native Misc Low

Table 5-1 D esired  F P G A  Features

system requirements, a list of desired FPGA features was compiled. These are compiled in 

Table 5-1. From this list of requirements, suitable families of FPGA chips were found. The 

results are shown in Table 5-2.

From the table, its clear that the best choice for the FPGA family is the Altera Cyclone. 

While not the best in many categories, the Cyclone family does not have any negative marks.
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Feature
Altera 
ACEX IK  
family

Altera
Cyclone
family

Altera FLEX 
10KE family

Xilinx
Virtex-II
family

Xilinx
Spartan-3E
family

Actel 
ProASIC 
+ family

Process 220 nm 
CMOS 
SRAM

130 nm
BiCMOS
SRAM

220 nm CMOS 
SRAM

220 nm 
CMOS 
FLASH

System Gates 257,000 1 million + 250,000 2 million + 1.6 million 1 million
Logical
Elements

4,992 20,160 12,160 104,882 33,192 56,320

Core Voltage 2.5 V 1.5 V 2.5 V 1.5 V 1.5 V 2.5 V
Maximum 
Power Diss.

1.5 W 2 W 3 + W 2 W 2 W 1.5 W

Maximum 
Clock Speed

200 MHz 405 MHz 300 MHz 300 MHz 300 MHz 150 MHz

PLL’s 2 2 0 2 2 4
Easy Power Yes Yes Yes No Unknown* Unknown*
Onboard
Memory

48 k-bit 240 k-bit 40 k-bit 256 k-bit 648 k-bit 198 k-bit

Device
Quoted

EP1K100 EP1C20 EPF10KE250
A

XCE2V8000 XC3S1600E APA1000

VO lines
(max)

333 301 470 1,108 376 712

Packaging 
(easiest to 
use)

PQFP-208 PQFP-240 CPGA-599 FBGA-67 6 PQFP-208 PQFP-208

Supported bv 
UAF

Yes Sort Of Yes No Yes No

*  Unknown: these device’s characteristics are not known due to lack of testing or available user data.

Table 5-2 Suitable F P G A  Fam ilies

Moreover, the packaging is both large enough (240 pins), yet still simple to use (non-BGA 

or ball grid array type.)

5.2.4 E stim ated  Size R equirem ents

Estimating the required size of an FPGA is not easy to do. To help with the process, 

Altera’s Quartus II software provides an estimate of the required resources for a given 

FPGA based on the basic function being implemented (counter, decoder, etc.) It should 

be noted that these are only estimates and a device should be chosen accordingly with a 

margin of safety. This school of thought was taken one step further in this design, due to 

the demand for the design to be expandable in the future. The largest Altera Cyclone chip 

(the EP1C12) was chosen that still was available in the Plastic Quad Flat Pack (PQFP) 

packaging rather than the harder to use Fine Line Ball Grid Array package (FBGA.)

5.2.5 D esign  Justification

The choice and justification of the Altera Cyclone series FPGA can be broken into a few key 

parts. First, it was the lowest cost FPGA available at the time of the design. In quantity



the largest Cyclone devices are $30. In small quantities the Cyclone can be purchased for 

$50-60. This compares with the $300+ of other FPGA families in most cases. The second 

factor is that Altera’s Quartus II software is free of charge and has no significant limitations. 

The availability of open-source and free HDL-based macro-functions collectively known as 

Intellectual Property or IP functions give the Altera chip excellent functionality free of cost. 

Similar IP exists for the Xilinx chips, but their software is much more limited. Finally the 

Altera Cyclone series is implemented in a 130 nm BiCMOS process. This gives the family 

speed and power consumption characteristics very favorable to lower power systems while 

still realizing significant performance advantages. For these reasons, the Cyclone family of 

FPGA’s from Altera is the best choice for the FOXIE-03 telemetry encoder.

5.3 M icroprocessor D esign  C hoice

5.3.1 P rocessing  Tasks

While the FPGA handles the primary encoding functions in the FOXIE-03, its not partic

ularly well suited to human interface tasks. For this reason, a microprocessor was chosen 

to implement this functionality, thereby allowing a user to configure the telemetry encoder 

via a USB interface. The following is a set of processing functions that the microprocessor 

must implement:

• Download matrixes and analog sequences to EEPROM memory

• Upload same data to FPGA at startup or soft restarts

• Monitor FPGA vital signs (power, etc)

• Provide diagnostic data via USB to users

• Access FPGA encoder data stream for real time diagnostics (without use of a DECOM 

computer)

The USB interface will be handled by an ASIC device (see section 5.4.1) The micropro

cessor can then communicate with the USB host via emulated RS232 serial ports. The 

microprocessor must also interface seamlessly to the FPGA with no external components 

(for simplicity).

56
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5.3.2 H ard vs. Soft P rocessors

From the requirements described to in section 5.3.1, it can be seen that the processor needs 

to be fairly powerful, but doesn’t need to be overly so. A high performance 8-bit or low-end 

16-bit machine will suffice (more details are provided in section 5.3.3). Since the FPGA has 

vast resources, one can consider both internal “soft” microprocessors and external “hard” 

microprocessors. The soft machine would have a significant advantage, residing inside the 

FPGA and greatly simplifying the circuit board design. However, few if any acceptable 

candidates exist. The primary reason is cost. A CAST Inc. R8051 soft processor (fully 

Intel 8051 compatible) costs $50,000 for a single design license. Open source VHDL soft 

processors are available, but are not reliable enough to be considered for this design. For 

these reasons alone, an external or hard processor was chosen for the FOXIE-03 design.

5.3.3 T he T exas Instrum ents M SP430 Series M icrocontroller

Due to the vast number of available 8-bit and 16-bit microcontrollers available, with more 

than the necessary features, all for a reasonable cost, the choice came down to which proces

sor was best supported by UAF’s Electrical Engineering Dept. Thus the Texas Instruments 

MSP430F449 processor was chosen. The MSP430 is a 16-bit RISC processor with many 

advanced features including a hardware multiplier and an LCD controller. Due to the large 

I/O resources on the MSP430F449, a 16-bit parallel interface to the FPGA can be designed 

(as opposed to a more complex serial interface). Figure 5-3 shows a basic overview of the 

MSP430F449 processor. The MSP430F449 features 60 kB of FLASH program memory, 2 

kB of free RAM, a 12-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC), two UART’s and a rich timer 

set. All of these features are strongly desired by core processor functions on the FOXIE-03.

5.4 M odern and L egacy Interfaces

5.4.1 U niversal Serial B us C onnection

The FOXIE-03 core utilizes a USB to RS232 bridge to facilitate simple and complex serial 

communications over a USB connection. The USB connection behaves as a “virtual serial 

port” and can be treated by a high level application as a standard serial port. To implement 

this, a single chip USB-to-RS232 converter was chosen. At the time of the design, the only
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widely available chip was the FT232BM from Future Technologies Ltd. The FT232BM 

provides a single serial port with modem functions and is compatible with USB 1.0, 1.1 

and 2.0. The maximum serial baud rate is 460.8 kbps, though, RS232 drivers and computer 

serial ports are usually limited to 230.4 kbps. The FT232BM is a valuable addition to the 

FOXIE-03 core as it allows for newer computers that do not feature serial ports to interface 

to the FOXIE-03 at very little cost.

5.4.2 FO X IE-03 E xpansion  H eader

The FOXIE-03 expansion header is a standard 12-pin MOLEX hooded header that provides 

8 direct lines to the FOXIE-O3’s Cyclone FPGA chip. The connector also provides a 

+5V, +3.3V and ground bus connection. The expansion header is intended to provide 

serial interface connecitons to future hardware expansions for the FOXIE-03. Because the 

expansion connector is directly connected to the FOXIE-03 with no protection, great care 

must be taken when testing or using it. Currently there is no hardware connection for this 

header inside of the FPGA. See Section 6.2 for more details.
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Figure 5-4 FO X IE-03 B ackplane C onnectors

5.4.3 FO X IE-03 B ackplane C onnections

As mentioned before, the FOXIE-03 backplane consists of 144 total pins organized as two 

72-pin headers. The headers both connect to the FOXIE-03 core board. The up-stream 

header connects to the analog board, while the downstream header connects to the power, 

parallel, serial and expnasion lines. Figure 5-5 shows the pinouts of the FOXIE-03 backplane 

connectors. Detailed pinouts can be found in appendixes A.6 and A. 14.

Physically the backplane connectors are 72-pin MOLEX 100 mil spacing, dual row 

“headers.” The backplane “A” header connects exclusively to the high speed digitizer 

board. The first 8 pins provide power from the FOXIE-03 power bus to the board. The



pins on the left side of the conenctor connect directly to the analog to digital converter, in 

this case the AD7899. Older versions of the design (such as those mentioned in Chapter 

3 refering to the previous design based on the AD977) will have different pin names in 

the schematic. The connections on the right-hand side of backplane “A” are the addresses 

to the multiplexers. Each multiplexer is expected to be a 16:1 device and the analog 

channels are organized into groups of 16 channels. In the case that the digitizer board has 

only one analog-to-digital converter, the “EN” signals are provided to enable and disable 

multiplexers that feed the same analog inputs. In the case of the 64-channel High Speed 

Digitizer used in the FOXIE-03 revision 2, aGRP4” is unconnected. The last 6 pins on the 

“A” connector provide the system ground.

The backplane “B” connector provide data access for the power supply monitor, parallel 

data channels and asynchronous serial channels. The serial channels are labeled “SO” 

to “S7” and the parallel bits are labeled “P0” to “P31.” The £STROBE’ signal is the 

handshaking signal for parallel bits P0-P7. The STROBE signal uses a spare line £SP0.’

The signals £VMON’, TMON’, £MONSA5 and £MONSB’ are described in Chapter 4. 

The £TMON’ signal is unused since the ambient temperature sensor for the FOXIE-03 is 

located internally on the MSP430 processor on the FOXIE-03 core board. If future designs 

need more available pins on the backplane, the number of power pins and ground pins can 

be reduced at the cost of noise and ripple performance.

5.4.4 L egacy and O ther C onnections

The FOXIE-03 core provides several connections for testing, legacy equipment and diag

nostics. The legacy connections include an RS232 connection linked to the Cyclone FPGA 

chip. Though there is no hardware implemented in the FPGA for this connection, the 

connection is provided for any type of serial diagnostic connections. Additional connec

tions include the main telemetry outputs which are available as 3.3 V LVCMOS and TTL 

level signals. Diagnostic connections include clocks for monitoring and configuration pins. 

These connections are provided through the 37-pin D-SUB connector on the FOXIE-03 

core board.
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5.5 D esign  and Integration  o f the FO XIE-03 Core

The design of the FOXIE-03 core was done in several distinct steps due to its complexity. 

The first step was to come up with an overall design which is described in Chapter 2. The 

next step was to determine suitable components for each given block of the design; these 

selections are covered in the first part of this chapter. Not all components had significant 

reason to be used beyond availability or the simplicity of having designs already done as 

references. With all of the major components selected, the final task in the design was to 

integrate them onto a single circuit board.

The first step in the final circuit board design was to determine the requirements for the 

largest chips. The Altera Cyclone chip while having comparitively simple power require

ments, required a number of support functions. The Cyclone EP1C12 chip is packaged in 

a 240 pin Plastic Quad Flat Pack (PQFP). Over 40 of the 240 pins are dedicated to power. 

Two voltage levels are required by the EP1C12. The I/O banks operate on +3.3 V. The 

logic core of the chip operates on +1.5 V. The internal Phase Locked Loops (PLLs) also 

require +1.5V but with some filtering. Altera strongly recommends planes be used for all 

three supply rails and the ground. This indicates that the PCB will need to be at least 6 

layers. The MSP430 power requirements are signigicantly less complicated. The MSP430 

requires +3.3 V at less than 5 mA. To reduce design complexity, all other components on 

the FOXIE-03 core board were designed to operate off of either +3.3 V or +5 V.

Having determined the power requirements* a small regulator was designed for the 

generation of the +1.5 V rail. The analog supply for the PLLs was also derived from this 

rail by using a ferrite bead to isolate the analog rail. The 1.5 V regulator was chosen via 

a recommendation from National Semiconductor’s WEBench software5-*. The regulator 

chosen was the LP3883 low dropout 1.5 V regulator. The LP3883 requires a +2-4 V input 

and a +5 V bias supply, both available on the FOXIE-03 core. The schematic of the 

FOXIE-03 core power regulator is shown in Figure 5-5.

Once the power regulators had been designed, the next step in the design was to 

consider the bypassing requirements of the components being used on the FOXIE-03 core. 

The total number of bypass capacitors required for each FOXIE-03 core is 75. Two thirds 

of the capacitors directly bypass the EPIC 12 power pins. Others decouple the power pins
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Figure 5-5 Core Pow er R egulation  U sing th e L P3883

of other chips. Due to the large number of capacitors required, SMD 0603 size capacitors 

were chosen where possible. In places where electrolytic caqpacitors were required, EIA-A 

size capacitors were chosen.

With the completion of the power design, the remainder of the integration followed 

a center-outward design path with the center being the Cyclone FPGA chip. The first 

connections designed were from the MSP430F449 microprocessor to the EP1C12 FPGA. 

Three ports on the processor were dedicated to communication with the FPGA on a 16-bit 

bus modeled after the multiplexed bus on the Intel 8086 processor. Figure 5-6 shows a 

schematic of this bus.

The bus cycle was also designed at the same time. A master device (i.e., the MSP430) 

first must deassert all signals. Next it presents the address and strobes ‘ALE’ high for at 

least 50 ns. With the address now latched, the processor can present data and strobe either 

‘RD’ or £WR’ for at least 50 ns. After 25 ns, the cycle can repeat. More details on this bus 

are discussed in Section 5.5 and Section 6.2.

The pins on the FPGA chip were chosen to minimize the connection length and number 

of crossovers from the MSP430 chip. Likewise the connections to the FOXIE-03 backplane 

were designed in a similar way. This process costs the designer more time but saves sig

nificant effort in the layout and routing of the board. After the microprocessor had been 

connected to the FPGA, the configuration connections were added. These included two 

10-pin headers for the FPGA (one for JTAG and one for Altera active serial configuration) 

and a 14-pin header for the MSP430 JTAG. Connected to the Altera active serial header is 

a EPCS4 configuration memory. The Altera EPCS4 is a 4 MB flash memory and a small
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microcontroller in the same 8-pin SOIC package. The flash memory stores the configuration 

image for the FPGA and uploads it as soon as the power supply has stabilized. The active 

serial configuration lines are used to both configure the FPGA at startup and program the 

EPCS4. Programming is accomplished through Altera’s Quartus II software and Altera’s 

ByteBlaster II programming cable. Figure 5-7 shows the EPCS4 configuration device.

With the configuration headers completed, the next step in the design was to connect 

the FPGA pins to the backplane connectors. Like the bus connections, the length was
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1000pF

Figure 5-8 FO XIE-03 M ain O utput A m plifier C ircuit

minimized for ease of routing. The output connector was likewise connected through its 

support components. The TTL level outputs of the FOXIE-03 encoder are the following:

• Bi-Phase Level, Bi-Phase Differential (Manchester)

• NRZ-L and Randomized NRZ-L

• Bit Clock, Frame Clock, Sub-Frame Clock, Word-Load-Clock

The clocks are provided to trigger an oscilloscope at given points in the encoding cycle. 

The Bi-phase outputs are generally used for radio transmission and the NRZ/RNRZ are 

used where bandwidth is an issue. The outputs are buffered via a 74LCX541 chip. In 

addition to the TTL-level outputs, LVCMOS AC outputs were designed using a National 

LM6144 op-amp as a buffer. The LM6144 has a 17 MHz unity bandwidth and acts as a low 

pass filter for the telemetry outputs. In bandwidth sensitive situations, further filtering is 

recommended. Figure 5-8 shows the schematic of the FOXIE-03 output amplifiers.

The output impedance is 75 ft and the signal level is 3.2 Vp-p with a zero level of 1.5 

V. However, the addition of an output capacitor could convert this to a true AC signal. 

The LM6144 buffers only the data signals and none of the clock signals. All outputs are 

routed through the FOXIE-03 core’s 37-pin D-SUB connector. The pinout of the connector 

is shown in Figure 5-9. A complete description of each of the connector’s pins is in the 

FOXIE-03 datasheet, appendix A.M.

The remaining components in the FOXIE-03 core design are the USB interface, the 

EEPROM configuration memory and* the LED’s for the MSP430. The USB chip was 

designed to be self-powered and interface with 3.3 V logic. The USB was connected to the
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MSP430 USARTO interface. The FTDI USB-to-serial reference design was followed with 

no changes.

The EEPROM configuration memory’s purpose is to store user’s PCM data matrixes 

and telemetry parameters (i.e. bit-rate, etc). The size of the memory had to be large enough 

to hold all possible configurations. Due to limitations with suppliers, the largest available 

memory for the design was the Atmel 25256A. The 25256A is a 256-kbit serial EEPROM 

with an SPI serial interface. The SPI interface was connected to the MSP430 USART1 

port. The user is expected to program the EEPROM using an EEPROM programmer. 

Flash memory was considered, but deemed too complicated to use. Figure 5-10 shows a 

sample connection of the Atmel 25256A EEPROM.

Finally the design was completed by connecting 8 status LED’s to the MSP430 for 

use in diagnostics and runtime displays. The LED’s, configuration memory and MSP430 

program are discussed in Section 5.5. The complete schematic of the FOXIE-03 core is in 

Appendix A.6.

The completed design was layed out using OrCad Layout by ASRP personnel. The final
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design was implemented on an eight-layer circuit board with four of the layers dedicated 

to power/ground planes. Careful design checking limited the board to one known error 

which was corrected by a jumper wire. Figure 5-11 shows a photograph of the completed 

FOXIE-03 core board.

5.6 T elem etry  H um an Interface Software

The MSP430F449 microprocessor on the telemtry core has two major functions: at startup, 

configure the FPGA once it has been initialized by the configuration device. During run

time, monitor the encoder voltages, currents and temperatures and report them to the 

TACOS monitor program over the USB connection. Figure 5-12 shows a flow chart of the 

MSP430 program.

The startup function intializes the MSP430 and configures all of its registers. It then 

waits 1 second for the FPGA to finish initialization. The power on reset in the FPGA
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F igure 5-11 C om pleted  FO XIE-03 T elem try Core B oard

extends another 5 seconds, allowing the MSP430 time to configure the FPGA’s hardware 

before the first word is encoded. The MSP430 reads sequential addresses from the EEPROM 

via the SPI port. The SPI port is emulated for better compatibility with the EEPROM. 

Two bytes of data read from the EEPROM are assembled to form a 16-bit word which is 

written to the FPGA at the corresponding address. See Section 6.2 for details on the FPGA 

configuration control engine. In this fashion, the user’s PCM data matrix and configuration 

parameters such as bit-rate, etc are loaded into the encoder. The entire process takes less 

than 1 second, though future expansion could lengthen the amount of data to be transfered.

Once the FPGA configuration process is complete, the MSP430 goes to run-time mode. 

A 57.5 mS timer is set and the timer interupt drives the functions of the program. Every

57.5 mS, the on-board analog-to-digital converter (called ADC12) is sampled. The MOnsA 

and MOnsB lines (described in Section 4.4) are toggled to monitor each channel. The raw 

data is sent at a rate of 1 byte every 0.33 seconds over the USB serial port at a speed of

115.2 kbps. The voltages monitored are the TM core voltage (+1.5 V), the ±15 V, 5 V and

3.3 V rails. The controller also monitors the total current drawn by the encoder and the 

internal temperature of the MSP430 processor which is equivelent to ambient because the 

MSP430 does not heat significantly even at full speed. The serial string is denoted with a
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Figure 5-12 Flow chart for FO XIE-03 H um an Interface G atew ay Software

start word of ‘S’ and a stop word of ‘Y.’ This denotation is used by the TACOS monitor 

program to identify data fields. A complete listing of the MSP430 code is on the FOXIE-03 

CD.
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T elem etry E ncoder In tellectual P rop erty  D esign

6.1 In troduction  and Sum m ary

This chapter presents the crux of the FOXIE-03 telemetry encoder design and the nexus 

for all of the previously discussed sub-system’s signals: the encoder (soft)-core. The design 

of the encoder is entirely based on free or created Intellectual Property (IP) functions and 

mega-functions.

An IP function, which is often referred to as a “thumb”, is a collection of either graph

ical or Hardware Description Language (HDL) based logic circuits intended to perform a 

specific function. In some cases, these functions are flexible, programable or comfigurable. 

Such functions are called “mega-functions.” The FOXIE-03 IP functions (or thumbs) are 

implemented using Altera free functions in a hierarchical structure to form advanced func

tions. While the Altera mega-functions used are implemented in Very High-speed integrated 

circuit Hardware Description Language (VHDL), none of the FOXIE-03 functions are im

plemented directly in VHDL. Instead they are implemented via a graphical scheme for easier 

troubleshooting and faster design time. The drawback to this type of implementation is 

that the IP functions are only accessable through Altera’s Quartus II software. Quartus II 

offers an option of outputting VHDL files that implement the graphical design for use with 

other development systems.

The completed FOXIE-03 encoder core design is itself an IP thumb and can be im

plemented in larger systems for additional functionality. The FOXIE-03 soft-core can also 

be converted and implemented as a VHDL program for use in other FPGA’s. Some mod

ification may be needed to replace the Altera specific Phase Locked Loop (PLL) with a 

similar implementation on the corresponding FPGA. The FOXIE-03 encoder is currently 

implemented in an Altera EP1C12 Cyclone FPGA. The design approximately uses the fol

lowing resources: 72% of I/O pins, 27% of on chip RAM memory, 25% of interconnection 

resources, 75% of global clock resources and 15% of logic resources. The low utilization 

numbers for certain areas of the chip do not, however, imply that a smaller FPGA such as



the EP1C6 Cyclone could be used. Rather, the next smaller FPGA does not provide the 

necessary RAM and I/O resources, nor would it provide the expandability of the of the 

EP1C12.

6.2 A ltera IP  D evelopm en t Software

6.2.1 Q uartus II W eb E dition  Software

Altera offers a free and powerful software package called Quartus II to develop IP functions 

and cores for their FPGAs and CPLDs. Quartus II web edition provides the following 

features:

• VHDL and Verilog design entry

• Graphical design entry

• FPGA/CPLD compilation and synthesis

• Chip level layout and implementation capabilities

• Chip floorplan and speed analysis

• Signal and functional simulation

• Timing analysis

• System on a Programable Chip (SOPC) design entities

• Support for all Altera CPLD and FPGA families

• Free web support and updates

• Strong educational encouragement

Additionally, Quartus II provides EDA (Electronic Design Aid) tools that link to many 

other standard industry design and synthesis tools. These include: Leonardo (for embed

ded soft processor design and simulation), Synopsis (for FPGA functionality and timing 

simulation) and AMPP (Altera Megafunction Partners Program) megafunctions. Figure 

6-1 shows a screen-shot for Quartus II running under a Windows XP environment.

6.2.2 Synchronous versus A synchronous D esign

Early in the development of the FOXIE-03 system, a critical weakness was discovered 

with Altera CPLD’s and FPGA’s. The weakness can be best summarized as follows. An
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asynchronous benchmark design had a maximum clock speed (as reported by Quartus 

II) of approximately 12 MHz and reported possible critical timing errors. The same design 

implemented as a synchronous architecture reported no timing errors and a maximum clock 

speed of 125 MHz. However, a synchronous design is both larger, more power consuming 

(as all circuits must be linked to a fast master clock) and more time consuming. The least 

common multiple of all desired clocks in the system determines the required frequency of 

the system master clock. In the case of the FOXIE-03, the baud rate generator for the 

serial ports combined with the encoder bit rate implies the need for a 294.2 MHz master 

clock. However, by seperating the clocks for the UART and the encoder a 96 MHz clock can 

be used with a separate 18.432 MHz clock for the serial circuits. The original FOXIE-03 

design utilized master clocks of 192 MHz and 256 MHz, but the second (current) revision 

was determined not to need the extra speed.

To better express the differences between synchronous and asynchronous (or ripple 

clock) design, the following figures illustrate an asynchronous and synchronous design for
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Figure 6-2 Q uadrature Encoder, A synchronous Im plem entation

Figure 6-3 Q uadrature E ncoder, Synchronous Im plem entation

a simple quadrature encoder (such as would be used to clock certain analog-to-digital 

converter functions). Figure 6-2 shows the asynchronous design while Figure 6-3 shows the 

synchronous implementation.

Based on the data partially displayed in figures 6-2 and 6-3, every circuit in the FOXIE- 

03 was designed to be synchronized either to the master clocks in the first revision or the 

single master and UART clock in the second revision. Also of note is the fact that Quartus 

IPs compilation process contains significant warnings about using ripple clocks in designs.
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6.2.3 Q uartus II D esign  Flow

Quartus II offers three ways to implement a desired logical function or an IP thumb. The 

first possibility is to hand code it in using VHDL, Altera HDL (AHDL) or Verilog HDL. 

Secondly, one could use a pre-existing macro or mega-function provided by Quartus II as 

well as the graphical interface to create the function out of simpler logic blocks. Finally, 

one could simply download a VHDL code fragment from the internet or other source and 

recompile it into a Quartus II project with minimal changes. Due to the highly hierarchical 

nature of both FPGA’s and their design software, every complex function is simply a 

nesting of simpler functions. Furthermore, hybrid mega-functions can be created by the 

user simply by building two or more smaller functions or IP thumbs together in a project 

and specifying the compiler output to become a new function for use in other Quartus 

II projects.The power and complexity of this system of design requires a hierarchical and 

strict design flow.

The first step in an HDL design is to gather the desired functional specifications and 

particularly the input and output behavorial requirements. The requirements are in turn 

gathered from the top level hierarchy in the design, which is referred to as the design 

entity itself (i.e., FOXIE-03 Telemetry Encoder). The encoder is composed of high level 

elements that implement its functions. The hierarchy continues as each function is broken 

down in similar ways until a gate or simple logic level circuit is demanded (typically several 

tens of separate simple logic circuits for a moderately complex function). A level by level 

integration then follows until a testable function is realized. Using a timing simulator, the 

function is tested to meet specifications of what it interfaces to. If the specifications are met 

under all operating circumstances, the function can be approved regardless of any errors it 

may contain since the thorough simulation has shown it to perform the function required.

As the top-level entity or architecture, often called System on a Programable Chip 

(SoPC) implementation, is built up, each level of simulation becomes more complex. As 

such, it’s common practice to move from software simulation to in-circuit hardware based 

testing. Finally, when the design is mature enough to be put to its initial integration 

tests, the chip pins and layout requirements are fed into the compiler and fitter algorithms 

(handled by Quartus II) and the chip’s LCs are configured. A timing analysis at this stage



may reveal flaws in the design that were not previously observed. This has more to do with 

the chip architecture than any HDL flaws on the designer’s part. In some cases, a floorplan 

needs rework to meet timing specifications. In other cases, the timing is not enough of 

an issue to warrant a rework of the chip’s layout. In the case of the first revision of the 

FOXIE-03, Quartus II reported that the 192 MHz clock could not be achieved along 1,792 

paths in the chip. However, a run time analysis of the hardware showed that this Timing 

error’ was not noticable in the 800 kbps Manchester output of the encoder.

With any design, extensive testing must be done to ensure that the output from Quartus 

II (the logic implementation of desired SoPC) is truly as designed. On one final note, 

the quality of the design produced by the Quartus II compiler, fitter and assembler is 

proportional to the speed and memory of the host computer. A design that has problems 

on a low-end machine may be workable on a high-end machine.

6.3 T elem etry  E ncoder IP  D esign

6.3.1 O verview  and Sum m ary

To better understand the design decisions made in the implementation of the FOXIE-03 

soft-core, one should first look at the hierarchy of a top-level design entity known as an 

SoPC. A design entity is any logical function implemented for use in an FPGA or CPLD 

chip. Design entities range from simple such as a NAND gate to the most complex SoPC 

designs. Additionally each entity is composed of simpler entities connected to form a more 

complex function.

An SoPC designer does not at first need to know any details of which functions are used 

in a given thumb; they only need to know the behavior of that thumb given a range of input 

stimuli. To design a given SoPC, a designer can also begin with the desired behavior of the 

functions required and their interaction with one another. This is much the same process 

a hardware designer begins with when working with a system level block diagram. Since 

the FOXIE-O3’s soft-core design is based on graphical implementations, the exact same 

approach can be applied to hardware implementations inside the FPGA as was applied to 

the designs of the hardware subsystems.

To encode a given word of data, an encoder needs the following functions: a source of
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the data, a bus to retrieve the data, a bus controller or sequencer to fetch the data, a serial 

encoder to literally encode the data and a clock source to proivide timing. The FOXIE-03 

soft-core implements these functions and provides a configuration gateway for ease of use. 

The block diagram of the FOXIE-03 soft-core is shown in Figure 6-4.

Configuration
Control
Engine



The matrix RAM in the Configuration Control Engine stores the user’s PCM ma

trix as a series of addresses (called Station Identifiers in the FOXIE-03). This could be 

likened to the pointer variable in C. The SFRs in the Configuration Control Engine store 

parameters such as bit rate and data format. The FOXIE-03 encode cycle is controlled 

by the 'Sequencer and Bus Controller Block.’ The 'Frame Control’ block provides fram

ing information pertinent to the IRIG106-01 standard, and the 'Serial Encoder Engine’ 

provides serialization of the provided data word. The 'Clock Core’ provides the master 

clock (96 MHz), bit and word clocks (variable user selectable frequencies) and a 5 second 

Power-On-Reset (POR). All other blocks provide data access or subsystem control.

An encoding cycle begins with the Clock Core providing a load word pulse to the 

Serial Encoder Engine. The Serial Encoder Engine loads the word from the transmit buffer 

(located in the Sequencer block) and begins to encode it on the rising edge of the bit-clk 

signal provided by the Clock Core. Simultaneously, the matrix pointer address is updated 

by the 'Address Generator’ block. One bit-clk cycle later the internal bus read cycle is 

asserted and the Sequencer block loads the next word into the transmit buffer from the 

source specified by the user’s PCM matrix. Only an addressed station can assert its data 

on the tri-state internal [data] bus. The Sequencer then goes idle for 2-8 bit-clk periods 

(depending on chosen word size) before the process begins again. Other functions may use 

idle cycles to prepare their next data. Allowable word sizes for the encoder are 10, 12, 14 or 

16 bits. The Serial Encoder Engine block is always encoding 1 word behind the rest of the 

encoder. This buffering relieves the need for tight bus timing and simplifies design. Note 

that 'thumb’, ‘function/mega-function’ and 'block’ are used interchangably here.

The POR provides a known startup state for the encoder and holds it in a reset state 

while the external microcontroller configures the encoder Special Function Registers or 

SFR’s and matrix memory. Additionally the signal T M F O ’ (Telemetry Hold-Off) provides 

access to the reset line in a wired-OR configuration with the internal POR. The TMHO  

signal is connected to the external microcontroller.

Appendix A.8 provides the descriptions, behavorial data, internal schematics, inheri- 

tences and timing information for all of the IP thumbs used in the FOXIE-03 core. The 

naming convention for FOXIE-03 IP thumbs is 'tmx-abbreviated-name.’ The 'x’ refers to
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the generation of IP that the thumb belongs to. Labels that begin with ‘tm ’ or do not 

have a ‘tm ’ as part of their name represent the oldest first generation IP thumbs. Thumbs 

with a ‘tm2’ in their name refer to second generation IP thumbs found on the FOXIE-03 

revision 2. Thumbs with ctm3’ in their name represent revised or upgraded ‘tm2’ thumbs. 

Special Function Registers refers to a set of 16 registers in the FOXIE-03 soft-core that can 

be accessed through the external data bus. These registers directly configure FOXIE-03 

encoding parameters such as bit-rate and frame length.

6.3.2 C lock G en eration  Core

From external sources the FOXIE-03 soft-core is provided two basic clocks: one at 48 MHz 

and one at 18.432 MHz. The Clock Core block must provide all of the clocks for the 

FOXIE-03 soft-core’s inherent functions from these clocks. To accomplish this an Altera 

PLL implementation is used based on the internal PLL of the Cyclone FPGA. The PLL 

is set to provide a 96 MHz master clock from which all synchronous logic is clocked. This 

signal is refered to as ‘MCLK’. The MCLK signal feeds a thumb called Tm2-por\ The POR 

signal is called ‘GRST’ for Global ReSeT. It’s generated by taking the 96 MHz MCLK and 

dividing it by 229. When the maximum count value is reached, the counter is disabled 

and the GRST signal deasserted (unless held asserted by the TM HO  signal). The MCLK 

signal also feeds a prime-factor-divider which generates all of the possible bit-clk frequencies 

needed by the encoder. A prime-factor-divider breaks down all of the factors required for 

generation of various clocks and assembles them in a manner promoting synergy. For 

example, dividing by a factor of 60 and 120 requires the same base factors (2,2,3,5) and 

only one extra factor of 2 for the 120 division. The prime-factor-divider is also arranged 

so that the 3,5 factor divider is placed higher than the 2,2,2 factor divider in the 60/120 

example. The output of the divider is fed to a 16:1 multiplexer that selects the required 

bit-clk. The select input of the multiplexer is fed from the bit-rate SFR in the Configuration 

Control Engine. The prime-factor divider provides a double form of bit-clk. This is required 

by the Manchester encoder portion of the Serial Encoder Engine thumb. A divide-by-two 

block provides the actual bit-clk signal and a quadrature generator provides a -90° phase 

shifted version of bit-clk needed by the word-load signal generator. Figure 6-5 shows the 

internal block diagram of the Clock Core or ‘tm2-clkcore’ entity.
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Figure 6-6 B it-clock  and Load-word Signal T im ing R elationsh ips

The ‘load-word’ signal is generated by dividing the bit-clk signal by 10, 12, 14 or 16 

periods depending on word size and providing a 1 bit-clk length pulse every time the divider 

reaches its maximum value. To ensure a rising edge of the bit-clk during a load-word cycle, 

the load-word divider is updated by the quadrature bit-clk signal (bit-clk-q). Figure 6-6 

shows the timing relationships between bit-clk and load-word for a 10-bit word length at a 

1.0 Mbps data or bit-clk rate.
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6.3.3 B us C ontroller and Sequencer

The main encoder cycle is controlled by the Sequencer block. Inherent to this block are 

both the actual sequencer and the internal bus controller. The internal bus has three sets 

of signals. The first, called DB[15..0], is a 16-bit data path utilizing tri-state logic as access 

control. The second set is called ADDR[15..0] and provides the address of the desired 

station to fetch data from. A third signal called ‘RD-REQ’, when asserted, allows the 

selected station to place its data on the DB[15..0] lines. The bus controller is an extension 

of the Sequencer block. The Sequencer block entity is called ‘tm2-sequencer.’ Figure 6-7 

shows internal bus timing. The ‘LOAD-TX’ signal is the enable pulse for the transmit 

buffer.

The tm2-sequencer block is implemented as a ring counter that is 16-bits long. The 

counter is updated on the rising edge of bit-clk and all signals are derived from its outputs. 

The cycle starts when the rising edge of load-word resets the counter. The first cycle 

provides the ‘upd-addr’ signal to the address generator. The next four cycles assert the 

RD-REQ signal and the remaining cycles are idle. On the third cycle, LOAD-TX is strobed 

for 10.42 nS to load the transmitter buffer. A 33 nS version of this signal is provided 

externally to indicate successful reception of a word over the internal bus.

The Sub-frame and Frame SFRs contain the user’s desired frame size and sub-frame 

length. The tm2-addr-gen block uses these signals to determine the maximum valid address

VALID DATA
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Figure 6-8 Internal B lock D iagram  o f th e Sequencer B lock

of the matrix memory. It does this by adding 4 to each value and multiplying the two 

values together. The ‘4’ is to implement a minimum frame size; the TACOS matrix utility 

automatically adjusts the user’s input to negate this addition. The tm2-addr-gen counter 

has a maximum value of 4096 and is incremented by the rising edge of the UPD-ADDR 

signal from the Sequencer. When the count value and the maximum matrix size match, the 

counter is reset and a new frame is begun. The ‘Major Frame’ output signal is also derived 

from this block. The tm2-addr-gen counter is also reset by the GRST signal to ensure the 

correct startup sequence. Figure 6-8 shows the internal block diagram of the tm2-sequencer 

entity and Figure 6-9 shows the internal block diagram of the tm2-addr-gen entity.

6.3 .4  Serial E ncoder E ngine

The Serial Encoder Engine is a 16-bit parallel-in, serial-out shift register with a bi-phase 

(Manchester) encoder and a linear-feedback randomizer. The parallel data inputs to the 

shifter come from the transmit-buffer (located in the Sequencer entity). The outputs from 

the encoder are the main outputs of the FOXIE-03 telemetry. The encoder shifts one bit out 

for each cycle of bit clock, including load cycles. Figure 6-10 shows the internal schematic 

of the Serial Encoder Engine. Figure 6-11 shows the internal schematic of the Randomizer.



F igure 6-9 Internal B lock D iagram  of th e  A ddress G enerator B lock

b i t  e l k

Figure 6-10 Serial Encoder E ngine Internal S chem atic
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Figure 6-11 R andom izer Internal Schem atic

The main purpose of the randomizer is to prevent long strings of zeros or ones in NRZ data 

that could cause a loss of lock by ground support equipment. It does this by introducing 

a pseudo-random sequence to the NRZ data through the use of an exclusive-or gate. The 

randomizer is a 16 bit Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) with taps at bits (2, 4 and 

7). The NRZ data output of the Serial Encoder Engine is exclusive or’d with the output 

of the (randomizer) shift register. To descramble the data, the ground equipment must 

repeat the process using the same length shift register with the same bit taps. Note that 

if spread-spectrum outputs were desired from the FOXIE-03, the randomizer could be 

modified simply by increasing the update clock frequency for the randomizer to the desired 

Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) chip rate. Depending on the DSSS chip-code 

requirements some synchronization may be needed to fully implement a DSSS telemetry 

output. The Serial Encoder Engine entity is called ‘ser-enc-eng’ and the randomizer is 

called ‘tm3-randomizer.’
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6.3.5 C onfiguration  C ontrol E ngine

The matrix memory, SFRs and serial baud rates are all stored in the Configuration Control 

Engine. The Configuration Control Engine (referred to as CCE hereafter) provides direct 

outputs for all of the SFRs and memories. The SFR signals feed control circuits throughout 

the FOXIE-03 soft-core. The CCE consists of an external bus interface, a 4k-word memory, 

a block of 16 SFR registers and a second block of 64 words of memory.

The 4k-word memory holds the user’s PCM matrix and is unfilled at the time the 

FPGA chip is initialized. The SFR registers all contain the default value of ‘O’ as well. 

The third block of memory is for the microcontroller to be able to provide data to the 

FOXIE-03 encoder directly. This memory is unimplemented in the FOXIE-03 revision 2. 

However, it only needs to be assigned 64 station ID’s and have a bus interface added. To 

configure the SFRs and memories, the external microcontroller communicates over the 16- 

bit multiplexed external bus. This bus is described in Section 5.5. The timing diagram for 

the bus is presented in Figure 6-12.

It is strongly recommended that the TM HO  signal be asserted during any write cycles
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Figure 6-13 C onfiguration C ontrol Engine Internal B lock  D iagram

to the matrix memory or the SFRs. Currently the bus read cycle does not have any data 

associated with it. However, if desired, a (read-only) mirror of all stations in the FOXIE- 

03 could be implemented allowing the external microcontroller to access the FOXIE-03 

data directly. This interface might be used to feed data to a flight computer without the 

need to digitize it on the flight computer itself. The flight computer data could then be 

reinserted into the encoder via the 64-word memory. The ‘BUSSEL’ signal prevents reads 

from occuring where there is no data (i.e., in the SFRs and matrix memory, both are write 

only), and prevents writes from occuring to areas that might cause contention such as 

the mirrored stations if implemented. Deasserting CS prevents accidental bus cycles from 

occuring. The top level entity for the CCE is called ‘tm2-cfg.’ The internal block diagram 

of the tm2-cfg is shown in figure 6-13. The addresses and definitions of the SFRs and 

memories as well as the hex-addresses of all stations in the FOXIE-03 telemetry soft-core 

are listed in the FOXIE-03 datasheet, Appendix A.M.
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Figure 6-14 Sub-Fram e Identifier E ngine B lock  D iagram  

6.3.6 Frame C ontrol C om ponents

The components required to implement the IRIG106-01 telemetry standard are the sub

frame identification (SFID) generator and the synchronization word stations. Per request 

of personnel developing UAF’s ground support DECOM equipment, a frame counter is also 

included.

The SFID Engine (entity ‘tm3-sfid-eng’) simply counts the number of sub-frames trans- 

mited until the user’s maximum is reached at which point a new frame starts. The SFID 

Engine uses the Sub-Frame SFR to determine the number of words per sub-frame. It then 

counts the number of times RD-REQ is asserted and increments the SFID counter when 

the number or RD-REQ assertions equals the user’s word-per-subframe maximum. The 

Minor Clock signal is also derived from this process. Like the frame size SFR, the subframe 

size SFR has an inherent factor of 4 built in to achieve a minimum sub-frame size. Again, 

the TACOS matrix utility automatically adjusts the user’s desired values to accomodate 

this. The block diagram of the SFID Engine is shown in figure 6-14.

The synchronization words are provided by the user. Four SFRs are dedicated to



the sync-words. The syncronization words are interfaced to the internal bus through a 

thumb called ‘tm2-biu0’, which is a simple bus interface unit that responds only when its 

address is requested. The top-level entity for the sync-word interface is called ‘tm2-swsta.’ 

Syncronization word patterns should be obtained from the NSROC TM engineer assigned 

to the mission on which the FOXIE-03 is flying.

The time-stamp is a 24-bit counter with an 8-bit check-sum implemented into two 

stations. Station 1 holds the 16 MSB’s of the counter while station 2 holds the LSBs and 

the checksum. The counter is updated on the rising edge of the Major Frame clock and is 

reset by the GRST signal. Note that the time stamp only works in 16-bit mode. Time-stamp 

details can be found in Appendix A. 14. The time-stamp entity is called ‘tm2-timestamper.’

6.3 .7  Parallel Input C ontroller

The Parallel Input Controller thumb (hereafter called PIC) is composed of four stations, 

each providing access to one 8-bit parallel input port. Ports 1, 2, and 3 are sampled on the 

rising edge of RD-REQ when the port’s station is selected. This is implemented through an 

8-bit latch and an entity called ‘tm2-biu3.’ The tm2-biu3 entity is identical to the tm2-biu0 

entity except that the gated RD-REQ signal is provided to latch input data when the port 

is read.

Port 0 provides a 33 nS ‘strobe’ signal to indicate to its source that the port has been 

sampled. It is routed through SPO and reduces the number of spare signal lines available 

from 3 to 2. If the spare lines are required by future upgrades, the strobe signal may need 

to be deactivated. The strobe is intended for high speed data, hence the 33 ns pulse time. 

If longer pulse times are needed, an external delay is recommended. The top level entity 

for the PIC is called ‘tm2-par-in.’ For a parallel station, bits 15-8 are data, and bits 7-0 

are unused. In the case of 10-bit words, the lowest 6 unused bits are dropped.

6.3.8 A synchronous to  Synchronous Serial B ridge

The ASSB or Asynchronous-to-Synchronous Serial Bridge or converter is a complex state 

machine that receives and decodes asynchronous serial signals and presents them with 

synchronization information to the requisite station. The synchronization refers to the

8 6
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Figure 6-15 B lock D iagram  of th e A synchronous Serial C onverter B lock

Valid5 bit described in Section 1.3.1.4. The block diagram of the ASSB is shown in Figure 

6-15.

To receive a serial word, a 16 times baud clock is applied to the BCLK input and a 

96 MHz clock to the MCLK input. The falling edge of serial-in starts the state machine, 

which continues for 158 BCLK cycles. When the 158th cycle is reached, the machine goes 

to an idle state until the next falling edge on serial-in. When the serial-in signal is active, 

samples are taken and clocked into a shift register every 16 BCLK cycles, offset by 8 BCLK 

cycles from the falling edge of the first (start) bit. This ensures that the serial signal is 

sampled in the middle of a bit time. On cycle 157, the serial word has been completely 

sampled, and the validity of the received word is evaluated. If the start bit is 0 and the 

stop bit is 1, the word is considered to be valid. No parity checking is provided and all 

serial data signals must be of the form ‘8N1.5 If the signal word is valid, the valid bit is set. 

Regardless, the received data is latched to the receiver-buffer register. The receiver buffer 

is a simple ‘74377’ type TTL latch implemented as an Altera supplied thumb. A tm2-biu0 

is used to interface the serial word with the internal data bus. The valid bit is cleared with
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Figure 6-16 A nalog C hannel S im ulator B lock  D iagram

each read cycle of the serial station. The TX-LOAD signal is used to clear the valid bit to 

ensure no data can be lost by being cleared before being loaded to the encoder transmit 

buffer. The top level entity for the ASSB is called ‘tm2-async-enc-eng.’

The baud rate generator for the ASSB is an 8-channel prime-factor-divider that is 

clocked from the 18.432 MHz baud clock signal. The desired baud rate is selected via the 

baud rate SFRs. The baud rate generator entity is called Tm2-brg.’ Available baud rates 

are 1200, 2400, 9600, 19200, 28800, 38400, 57600 and 115200 bits per second. The tm-brg 

entity outputs baud rate times 16 speed clocks for use with the ASSB.

6.3.9 A nalog C hannel Sim ulator

The analog channel simulator mirrors the actual analog channel stations with internally 

generated data. The simulated channel station identifiers are offset from the actual analog 

station identifiers by the value 50 hex. The simulated analog data is generated by a counter 

that is updated at approximately 131 kHz. The counter counts from 0-65536-0 and so on. 

This yields a full scale triangle wave of approximately 1 Hz. The same signal is applied 

to all channels. The block diagram of the analog simulator is shown in Figure 6-16. The 

top-level entity for the analog simulator is called Tm2-anasim.’
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Figure 6-17 A nalog A cquisition  C ontroller B lock  D iagram  

6.3.10 A nalog A cqu isition  C ontroller

The Analog Acquisition Controller (hereafter referred to as AAQC) is a simple state ma

chine driven from the Sequencer. Because the AAQC implements “sample-on-demand” 

type of data acquisition, the hardware is very simple. The cost for this is the requirement 

to have a very fast ADC and analog input structure. Figure 6-17 shows the internal block 

diagram of the AAQC.

The acquisition cycle for any analog channel begins with the previous data for that 

channel being read from the sample memory. On the rising of RD-REQ (if an analog 

channel is chosen) the address is corrected (by subtracting the base address from it) and



passed to the analog multiplexers to enable the proper channel. The LOAD-TX signal is 

used in conjunction with the address checkere to enable a conversion for that channel. The 

results of the conversion are written to the sample memory by the ADC’s 'BUSY’ signal. 

Though the actual FOXIE-03 digitizer board features the AD7899 ADC, the AAQC will 

gluelessly interface to any of Analog Devices PuLSAR ADCs. Simple glue logic will allow 

the AAQC to interface to any 16-bit or less parallel ADC. If memory becomes an issue 

in future revisions of the FOXIE-03, the AAQC sample memory can be implemented in 

LC’s (via an option in the Quartus II compile process) which will free 1024 bits of memory. 

The drawback is this uses 1024 logic cells and may reduce the maximum speed of MCLK 

below 96 MHz depending on the [rest of] the design. The AAQC top level entity is called 

Ctm3-aaqc.’

90
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C H A P T E R  7 

Integration , Testing and Flight Q ualification

7.1 F irst Integration: FOXIE-SL Sim ulator

The FOXIE-SL, designed and implemented in early 2004, was an important milestone and 

proof of concept in the FOXIE-03 design process. The FOXIE-SL is a single chip IRIG106- 

01 simulator that implementes a 32 x 32 x 16-bit data matrix with simulated values. The 

user can input the data for parallel and serial channels via 8-position DIP switches, while 

the analog channels are filled by a full scale, 1 Hz rising ramp waveform. The FOXIE-SL 

features a fixed bit rate of 1.6 Mbps and can output NRZ-L, RNRZ-L, and Manchester 

waveforms. All signals are 0-5 V (TTL) level. The FOXIE-SL requires 7.5-16 V at 0.25 A. 

Figure 7-1 shows a photograph of the FOXIE-SL.

Figure 7-1 T he FOXIE-SL T elem etry Sim ulator

The FOXIE-SL simulator was used to prove the capability of the ASRP to build 

IRIG106-01 compatible telemetry encoders. It was debugged using a NSROC loaned 

Telemetry Data Processor (TDP) computer. Additonally, the FOXIE-SL telemetry sim

ulator proved the concept of building entirely Programable Logic Device (PLD) based



Figure 7-2 T he FO X IE-03 T elem etry Encoder: F irst R evision

encoders. Complete schematics of the FOXIE-SL are in Appendix A.3. Complete internal 

HDL listings are in Appendix A.8.

7.2 Second Integration: FO XIE-03 Version 1

The first revision of the FOXIE-03 telemetry encoder differs from the second revision in only 

a few areas. The first revision features a Zilog eZ8 Encore microprocessor and an I2C bus 

matrix/parameter memory in contrast to the second revision’s MSP430F449 microprocessor 

and SPI memory. The first revision FOXIE-03 also features on-board band-limiting filters 

with a fixed cutoff of 8 MHz. During testing it was determined that these filters are not 

versatile enough to warrant inclusion on the second revision. The FOXIE-03, first revision’s 

microprocessor remains largely unused. Due to time constraints in the ISIS timeline, the 

first revision encoder had to be recompiled each time a change was made to the matrix, 

bit-rate, etc. The more limited 8-line interface between the microprocessor and FPGA also 

hampered efforts to build a more reconfigurable encoder. These problems in turn drove the 

design of the second revision. Figure 7-2 shows a photograph of the FOXIE-03 encoder, 

first revision.

The FOXIE-03, revision 1 was revamped in February 2005 to revision 2 which is the



design covered in this thesis. Revision one remains a strong proof of concept and a backup 

encoder for the ASRP ISIS mission in case of failure of the revision 2 encoder. Full speci

fications of the FOXIE-03 Revision 1 core and HDL listings are in Appendix A.6 and A.8, 

respectively.

7.3 Patches: N SR O C  E quipm ent Testing

7.3.1 O verview  o f N SR O C  T esting

In November 2004 the ISIS payload was integrated and prepared for testing at NSROC 

Wallops Flight Facility (WFF). The payload included the FOXIE-03 telemetry system. 

Extensive testing by ASRP personnel prior to shipping revealed only several known prob

lems with the encoder. These problems were subsequently traced to faulty wiring.

The purpose of the testing at WFF was to flight qualify the ISIS payload for a potential 

March 2005 launch window. Due to problems with the ISIS payload not germane to this 

thesis, the launch was posponed to a March 2007 launch window. The NSROC payload 

testing included significant testing of the FOXIE-03 encoder; the testing also revealed 

several weaknesses in the FOXIE-03 revision 1 design. The following issues were noted 

during the testing at WFF. First, WFF uses General Data Processor (GDP) computers 

for decoding and display of telemetry data. The GDPs are connected to a Astromark 16- 

channel strip chart. Incompatibilities were found between the FOXIE-03 revision 1 analog 

format and the strip chart format. These patches are discussed in Section 7.3.2. Further 

incompatibilities and a known error were discovered with the FOXIE-03 Asynchronous 

Serial Encoder Engine. These fixes are discussed in Section 7.3.3.

The NSROC equipment testing proved to be a success in spite of the few problems 

encountered. The encoder performance was verified through a series of NSROC specified 

telemetry tests. The combined time to fix the FOXIE-03 errors was less than one work 

week.

7.3.2 A nalog A cqu isition  C ontroller F ixes

During NSROC telemetry tests, the FOXIE-03 revision 1 analog format was found to be 

incompatible with the NSROC strip chart format. The FOXIE-03 revision 1 encoder used
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F igure 7-3 N SR O C  A synchronous Serial C hannel Test Setup

“Binary 2’s Complement” to represent analog voltages, positive and negative. Typical 

NSROC encoders do not support negative voltages, and report in straight binary. No work 

arounds could be found based on a linear equation (used by the GDP to translate analog 

binary readings to voltage readings.) To ensure compatibility with NSROC equipment, the 

FOXIE-03 revision 2 uses straight binary coding for its analog channels. Under the new 

format, -10V is represented as OxOOOOH while +10 V is OxFFFFH and the zero point is 

now 0x8000H. This provides compatibility with both NSROC charts and UAF developed 

DECOM equipment.

7.3.3 A synchronous Serial E ncoder F ixes

To verify the operation of asynchronous channels, NSROC uses a simple loopback test. The 

data in the PCM matrix for a given channel is separated by the GDP DECOM equipment 

and reserialized. A device called an “Asynchronous Test Box” is connected to the input 

of the channel in question and is setup to read the reserialized stream from the GDP. The 

test is as follows: a character is sent into the telemetry encoder. The encoded character 

is passed to the GDP and decoded. The decoded character is reserialized and returned to 

the test box for comparison. The process is repeated for all possible characters. Figure 7-3 

shows a block diagram of the setup for this test.

The problem with the FOXIE-03 revision 1 was found to be the following: at random



Figure 7-6 Roadm ap of F light H ardware Q ualification  

7.5.2 E lectrical Test Procedures for th e FO X IE-03 E ncoder

7.5.2.1 Overview

To electrically qualify a new FOXIE-03 telemetry encoder there are six sets of tests that 

must be performed to ensure both functionality and reliability of the encoder in normal 

conditions. These test sets are: burn in tests, power extremity tests, analog channel tests, 

asynchronous serial channel tests and parallel channel tests. Each test set is described in 

the following sections.

7.5.2.2 Electrical Bum-in Tests

The purpose of an electrical burn-in test is to ensure that a given Device Under Test 

(DUT) will not fail after longer periods of operation. This test proves that the DUT will 

not overheat or suffer a burn-out. To perform the electrical burn-in test, one must follow 

the following checklist.



• Power the DUT (FOXIE-03 Encoder) to nominal levels as specified by the datasheet 

in Appendix A.M.

• Configure the DUT to a known matrix, bit-rate and frame-size.

• Connect a DECOM device such as a NSROC TDP to monitor the output of the 

encoder

• Leave power on for 24 hours.

• Observe equipment every 1 hour to verify operation

• Continue the test for 24 more hours (48 total) if successful within the first 24 hours

A successful completion of this test is defined as the encoder functioning at the end of the 

test exactly as it did at the beginning of the test with no change in fixed parameters (i.e., 

Data can change, data position cannot).

7.5.2.3 Power Extremity Tests

The purpose of the power extremity tests are to test the FOXIE-03 encoder at the limits of 

its power supply range while veryify proper operation. The test is as performed with the 

following steps:

• Power the DUT (FOXIE-03 Encoder) to nominal levels (12 V) as specified by the 

datasheet in Appendix A.M.

• Record the current drawn by the encoder

• Verify encoder is operating nominally with a DECOM device.

• Repeat for +18 V and +9 V

A successful completion of this test is defined by the encoder functioning correctly at all 

three voltage levels and draws less than the maximum currents specified by the FOXIE-03 

datasheet for each level.

7.5.2.4 Analog Channel Tests

The Analog channel tests are intended to provide a complete verification of all analog 

channels. The test requires an advanced DECOM device with the capability of displaying 

graphs of each channel. The test also requires a matrix that samples all of the channels
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once per frame. The required file to program to the encoder is located on the FOXIE-03 

CD included in this thesis. The procedure for the analog channel test is as follows:

• Power the DUT (FOXIE-03 Encoder) to nominal levels as specified by the datasheet 

in Appendix A. 14. Make sure the correct matrix is loaded in the encoder’s configuration 

EEPROM.

• Connect all analog inputs to a power supply capable of delivering ±10 V.

• Display all analog channels with the DECOM equpiment

• Set the power supply to -10 V, record reported levels for all channels

• Repeat for -5 V, 0 V, ±5 V and +10 V

• Apply a 10 Vp-p, 1 Hz sine wave to the analog inputs and repeat mesurements

• Verify that no channel is off by more than 1% of the voltages being applied to that 

channel

A successful completion of this test requires that all channels report values within 1% of 

the applied voltage. Ideally the channels should have an accuracy of better than 0.1%.

1.5.2.5 Parallel Port Tests

The parallel port tests are intended to verify each bit of the parallel ports and find their 

logical transition point. Any matrix can be used as long as it provides at least one sample 

of all parallel channels. The test procedure is as follows:

• Connect a power supply to the FOXIE-03 parallel port tester.

• Power the encoder and parallel tester. Set the tester power supply to +5 V.

• Verify a l ’ and a ‘0’ on each bit by toggling the DIP switches.

• Turn on all switches. Reduce power supply voltage slowly until bits begin to transition 

between 1 and 0.

• Record voltage at which bits are oscillating. This is the logical transition voltage.

A successful completion of this test verifies that all parallel bits are working. The transition 

voltage should be near 1.85 V.
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7.5.2.6 Asynchronous Serial Tests

The asynchronous serial tests is intended to verify each serial channel. The test is setup 

using the special serial test matrix on the FOXIE-03 CD. The equipment setup is the same 

as is shown in Figure 7-4 in Section 7.3.3. The test setup is also shown in Appendix A.11. 

A 256-byte loopback test should be performed on all channels. The WinSSD utility can be 

used to perform this test. See Appendix A. 11 for a detailed procedure.

7.5.3 E lectrical A ccep tan ce Test R esu lts for th e FO X IE-03 E ncoder

All electrical tests have successfully been completed for the FOXIE-03 revision 2 encoder. 

With the completion of these tests, the FOXIE-03 is electrically certified as flight hardware 

for the ASRP.

7.5.4 E nvironm ental Test Procedures for th e FO XIE-03 E ncoder

7.5.4-1 Overview

Once a telemetry encoder is electrically qualified, it must be environmentally qualified. 

The electrical tests are done in a lab environment and verify that an encoder functions 

correctly in that environment. The environmental tests verify the encoder functionality 

in less ideal conditions. These conditions include all possible aspects of the rocket flight. 

There are three basic categories of tests: vibration, thermal/vacuum and acceleration tests. 

Procedures where available are in appendices A.10, A.11 and A.12 respectively.

7.5.4-2 Vibration Tests

The FOXIE-03 telmetry encoder must be able to withstand a NSROC “Vehicle Level 1” 

random vibration test. This consists of three axis vibrations with a 20 Hz - 20 kHz spectrum. 

The mean amplitude is 7-8 G’s and the peak amplitude is 21 G’s. Additionally the FOXIE- 

03 should be tested at a 0.5 G sine survey to identify any resonances.

7.5.4’3 Thermal Extreme Tests

There are three basic tests to be performed to verify the FOXIE-03 operation at thermal 

extremes. The first test should monitor the encoder for 1 hour at 275 K. The second should 

repeat the process at 325 K. A third test should monitor the performance of the encoder
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for 10 minutes in a vacuum condition. These tests ensure that the FOXIE-03 will function 

under all thermal profiles of rocket flight.

7.5.4-4 Acceleration Tests

To ensure the FOXIE-03 encoder’s operation during the boost phase of a rocket flight, an 

acceleration test should be performed exposing the FOXIE-03 to 50 G’s acceleration in all 

three axes. This test is typically performed with a centerfuge.

7.5.5 E nvironm ental Test R esu lts for th e FO X IE-03 E ncoder

7.5.5.1 Tests Not Performed at UAF

Certain tests such as the vibration and some of the thermal extreme tests cannot be per

formed at UAF due to a lack of proper equipment. These tests will be performed at NASA 

WFF during the flight qualification of the ISIS payload.
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C H A P T E R  8 

Sum m ary and C onclusion

8.1 Sum m ary

The initial specification of the FOXIE-03 encoder took place in Fall 2003. The specification 

process was done in parallel with the EE656, Space System Design class. The initial 

design of the FOXIE-03 encoder took place in January-February 2004 in the form of system 

specifications and block diagrams. The hardware and HDL design phase lasted from March 

2004 through November 2004 and culminated with the FOXIE-03 version 1. During the 

design and prototype phase, several proof-of-concept designs were done. These included 

the FOXIE-SL telemetry simulator and the SRP fiber-optic media converter. Both played a 

key role in the FOXIE-03 design by verifying the viability of new technology for the ASRP.

The FOXIE-03 version 1 encoder was integrated into the ISIS payload in November, 

2004, and was shipped to NASA WFF for testing. Though several bugs were found with 

specific components of the encoder, namely the asynchronous converter, the testing at WFF 

conclusive proved that the FOXIE-03 could function as a NSROC telemetry encoder. Based 

on the recommendations of NASA WFF personnel and lessons learned in the testing of the 

encoder at WFF, the FOXIE-03 was partially redesigned and rebuilt as the FOXIE-03 

revision 2.

The FOXIE-03 revision 2 prototype was designed and built from January-June 2005 

and was extensively tested using UAF and Steve Bruss developed DECOM equipment [3-5], 

The results of these tests certified the FOXIE-03 as ASRP flight hardware. A successful 

flight on board the ISIS rocket (scheduled for March 2007) will further certify the FOXIE-03 

as NSROC flight worthy hardware.

The FOXIE-03 was extensively documented and ASRP personnel were trained in its 

operation and testing. Detailed assembly procedures ensure that FOXIE-03 revision 2’s 

can both be built and upgraded for future ASRP missions.
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8.2 Future U pgrades

During the design and implementation of the FOXIE-03 encoder, extensive thought was 

given to the expandability and future upgradability of the FOXIE-03, both hardware and 

soft-core. Spare signals were provided on the backplane bus and an expansion connector 

large enough to house any serial protocol including PCI Express was also implemented. 

The resources of the Cyclone FPGA were conserved by leveraging compile optimizations 

available with Altera’s Quartus II software. With this stated, several potential upgrades 

are possible for the FOXIE-03.

Initially the FOXIE-03 design called for four Ethernet-to-Serial gateways to provide 

rocket-borne networking. Using the 10-BASE-F specification, this networking can be im

plemented through a small upgrade to the Serial Media Board. A single Ethernet port can 

be added using two of the 'spare’ signals on the FOXIE-03 backplane. An IP-based Ethernet 

MAC could implemented in the Cyclone. In a method similar to the asynchronous serial 

data, the Ethernet frames (64-byte length) could be loaded to the unused configuration 

memory stations (see Section 6.3.5). An external Ethernet MAC could also be used and 

interfaced via an M2 serial bus to the TM core using the same 'spare’ backplane signals.

A final upgrade to the FOXIE-03 is to provide a real-time data link to other rocket- 

borne instruments and allow them to pre-process data and then reinsert it into the telemetry 

stream. A real time flight computer could share FOXIE-03 digitized data over a high 

speed serial link implemented through the FOXIE-03 expansion port. This reduces the 

complexity of the flight computer design and the number of components and cables needed 

for a payload.

8.3 Conclusion

The FOXIE-03 was designed and delivered in a year’s time. The design advanced ASRP 

technology beyond any previous capabilities and formed numerous synergies between the 

ASRP and NASA WFF. The FOXIE-03 design provided a fundamental change to the



telemetry systems used by the ASRP and provided the basis for development of UAF 

DECOM equipment that is as capable as NSROC equipment. Together they form a re

dundant data collection system not previously achievable. The FOXIE-03 provides a high 

quality, highly reconfigurable, very fast telemetry encoder that will support UAF ASRP 

missions well into the future. The FOXIE-03 met all of its design goals and was extensively 

documented for future users.
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Appendix 1, Section 1: TM data and channel assignments

Analog C lannels Part 1
Channel Description Requested Sample 

Rate
Actual Sample 
Rate

Notes

0 Power System Current 
Monitor, CHO (+28V)

100 sps 0.0975 ksps

1 Power System Current 
Monitor, CHI (+15V)

100 sps 0.0975 ksps

2 Power System Current 
Monitor, CH2 (+5V)

100 sps 0.0975 ksps

3 Power System Current 
Monitor, CH3 (+3.3V)

100 sps 0.0975 ksps

4 Power System Current 
Monitor, CH4 (-15V)

100 sps 0.0975 ksps

5 Power System Voltage 
Monitor CHO (+28V)

100 sps 0.0975 ksps

6 Power System Voltage 
Monitor CHI (+15V)

100 sps 0.0975 ksps

7 Power System Voltage 
Monitor CH2 (+5V)

100 sps 0.0975 ksps

8 Power System Voltage 
Monitor CH3 (+3.3V)

100 sps 0.0975 ksps

9 Power System Voltage 
Monitor CH4 (-15V)

100 sps 0.0975 ksps
i

14 Pressure Sensor 1 100 sps 0.0975 ksps
15 Pressure Sensor 2 100 sps 0.0975 ksps
13 Battery Temp 1 100 sps 0.0975 ksps
10 Ambient Temp 1 (Power 

System)
100 sps 0.0975 ksps

11 Ambient Temp 2 (Power 
System)

100 sps 0.0975 ksps

12 Ambient Temp 3 (Flight 
Instruments)

100 sps 0.0975 ksps

31 Thermocouple CHO 100 sps 0.0975 ksps
32 Thermocouple CHI 100 sps 0.0975 ksps
33 Thermocouple CH2 100 sps 0.0975 ksps
34 Thermocouple CH3 100 sps 0.0975 ksps
35 Thermocouple CH4 100 sps 0.0975 ksps
36 Thermocouple CH5 100 sps 0.0975 ksps
37 Thermocouple CH6 100 sps 0.0975 ksps
38 Thermocouple CH7 100 sps 0.0975 ksps
39 Thermocouple CH8 100 sps 0.0975 ksps
40 Thermocouple CH9 100 sps 0.0975 ksps
41 Thermocouple CH10 100 sps 0.0975 ksps
42 Thermocouple CH11 100 sps 0.0975 ksps
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Analog C lannels Part 2
Channel Description Requested 

Sampling Rate
Actual Sampling 

Rate
Notes

52 Tokai Magnetometer “X” 1.0 ksps 1.56 ksps
53 Tokai Magnetometer “Y” 1.0 ksps 1.56 ksps
54 Tokai Magnetometer “Z” 1.0 ksps 1.56 ksps
49 Tokai UV Sensor CHO (UV) 0.1 ksps 0.0975 ksps
50 Tokai UV Sensor CHI 

(VIS)
0.1 ksps 0.0975 ksps

51 TPU Radio Temp Sensor 0.1 ksps 0.0975 ksps
16 TPU Radio CHI waveform 2 ksps 3.12 ksps
17 TPU Radio CH2 waveform 2 ksps 3.12 ksps
18 TPU Radio CH3 waveform 2 ksps 3.12 ksps
55 TPU Radio CHI “HI” 0.1 ksps 0.0975 ksps
56 TPU Radio CHI “HI” 0.1 ksps 0.0975 ksps
57 TPU Radio CHI “HI” 0.1 ksps 0.0975 ksps
58 TPU Radio CHI “LOW” 0.1 ksps 0.0975 ksps
59 TPU Radio CHI “LOW” 0.1 ksps 0.0975 ksps
60 TPU Radio CHI “LOW” 0.1 ksps 0.0975 ksps
20 Accel “X” 1.0 ksps 1.56 ksps
21 Accel “Y” 1.0 ksps 1.56 ksps
22 Accel “Z” 1.0 ksps 1.56 ksps
24 Accel “T” 1.0 ksps 1.56 ksps
23 Accel “R” 1.0 ksps 1.56 ksps
43 0V REFERENCE N/A 0.0975 ksps
25 TM Magnetometer (X) 100 sps 0.0975 ksps
26 TM Magnetometer (Y) 100 sps 0.0975 ksps
27 TM Magnetometer (Z) 100 sps 0.0975 ksps

Serial Channels (Sxxx):
Channel Description Requested Baud Equiv. Sample Rate Notes

0 Plasma Probe 115.2k 12.7 ksps
1 IMU Serial Data 19.2k 2.2 ksps
2 SMU Serial Data 19.2k 2.2 ksps
3 UAF GPS 9600 2.2 ksps
4 UNUSED
5 UNUSED
6 UNUSED
7 UNUSED

Parallel Channels (8-bits each) (Pxxx):
Channel Description Requested Sample 

Rate
Actual Sample 

Rate
Notes

3 TPU Sun Sensor 100 sps 0.0975 ksps
1 TC ALARMS 

(MAIN)
100 sps 0.0975 ksps

2 TC ALARMS 
(AUX)

100 sps 0.0975 ksps

0 OPEN/UNUSED 100 sps 0.0975 ksps Open for status



Other Channels:

SFID: Sub-frame ID (value = 0000H to 001FH); URC = 0x00IF, Pos 1 (for TDP)

FS: Sync-word (Frame Sync), EB90 (Hex), subject to change. Mask = OxFFFFOOOO (for GDP) 

TSA: Time Stamp A (16 MSB’s of Time Stamp Counter.)

TSB: Time Stamp B (8 LSB’s of Time Stamp Counter + checksum. Updates at 20.48 mS)

TSA
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 !
TS 

I 23
TS2
2

TS2
1

TS2
0

TS1
9

TS1
8

TS1
7

TS1
6

TS1
5

TS1
4

TS1
3

TS1
2

TS1
1

TS1
0

TS
9

TS j
8 J

TSB
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 "IT” 5 4 3 r"2 1 0
TS
7

TS6 TS5 TS4 TS3 TS2 TS1 TS0 CK
7

CK
6

CK5 CK
4

CK
3

CK
2

CK
1

CKO

CK7..0 = TS23..16 + TS15..8 + TS7..0, no carry’s
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Appendix 1, Section 2: TM Data Structure (the PCM Matrix) for the ISIS Mission:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 310 SW SFID SO ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH52 so ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 SO ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 SO ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 SO SI S2 ACH24 SO ACH49 S3 ACH7 SO ACH37
1 SW SFID SO ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH52 SO ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 SO ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 SO ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 SO SI S2 ACH24 SO ACH50 S3 ACH8 SO ACH382 SW SFID SO ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH52 SO ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 SO ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 SO ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 SO SI S2 ACH24 SO ACH51 S3 ACH9 SO ACH39
3 SW SFID SO ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH52 SO ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 SO ACFI21 ACH22 ACH23 SO ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 SO SI S2 ACH24 SO ACH55 S3 ACH14 SO ACH404 SW SFID SO ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 SO SI S2 ACH52 SO ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 SO ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 SO ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 SO SI S2 ACH24 SO ACH56 S3 ACH15 SO ACH415 SW SFID SO ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 SO SI S2 ACH52 SO ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 SO ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 SO ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 SO SI S2 ACH24 SO ACH57 S3 ACH13 SO ACH426 SW SFID so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 SO SI S2 ACH52 SO ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 SO ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 SO SI S2 ACH24 SO ACH58 S3 ACH43 SO PO7 SW SFID so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 SO SI S2 ACH52 SO ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 SO ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 SO SI S2 ACH24 SO ACH59 S3 ACH10 SO PI8 SW SFID so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 SO SI S2 ACH52 SO ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 SO ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 SO si S2 ACH24 SO ACH60 S3 ACH11 SO P29 SW SFID so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 SO SI S2 ACH52 SO ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 SO ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 SO SI S2 ACH24 SO ACHO S3 ACH12 SO P310 SW SFID so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 SO si S2 ACH52 SO ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 SO ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 SO SI S2 ACH24 SO ACH1 S3 ACH31 SO ACH4311 SW SFID so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 SO SI S2 ACH52 SO ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 SO ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 SO SI S2 ACH24 so ACH2 S3 ACH32 SO ACH2512 SW SFID so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 SO SI S2 ACH52 SO ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 SO ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 SO SI S2 ACH24 so ACH3 S3 ACH33 SO ACH2613 SW SFID so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 SO SI S2 ACH52 so ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 SO ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 SO SI S2 ACH24 so ACH4 S3 ACH34 SO ACH2714 SW SFID so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH52 so ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 SO ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH24 so ACH5 S3 ACH35 SO TSA15 SW SFID so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH52 so ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 SO AGH21 ACH22 ACH23 so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH24 so ACH6 S3 ACH36 so TSB16 SW SFID so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH52 so ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 so ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH24 so ACH49 S3 ACH7 so ACH3717 SW SFID so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH52 so ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 so ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 SO f SI S2 ACH24 so ACH50 S3 ACH8 so ACH3818 SW SFID so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH52 so ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 so ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH24 so ACH51 S3 ACH9 so ACH3919 SW SFID so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH52 so ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 so ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so S1 S2 ACH24 so ACH55 S3 ACH14 so ACH4020 SW SFID so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH52 so ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 so ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH24 so ACH56 S3 ACH15 so ACH4121 SW SFID so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH52 so ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 so ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH24 so ACH57 S3 ACH13 so ACH4222 SW SFID so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH52 so ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 so ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH24 so ACH58 S3 ACH43 so PO23 SW SFID so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH52 so ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 so ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH24 so ACH59 S3 ACH10 so PI24 SW SFID so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH52 so ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 so ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH24 so ACH60 S3 ACH11 so P2
25 SW SFID so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH52 so ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 so ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH24 so ACHO S3 ACH12 so P326 SW SFID so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH52 so ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 so ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH24 so ACH1 S3 ACH31 so ACH4327 SW SFID so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH52 so ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 so ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH24 so ACH2 S3 ACH32 so ACH2528 SW SFID so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH52 so ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 so ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH24 so ACH3 S3 ACH33 so ACH2629 SW SFID so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH52 so ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 so ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH24 so ACH4 S3 ACH34 so ACH2730 SW SFID so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH52 so ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 so ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH24 so ACH5 S3 ACH35 so TSA31 SW SFID so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH52 so ACH53 ACH54 ACH20 so ACH21 ACH22 ACH23 so ACH16 ACH17 ACH18 so SI S2 ACH24 so ACH6 S3 ACH36 so TSB



Appendix 1, Section 3: TM Data Structure (the PCM Matrix) for the FOXIE-SL TM Simulator:

S = “Serial Channel”
P = “Parallel Channel” 
A = “Analog Channel”
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Altera Design Tools

This appendix provides the WWW locations (as of 12/1 /05) of the Altera Quartus II Design 

tools. The tools are free and require a license that records the user’s MAC address and 

hard drive serial number. This license can be automatically obtained over the web or by 

filling out the request form on Altera’s website.

Altera Quartus II 5.0 Download Site:

wvrw. al tera.com/support/software/ download /altera_design/quart us_we/dnl-quart us.jsp 

Altera Quartus II License Site:

www.altera.com/support/software/dowDload/license/lic-weprog.html

Altera’s Website (Main)

www. altera, com

http://www.altera.cow/support/software/downld&d/altera%5edesign/quartus-we/diil-%3ciuartus.jsp
http://www.alteia.Qbm/support/sqttwaxe/doWnload/license/lic-weprog.html
http://www.altera.com
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FOXIE-03 High Speed Digitizer Schematics
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FOXIE-03 Parallel Media 
And

Power Subsystem Schematics
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FOXIE-03 Serial Media Subsystem Schematics
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Appendix A.6

FOXIE-03 Telemetry Core Schematics
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Selected Datasheets Reference
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This appendix contains the first pages of selected IC's data sheets used in the FOXIE-03 

telemetry encoder.



ANALOG
DEVICES

Low Cost, Low Power 
Video Op Amp

AD818
FEATURES 
Low Cost
Excellent Video Performance 

55 MHz 0.1 dB Bandwidth (Gain = +2)
0.01% and 0.05° Differential Gain and Phase Errors 

High Speed 
130 MHz Bandwidth (3 dB, G = +2)
100 MHz Bandwidth (3 dB, G+ = -1)
500 V/ps Slew Rate
80 ns Settling Time to 0.01% (V0 = 10 V Step)

High Output Drive Capability 
50 mA Minimum Output Current 
Ideal for Driving Back Terminated Cables 

Flexible Power Supply 
Specified for Single (+5 V) and Dual (±5 V to ±15 V) 

Power Supplies 
Low Power: 7.5 mA Max Supply Current 

Available in 8-Lead SOIC and 8-Lead PDIP

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The AD818 is a low cost video op amp optimized for use in 
video applications that require gains equal to or greater than +2 
or -1. The AD818’s low differential gain and phase errors, 
single supply functionality, low power, and high output drive 
make it ideal for cable driving applications such as video 
cameras and professional video equipment.

With video specs like 0.1 dB flatness to 55 MHz and low differ
ential gain and phase errors of 0.01% and 0.05°, along with 
50 mA of output current, the AD818 is an excellent choice for

CONNECTION DIAGRAM 

8-Lead Plastic Mini-DIP (N) and SOIC (R) Packages

any video application. The 130 MHz 3 dB bandwidth (G -  +2) 
and 500 V/ps slew rate make the AD818 useful in many high speed 
applications including video monitors, CATV, color copiers, 
image scanners, and fax machines.
The AD818 is fully specified for operation with a single +5 V 
power supply and with dual supplies from ±5 V to ± 15 V. This 
power supply flexibility, coupled with a very low supply current 
of 7.5 mA and excellent ac characteristics under all power sup
ply conditions, make the AD818 the ideal choice for many 
demanding yet power sensitive applications.

The AD818 is a voltage feedback op amp and excels as a gain 
stage in high speed and video systems (gain > 2, or gain < -1). It 
achieves a settling time of 45 ns to 0.1%, with a low input offset 
voltage of 2 mV max.
The AD818 is available in low cost, small 8-lead PDIP and 
SOIC packages.

Figure 2. Differential Gain and Phase vs. Supply
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ANALOG
DEVICES

5 V Single Supply 
14-Bit 400 kSPSADC

FEATURES
Fast (2.2 |jls) 14-Bit ADC
400 kSPS Throughput Rate
0.3 ps Track/Hold Acquisition Time
Single Supply Operation
Selection of Input Ranges* ±10 V, ±5 V and ±2.5 V 

0 V to 2.5 V and 0 V to 5 V 
High-Speed Parallel Interface which Also Allows 

Interfacing to 3 V Processors 
Low Power, 80 mW Typ 
Power-Saving Mode, 20 pW Typ 
Overvoltage Protection on Analog Inputs 
Power-Down Mode via STBY Pin

FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM
V r e f V DRIVE

CONVST GND OPGND

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The AD7899 is a fast, low-power, 14-bit A/D converter that 
operates from a single 5 V supply. The part contains a 2.2 |is 
successive-approximation ADC, a track/hold amplifier, 2.5 V 
reference, on-chip clock oscillator, signal conditioning circuitry, 
and a high-speed parallel interface. The part accepts analog input 
ranges o f i lO  V, i 5  V, ±2.5 V, 0 V to 2.5 V, and 0 V to 5 V. 
Overvoltage protection on the analog input for the part allows 
the input voltage to be exceeded without damaging the parts.

Speed of conversion can be controlled either by an internally 
trimmed clock oscillator or by an external clock.
A conversion start signal (CONVST) places the track/hold into 
hold mode and initiates conversion. The BUSY/EOC signal 
indicates the end of the conversion.
Data is read from the part via a 14-bit parallel data bus using the 
standard CS and RD signals. Maximum throughput for the 
AD7899 is 400 kSPS.
The AD7899 is available in a 28-lead SOIC and SSOP packages.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. The AD7899 features a fast (2.2 jis) ADC allowing through

put rates of up to 400 kSPS.
2. The AD7899 operates from a single 5 V supply and con

sumes only 80 mW typ making it ideal for low power and 
portable applications.

3. The part offers a high-speed parallel interface. The interface 
can operate in 3 V and 5 V mode allowing for easy connec
tion to 3 V or 5 V microprocessors, microcontrollers, and 
digital signal processors.

4. The part is offered in three versions with different analog 
input ranges. The AD7899-1 offers the standard industrial 
ranges of ± 10 V and ±5 V; the AD7899-2 offers a unipolar 
range of 0 V to 2.5 or 0 V to 5 V, and the AD7899-3 has an 
input range of ±2.5 V.
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ANALOG
DEVICES

High Speed, Low Power 
Wide Supply Range Amplifier

AD817
CONNECTION DIAGRAM

8-Pin Plastic Mini-DIP (N) and 
SOIC (R) Packages

FEATURES 
Low Cost 
High Speed 

50 MHz Unity Gain Bandwidth 
350 V/ps Slew Rate 
45 ns Settling Time to 0.1% (10 V Step)

Flexible Power Supply 
Specified for Single (+5 V) and 

Dual (±5 V to ±15 V) Power Supplies 
Low Power: 7.5 mA max Supply Current 

High Output Drive Capability 
Drives Unlimited Capacitive Load 
50 mA Minimum Output Current 

Excellent Video Performance 
70 MHz 0.1 dB Bandwidth (Gain = +1)
0.04% & 0.08° Differential Gain & Phase Errors 

@ 3.58 MHz
Available in 8-Pin SOIC and 8-Pin Plastic Mini-DIP

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The AD817 is a low cost, low power, single/dual supply, high 
speed op amp which is ideally suited for a broad spectrum of 
signal conditioning and data acquisition applications. This 
breakthrough product also features high output current drive 
capability and the ability to drive an unlimited capacitive load 
while still maintaining excellent signal integrity.

The 50 MHz unity gain bandwidth, 350 V/ps slew rate and set
tling time of 45 ns (0.1%) make possible the processing of high 
speed signals common to video and imaging systems. Further
more, professional video performance is attained by offering dif
ferential gain & phase errors of 0.04% & 0.08° @ 3.58 MHz 
and 0.1 dB flatness to 70 MHz (gain = +1).

NC -  NO CONNECT

The AD817 is fully specified for operation with a single +5 V 
power supply and with dual supplies from ±5 V to ± 15 V. This 
power supply flexibility, coupled with a very low supply current 
of 7.5 mA and excellent ac characteristics under all power sup
ply conditions, make the AD817 the ideal choice for many de
manding yet power sensitive applications.

In applications such as ADC buffers and line drivers the AD817 
simplifies the design task with its unique combination of a 
50 mA minimum output current and the ability to drive 
unlimited capacitive loads.

The AD817 is available in 8-pin plastic mini-DIP and SOIC 
packages.

ORDERING GUIDE

Temperature Package Package
Model Range Description Option

AD817AN -40°C to +85°C 8-Pin Plastic DIP N-8
AD817AR -40°C to +85°C 8-Pin Plastic SOIC R-8

REV. B
In fo rm a tio n  fu rn ish e d  by  A n a lo g  D evices is be lieved  to  be accurate and 
re liab le . H ow ever, no  re s p o n s ib ility  is assum ed b y  A n a lo g  Devices fo r  its 
use, n o r fo r  any  in fr in g e m e n ts  o f pa ten ts  o r o th e r r ig h ts  o f  th ird  parties 
w h ic h  m a y  re su lt fro m  its  use. No license is g ran ted  by  im p lic a tio n  o r 
o th e rw ise  und e r a ny  pa te n t o r p a te n t r ig h ts  o f A n a lo g  Devices.

© A n a lo g  D evices, Inc., 1995

One Technology Way, P.O. Box 9106, Norwood. MA 02062-9106, U.S.A. 
Tel: 617/329-4700 Fax: 617/326-8703
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LC2M0S 8-/16-Channel 
High Performance Analog Multiplexers

ADG406/ADG407/ADG426
FEATURES
44 V Supply Maximum Ratings 
Vss to VDD Analog Signal Range 
Low On Resistance (80 Q max)
Low Power 
Fast Switching 

t0N < 160 ns 
tgpp < 150 ns 

Break Before Make Switching Action 
Plug-In Upgrade for 

DG506A/ADG506A, DG507A/ADG507A, 
DG526/ADG526A 

ADG406/ADG407 are Plug-In Replacements for 
DG406/DG407

APPLICATIONS 
Audio and Video Routing 
Automatic Test Equipment 
Data Acquisition Systems 
Battery Powered Systems 
Sample Hold Systems 
Communication Systems 
Avionics

FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAMS

ADG406

S16

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

HT _1----
1 OF 16 

DECODER

UUU-U-J
AO A1 A2 A3 EN AO A1 A2 EN

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The ADG406, ADG407 and ADG426 are monolithic CMOS 
analog multiplexers. The ADG406 and ADG426 switch one of 
sixteen inputs to a common output as determined by the 4-bit 
binary address lines AO, A l, A2 and A3. The ADG426 has on- 
chip address and control latches that facilitate microprocessor 
interfacing. The ADG407 switches one of eight differential 
inputs to a common differential output as determined by the 3- 
bit binary address lines AO, A1 and A2. An EN input on all 
devices is used to enable or disable the device. When disabled, 
all channels are switched OFF.
The ADG406/ADG407/ADG426 are designed on an enhanced 
LC2MOS process that provides low power dissipation yet gives 
high switching speed and low on resistance. These features 
make the parts suitable for high speed data acquisition systems 
and audio signal switching. Low power dissipation makes the 
parts suitable for battery powered systems. Each channel 
conducts equally well in both directions when ON and has an 
input signal range which extends to the supplies. In the OFF 
condition, signal levels up to the supplies are blocked. All 
channels exhibit break before make switching action preventing 
momentary shorting when switching channels. Inherent in the 
design is low charge injection for minimum transients when 
switching the digital inputs.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. Extended Signal Range

The ADG406/ADG407/ADG426 are fabricated on an 
enhanced LC2MOS process giving an increased signal range 
which extends to the supply rails

2. Low Power Dissipation .

3. Low Ron

4. Single/Dual Supply Operation

5. Single Supply Operation
For applications where the analog signal is unipolar, the 
ADG406/ADG407/ADG426 can be operated from a single 
rail power supply. The parts are fully specified with a single 
+ 12 V power supply and will remain functional with single 
supplies as low as +5 V.

REV. 0
In fo rm a tio n  fu rn ish e d  b y  A na log  D evices is be lieved  to  be accurate and 
re liab le . H ow ever, no  re spo n s ib ility  is assum ed by  A n a lo g  D evices fo r  its 
use, n o r fo r  any in fr in g e m en ts  o f patents o r o th e r r ig h ts  o f th ird  parties  
w h ich  m ay result fro m  its use. No license is g ran ted  by  im p lic a tio n  o r 
o th e rw ise  under any pa tent o r p a ten t righ ts  o f A n a lo g  Devices.

One Technology Way, P.O. Box 9106, Norwood. MA 02062-9106, U.S.A. 
Tel: 617/329-4700 Fax: 617/326-8703
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tal Buffer/Line Driver 
Inputs and Outputs

Features
ie driver designed to be ■  5V tolerant input and outputs 
ss drivers, clock drivers B 2.3V-3.6V Vcc specifications provided
Wers. The LCX541 is a ,

■  6.5 ns tpD max (Vc c  = 3.3V), 10 pA lcc  max

o the LCX244 while pro- m  Power-down high impedance inputs and outputs 
inputs on opposite side ■  Supports live insertion/withdrawal (Note 1) 

sment makes this device B ^24 mA output drive (Vqq = 3.0V) 
ort for microprocessors, _  , , , A x
h  PC board density Implements patented noise/ EMI reduction circuitry
Dltage (2 5V or 3 3V) V c m  Latch~uP performance exceeds JEDEC 78 conditions

terfacing to a 5V signal •  ESD performance:
icated with an advanced Human body model > 2000V
h speed operation while Machine model > 200V
5lPation- ■  Lead less Pb-Free DQFN package

Note 1: To ensure the high-impedance state during power up or down, OE 
should be tied to Vcc through a pulFup resistor, the minimum value or the 
resistor is determined by the current-sourcing capability of the driver.

FAIRCHILD

S E M I C O N D U C T O R *

74LCX541 
Low Voltage Oc 
with 5V Toleranl

General Description
The LCX541 is an octal buffer/Hr 
employed as memory and addre 
and bus oriented transmitter/rece 
non inverting option of the LCX54 
This device is similar in function 
viding flow-through architecture 
from outputs). This pinout arrang 
especially useful as an output p 
allowing ease of layout and greate 
The LCX541 is designed for low v 
applications with capability of in 
environment. The LCX541 is fabr 
CMOS technology to achieve hie 
maintaining CMOS low power dis;

Ordering Code:

Order Number
Package
Number

Package Description

74LCX541WM M20B 20-Lead Small Outline Integrated Circuit (SOIC), JEDEC MS-013, 0.300" Wide

74LCX541SJ M20D Pb-Free 20-Lead Small Outline Package (SOP), EIAJ TYPE II, 5.3mm Wide

74LCX541BQX 
(Preliminary) 
(Note 2)

MLP020B Pb-Free 20-Terminal Depopulated Quad Very-Thin Flat Pack No Leads (DQFN), JEDEC 
MO-241, 2.5 x 4.5mm

74LCX541MSA MSA20 20-Lead Shrink Small Outline Package (SSOP), JEDEC MO-150, 5.3mm Wide

74LCX541MTC MTC20 20-Lead Thin Shrink Small Outline Package (TSSOP), JEDEC MO-153, 4.4mm Wide

74LCX541MTC NL 
(Note 3)

MTC20 Pb-Free 20-Lead Thin Shrink Small Outline Package (TSSOP), JEDEC MO-153, 4.4mm 
Wide

Devices also available in Tape and Reel. Specify by appending the suffix letter ‘X ' to the ordering code. 
Pb-Free package per JEDED J-STD-020B.
Note 2: DQFN package available in Tape and Reel only.
Note 3: *_N l" indicates Pb-Free package (per JEDEC J-STD-020B). Device available in Tape and Reel only.

© 2005 Fairchild Semiconductor Corporation DS012404 www.fairchildsemi.com
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Cyclone Device Handbook, Volume 1

Features The Cyclone device family offers the following features:

m 2,910 to 20,060 LEs, see Table 1-1
m Up to 294,912 RAM bits (36,864 bytes)
M Supports configuration through low-cost serial configuration device 
m Support for LVTTL, LVCMOS, SSTL-2, and SSTL-3 I /O  standards
a  Support for 66- and 33-MHz, 64- and 32-bit PCI standard
£  H igh-speed (640 Mbps) LVDS I /O  support 
S Low-speed (311 Mbps) LVDS I /O  support 
S 311-Mbps RSDS1 /O support
m Up to tw o PLLs per device provide clock multiplication and phase 

shifting
m Up to eight global clock lines w ith six clock resources available per 

logic array block (LAB) row 
H Support for external memory, including DDR SDRAM (133 MHz), 

FCRAM, and single data rate (SDR) SDRAM 
m Support for m ultiple intellectual property (IP) cores, including 

Altera® MegaCore® functions and Altera M egafunctions Partners 
Program  (AMPPSM) megafunctions.

Table 1-1. Cyclone Device Features

Feature EP1C3 EP1C4 EP1C6 EP1C12 EP1C20

LEs 2,910 4,000 5,980 12,060 20,060

M4K RAM blocks (128 x 36 bits) 13 17 20 52 64

Total RAM bits 59,904 78,336 92,160 239,616 294,912

PLLs 1 2 2 2 2

Maximum user I/O pins (1) 104 301 185 249 301

Note to Table 1-2:
(1) This parameter includes global clock pins.

1-2 Altera Corporation 
August 2005



FTDI FT232BM USB UART ( USB - Serial) I.C.

The FT232BM is the 2nd generation of FTDTs popular USB UART I.C. This device not only adds extra functionality 

to its FT8U232AM predecessor and reduces external component count, but also maintains a high degree o f pin 

compatibility with the original, making it easy to upgrade or cost reduce existing designs as well as increasing the 

potential for using the device in new application areas.

1,0 Features  ________
HARDWARE FEATURES
• Single Chip USB ^Asynchronous Serial Data 

Transfer
Full Handshaking & Modem Interface Signals 
UART l/F Supports 7 / 8 Bit Data, 1 / 2 Stop Bits 
and Odd/Even/Mark/Space/No Parity 
Data rate 300 => 3M Baud (TTL)
Data rate 300 => 1M Baud (RS232)
Data rate 300 => 3M Baud (RS422/RS485)
384 Byte Receive Buffer / 128 Byte Transmit Buffer 
for high data throughput 
Adjustable RX buffer timeout 
Fully Assisted Hardware orX-On /X-Off 
Handshaking
In-built support for event characters and line break 
condition
Auto Transmit Buffer control for RS485 
Support for USB Suspend / Resume through 
SLEEP# and Rl# pins
Support for high power USB Bus powered devices 
through PWREN# pin
Integrated level converter on UART and control 
signals for interfacing to 5V and 3.3V logic 
Integrated 3.3V regulator for USB IO 
Integrated Power-On-Reset circuit 
Integrated 6MHz -  48Mhz clock multiplier PLL 
USB Bulk or Isochronous data transfer modes 
4.35V to 5.25V single supply operation 
UHCI / OHCI / EHCI host controller compatible 
USB 1.1 and USB 2.0 compatible 
USB VID, PID, Serial Number and Product 
Description strings in external EEPROM 
EEPROM programmable on-board via USB 
Compact 32-LD LQFP package

DS232B Version 1.7 © Future Technology Devices Intl. Ltd. 2005

VIRTUAL COM PORT (VCP) DRIVERS for
- Windows 98 and Windows 98 SE
- Windows 2000/ME/XP
- Windows CE 4.2
- MAC OS-8 and OS-9
- MAC OS-X
- Linux 2.40 and greater
D2XX (USB Direct Drivers + DLL S/W Interface)
- Windows 98 and Windows 98 SE
- Windows 2000/ME/XP
- Windows CE 4.2
- Linux 2.40 and greater 
APPLICATION AREAS
- USB <£>RS232 Converters
- USB <£> RS422 / RS485 Converters
- Upgrading RS232 Legacy Peripherals to USB
- Cellular and Cordless Phone USB data transfer 

cables and interfaces
- Interfacing MCU based designs to USB
- USB Audio and Low Bandwidth Video data transfer
- PDA <£> USB data transfer
- USB Smart Card Readers
- Set Top Box (S.T.B.) PC - USB interface
- USB Hardware Modems
- USB Wireless Modems
- USB Instrumentation
- USB Bar Code Readers

Page 1 of 25
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APPENDIX 8 

Telemetry Intellectual Property and Software Listings

This appendix contains the definitions of the FOXIE-03 telemetry encoder IP thumbs and the 

graphical representation of their internal connections and schematics. All other code and file 

listings are included on the FOXIE-03 CD provided with this thesis.



Telemetry Core (tm3_nexys)

Entity Name: tm3 nexys 
Implementation Type: Top Level VHDL or SoPC/graphical 
Required Files: all 

Symbol:

X - CLKO Bi-O-L —X

X - CLK1 tm3nexys Bl-O-D —X

x- CLK2 NRZ-L —X
XX- CLK3 R-NRZ-L — X

X - TMHO_N BIT_CLK
WORDJ.OAD —X

MlNOR_CLOCK
MAJOR_CLOCK — X

TP1 — X
TP2 — X

X - AD{15..0]
TP3 — X

x- BUSSEL TP4 —X

x- ALE
> ^ - WR_N
X - RD_N
x- CS_N EXPO — X

EXP1 — X
EXP2 — X
EXP3 —X
EXP4 —X
EXPS

X - S[7..0] EXP6 —X
EXP7 —X

X - P[31..0]

GRPOA —X
GRPOB -x

X - ADATA[15..0] GRPOC — X
X - ADC_BUSY GRPOD — X

X - ADC_CS_N GRPOEN - ^ <

x - ADC_RD_N GRP1A — X

X - ADC_CNVST_N GRP1B —X

X - ADC_SWAP GRP1C —X

x- ADC_RST GRP1D —X
x- BIN_B2C GRP1EN —X
X - IMPULSE GRP2A —X
X - WARP GRP2B - X

GRP2C
GRP2D —X

GRP2EN — X

X - SPO GRP3A - X

x- SPI GRP3B —X
x—SP2 GRP3C —X

GRP3D - X

x- DTX GRP3EN
GRP4A

— X  
— X

X — DRX
GRP4B — X

GRP4C —X

inst GRP4D -x
GRP4EN —X
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tm3 nexys Port Descriptions:
Port Name Type Description

CLKO Clock Input 48 MHz clock input

CLK1 Clock Input It it

CLK2 Clock Input 18.432 MHz clock input

CLK3 Clock Input u  a

T M H O N Reset Input Global Reset Input; wired-or to GRST signal

AD[15..0] Bidirectional 16-bit external databus data/address lines

BUSSEL Input Bus source select: I = configuration bus, 0 = encoder 
databus

ALE Input Address latch enable for the external databus

CS_N Input Encoder Chip Select

R D N Input Encoder Read Enable

WR_N Input Encoder Write Enable (see Encoder External Bus 
Description)

S[7..0] Input Array Serial Inputs, 8 channels, 1200-115.2 kbps

P[31 ..0] Input Array Encoder Parallel Input; 4 8-bit ports

ADATA[15..0] Input Array Analog Data Input from ADC

ADCBUSY Input ADC control signals

A D C R D N Output ADC control signals

A D C C S N Output ADC control signals

ADCCN V ST_N Output ADC control signals

ADCRST Output ADC control signals

ADCSWAP Output ADC control signals

BIN/B2C Output ADC control signals

IMPULSE Output ADC control signals

WARP Output ADC control signals

GRP[0-4][A-D] Output Array Analog multiplexer channel select

GRP[0-4]EN Output Array Analog multiplexer enable signals

EXP[7..0] Bidirectional Expansion bus

TP[4,3,2,1] Test Point Test points, do not connect

MAJOR CLOCK Output Major (Frame) Clock output

MINOR CLOCK Output Minor (Sub-frame) Clock output
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Port Name Type Description

WORD LOAD Output Load-word Signal output

BI TCLK Output Bit-clock output

R-NRZ-L Output Randomized Encoder Output

NRZ-L Output NRZ Encoder Output

Bi-O-L Output Manchester Positive Encoder Output

Bi-O-D Output Manchester Negative Encoder Output



tm
3_nexys 

Internal Schem
atic
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Telemetry Power On Reset (tm2_por)

E ntity Name: tm2_por
Implementation Type: graphical and VHDL mega-function 
Required F iles: [file-name]-_tm2por[#]-[*.vhd, *.bdf, *.bsf]

Symbol:

tm2por

x - GCLK RESET
TMHON

inst

tm2_por Port Descriptions:

GCLK: 96 MHz clobal clock input
TMHO N: negative assert external reset signal
RESET: global reset output signal

tm2_por Internal Schematic:

1pm counter tm2porO

y c lock 

cn t en
q[28..0]

in r t f

por_cnt[28..01

por_cnt[28]

m -T>o-
inst3

Telemetry Clock Core (tm2_clkcore)
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E ntity Name: tm2_por
Implementation Type: graphical and VHDL mega-function 
Required F iles: [file-name]-_tm2cc[#]-[*.vhd, *.bdf, *.bsf]

Symbol:

- X  
—X 
- X  
- X  
—X

tm 2clkcore

X -  CLK MCLK
X— CLK_SEL[3..0] BrT_CLK_X2
X —} WORD_LEN[1 ..0] BfT_CLK

BfT_CLK_Q 
LOAD_WRD

in s t

tm2_clkcore Port Descriptions:

CLK: 48 MHz external clock input
CLK_SEL[3..0] bit clk frequency select
WORD_LEN[1..0] selects between 10, 12, 14 and 16 bit words

MCLK: 96 MHz master clock output
BIT CLK X2 2x bit clock output
BIT_CLK bit clock output
B IT C L K Q  bit clock output, -90 degree phase shift
LOADW RD load transmitter word output. 1 pulse per 10, 12, 14 or 16 bit_clk periods
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Telemetry Configuration Control Engine (tm2_cfg)

Entity Name: tm2_cfg 
Implementation Type: graphical and VHDL mega-function 
Required Files: [file-name]-_tm2cfg[#]-[*.vhd, *.bdf, *.bsf]

tm 2cfg

—X 
—X 
—X 
-X 
— X 
—X 
—X 
—X 
—X 
-X 
—X 
—X 
- X  
- X  
—X  
—X 
—X 
- X

Symbol:

tm2_cfg Port Descriptions:

MCLK:

DATA430[15..0]
ADDR430[15..0]
WR430_N

MATRIX_ADDR[15..0]
STID[15..0]

S[0-7]BAUD 
W ORDSIZE 
SU B FR A M EM A X  
FRAMEMAX 
B IT C L K S E L

RA M STID [5.. 0]
R A M ST ATION [ 15.. 0]

96 MHz master clock input

16-bit data input bus 
16-bit address bus 
Bus write strobe

16-bit matrix handle address input 
16-bit station identified output

baud rate selector for serial ports 0-7 
word size SFR output 
maximum words per subframe SFR output 
maximum sub-frames per frame SFR output 
bit-clock frequency selector SFR

6-bit address for reading RAM-stations 
16-bit RAM-station data output

X— MCLK STID[15..0]
X— DATA430[15..0] BrT_CLK_SEL[3..0]
X -  ADDR430[15..0] FRAME_MAX[6..0]
X -  WR430_N SUB_FRAME_MAX[6..0]

MATRIX_ADOR[15..0] WORD_SIZE[1 ..0]
RAM_STD[5..0] S0BAUD[2..0]

S1 BAUD[2..0] 
S2BAUD{2..0] 
S3BAUD[2..0] 
S4BAUD(2..0] 
S5BAUD[2..0] 
S6BAUD[2..0] 
S7BAUD[2..0] 

SW0[15..0] 
SW1[15..0] 
SW2[15..0] 
SW3[15..0] 

RAM_STATDN[15..0]
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tm2_cfg Internal Schematic:



Telemetry Sequencer (tm2_seq)

E ntity Name: tm2_seq 
Implementation Type: graphical and VHDL mega-function 
Required Files: [file-name]-_tm2seq[#]-[*.vhd, *.bdf, *.bsf]

tm2seq

X
X
X -

MRST UPD_STID_ADDR
MCLK RD_REQ
SEQ_UPD LOAD_TXBUF
WORD_LD TXBUF[15..0]
DB[15..0]

in s t

Symbol: 

tm2_seq Port Descriptions:

MRST:
MCLK:
SEQUPD:
W ORDLD:
DB[15..0]

U PD STID A D D R :
RD R EQ :
LOADTXBUF:
TXBUF[15..0]

global reset input
96 MHz master clock input
sequence update input -  connect to bit_clk
sequence word synchronization -  connect to WORD LOAD
tri-state data bus input from stations

update ’matrix address’ signal for matrix address generator 
internal data bus read cycle signal output 
strobe used to load the transmit buffer from the selected STID 
16-bit output for serial encoder engine data input

tm2_seq Internal Schematic:

Telemetry Serial Encoder Engine (tm2ser_enc_eng)
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E ntity Name: tm2_ser_enc_eng 
Implementation Type: graphical 
Required Files: none

s e r_ e n c _ e n g

Symbol:

X - MASTER_CLK CLOCK__N
x - B(T_CLK CLOCK_P
X - CLK_X2 NRZ_L
x - LOAD_WORD BI_0_L
X — HOLDOFF_1 BL0_D
X - HOLDOFF_2
X - DB[15..0]

inst

eng Port Descriptions:

—X 
—X 
—X 
—X 
—X

MASTERCLK:
BITCLK:
CLK X 2
LOADW ORD
HOLDOFF_l,2
DB[15..0]

CLOCK_P,N
NRZ-L
BI_0_L,D

96 MHz master clock input 
bit clock input
bit clock double frequency input
word load input from clock core
Or'd output enables for suppressing TM outputs
16 bit data input

buffered and/or inverted replicas of BIT CLK input
NRZ telemetry output
Manchester differential telemetry outputs



tm2_ser_enc_eng Internal Schematic:



Entity Name: tm2_timestamp
Implementation Type: graphical and VHDL mega-function 
Required F iles: [file-name]-_tm2tmts[#]-[*.vhd, *.bdf, *.bsf]

Symbol:

Telemetry Timestamper (tm2_timestamp)

tm2timestamp

X -  GRST 
X— MCLK 
X— MAJOR_CLK 
X — STD[15..0] 
X— RD_REQ

DQ[15..0] —X

inst

tm2_timestamp Port Descriptions:

GRST:
MCLK:
MAJORCLK:
STID[15..0]
RD R EQ

global reset input 
96 MHz master clock input
major frame clock input -  updates time stamp values 
station address input (from internal data bus) 
read enable input (from internal data bus)

DQ[15..0] tri-state data output for internal data bus



Entity Name: tm2_anasim
Implementation Type: top-level VHDL/graphical entity 
Required F iles: [file-name]-_tm2asim[#]-[*.vhd, *.bdf, *.bsf] 
Inherits: all required files from tm2_adu and tm2_anasbiu

Symbol:

Telemetry Analog Channel Simulator (tm2_anasim)

tm 2anasim

X— STD[15..0] DB[15..0] —X
X -  RD_REQ 
X -  GRST 
X -  MCLK 
X -  OFFSET[15..0]

inst

tm2_anasim Port Descriptions:

GRST:
MCLK:
STID[15..0]
R D R EQ
OFFSET[15..0]

global reset input
96 MHz master clock input
station address input (from internal data bus)
read enable input (from internal data bus)
base address input (typically 0x0070)

DB[15..0] tri-state data output for internal data bus
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E ntity Name: tm2_par_in
Implementation Type: graphical and VHDL mega-function 
Required F iles: [file-name]-_tm2par[#]-[*.vhd, *.bdf, *.bsf]

Symbol:

Telemetry Parallel Input Controller (tm2_par_in)

tm2_par_in

X— MCLK DB[15..0] —X
X— P[31..0] STROBE —X
X— RD_REQ 
X— ADDR[15..0]

in st

tm2jpar_in Port Descriptions:

GRST:
MCLK:
P[31..0]
STID[15..0]
R D R EQ

global reset input 
96 MHz master clock input
parallel input bits. Organized internally as 4 groups of 8 bits, 
station address input (from internal data bus) 
read enable input (from internal data bus)

DQ[15..0]
STROBE

tri-state data output for internal data bus 
hand-shake output for bits P[7..0]
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E ntity Name: tm2_async_enc_eng
Implementation Type: top-level VHDL/graphical entity
Required F iles: [file-name]-_tm2async[#]-[*.vhd, *.bdf, *.bsf]
Inherits: all required files from tmserial_in

Telemetry Asynchronous to Synchronous Serial Bridge (tm2_async_enc_eng)

Symbol:

tm 2asyn c_en g

X -  GRST 
X -  MCLK

DATA[15..0] —K
DQ[15..0] —X

X— BAUDX16 
X— SAMPLE 
X — SERJN
X— STID[15..0] 
X -  RD_REQ 
X -  ADDR[15..0]

inst

tm2_async_enc_eng Port Descriptions:

GRST:
MCLK:
BAUDX16:
SER JN
STID[15..0]
R D R EQ
ADDR[15..0]

global reset input
96 MHz master clock input
16 x baud clock input
asynchronous serial input
station identified input -  usually a constant
read enable input (from internal data bus)
station address input (from internal data bus)

DQ[15..0]
DATA[15..0]

tri-state data output for internal data bus 
unbuffered data output (usually unconnected)
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E ntity Name: tm3_aaqc
Implementation Type: graphical/VHDL mega-function 
Required F iles: [file-name]-_tm3aaqc[#]-[*.vhd, *.bdf, *.bsf]

Symbol:

Telemetry Analog Acquisition Controller (tm3_aaqc)

tm3aaqc

X 
X —
X -
x -
X
X -

GRST
MCLK
LOAD_TX
ADDR[15..0]
RD_REQ
ADATA[15..0]
BUSY
BASE[15..0] 
TOP[15..0]

DB[15..0] —X
MUX_UPD —X

GRPA —X
GRPB —X
GRPC - X
GRPD —X

GRPENO - X
GRPEN1 - X
GRPEN2 - X
GRPEN3 —X
GRPEN4 —X

CNV ST_N —X

in s t

tm3_aaqc Port Descriptions:

GRST: global reset input
MCLK: 96 MHz master clock input
RD REQ read enable input (from internal data bus)
ADDR[15..0] station address input (from internal data bus)
BASE[15..0] base station identifier -  usually a constant 0x0020
TOP[15..0] top station identifier, - usually a constant 0x005F
BUSY busy input signal from AD7677 ADC
ADATA[15..0] data input from AD7677 ADC
LOADTX load transmit buffer input — used for synchronization

DQ[15..0] tri-state data output for internal data bus
MUX UPD multiplexer latch enable signal -  usually unconnected
GRP{A,B,C,D] multiplexer enable signals
GRP[0-3][A-D] multiplexer address signals
CNVST N convert signal for AD7677 ADC



tm
3_aaqc 

Internal Schem
atic:
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E ntity Name: tm2_baud_gen
Implementation Type: graphical and VHDL mega-function 
Required F iles: [file-name]-_tm2_brg[#]-[*.vhd, *.bdf, *.bsf]

Symbol:

Telemetry Baud Rate Generator (tm2_baud_gen)

tm2baud_gen

X
X—

X
X —
X—
X
X—
X 
X
X -

GRST
MCLK
BCLK
BAUD0[2..0]
BAUD1[2..0]
BAUD2[2..0]
BAUD3[2..0]
BAUD4[2..0]
BAUD5[2..0]
BAUD6[2..0]
BAUD7[2..0]

RATEO
RATE1
RATE2
RATE3
RATE4
RATE5
RATE6
RATE7

—X 
—X 
—X

-XX
—x
—x

inst

tm2_baud_gen Port Descriptions:

global reset input 
96 MHz master clock input 
18.432 MHz clock input
baud rate select inputs: connect to baud rate SFRs

GRST:
MCLK:
BCLK:
BAUD[0-7] [2..0]

RATE [0-7] 16x baud clock output



tm
2_brg 

Internal Schem
atic:



Telemetry Synchronization Word Bus Interface (tm2_swsta)

E ntity Name: tm2_swsta
Implementation Type: graphical and VHDL mega-function 
Required F iles: [file-name]-_tm3swsta[#]-[*.vhd, *.bdf, *.bsf]

Symbol:

tm2swsta

X— SW0[15..0] 
X—| SW1 [15..0] 

SW2[15..0] 
SW3[15..0] 
ADDR[15..0] 

X-\ RD_REQ

inst

DB[15..0]

tm2_swsta Port Descriptions:

GRST:
MCLK:
ADDR[15..0]
R D R EQ
SW[0-3][15..0]

DB[15..0]

global reset input 
96 MHz master clock input 
station address from internal data bus 
read cycle signal from internal data bus 
Sync-word inpuits

tri-state output to internal data bus
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tm2 swsta Internal Schematic:
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Telemetry Asynchronous Serial Encoder (tm_serial_in)

E ntity Name: tmserial_in
Implementation Type: graphical and VHDL mega-function 
Required F iles: [file-name]-_tmsin[#]-[*.vhd, *.bdf, *.bsf]

Symbol:

tmserialin

X— CLK 
X— BAUD_IN 
X— SERJN 
X— DATA READ

SDATA[15..0] —X

in s t

tm serial in Port Descriptions:

CLK:
BAUDJN
SER_IN
DATA_READ
SDATA[15..0]

96, 192 or 256 MHz master clock input 
16x baud rate input 
asynchronous serial input
input from sampler/sequencer to update VALID bit status 
parallel data output (16-bit)



tm
_serial_in 

Internal Schem
atic:
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Telemetry IP Hierarchical Tree



Appendix A.9 

FOXIE-03 Mechanical Design
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This drawings in this appendix were prepared by Devin Hahne of the Alaska Student 
Rocket Project using SolidWorks 2004.



Project: Enclosure for Telemetry Encoder 
Designers: Devin Hahne 
Date: Tuesday, Nov. 15th, 2005 
Page: 1 of 7



Material: 5051 Aluminum.
Material Thickness: 1/16".
Tolerances: +-0.0005.
All holes are #28 body drill.

Radius of curveture in cutouts needs
to be as small as possable.



Radius of curveture in cutouts needs
to be as small as possable.



Part: 4 & 5 of 7 - Left & Back 
Page: 5 of 7

Material: 5051 Aluminum. 
Material Thickness: 1/16". 
Tolerances: +-0.0005.
All holes are #28 body drill.
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Page: 6 of 7

Material: 5051 Aluminum. 
Material Thickness: 1/16". 
Tolerances: +-0.0005.

Tab holes are #3/16 body drill.
Inside holes are #28 body drill.
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APPENDIX 10 

FOXIE-03 Acceptance Test Procedures, Part 1

Procedures and Test Sheets contained in this appendix are:

•  Electrical Burn-in Tests

• Power Extremity Tests

Each test contains the procedure document and the associated test sheet for one cycle of the 

requisite test. The procedures and test sheets are also located in the “testing” folder of the 

FOXEE-03 CD.
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Appendix 10, Section 1: FOXIE-03 Electrical Burn In Test

The purpose of an electrical burn-in test is to ensure that a given Device Under Test (DUT) will 

not fail after longer periods of operation. This test proves that the DUT will not overheat or 

suffer a burn-out. To perform the electrical burn-in test, one must follow the following checklist.

• Power the DUT (FOXIE-03 Encoder) to nominal levels as specified by the datasheet 

in Appendix A. 14.

• Configure the DUT to a known matrix, bit-rate and frame-size.

• Connect a DECOM device such as a NSROC TDP to monitor the output of the 

encoder

• Leave power on for 24 hours.

• Observe equipment every 1 hour to verify operation

• Continue the test for 24 more hours (48 total) if successful within the first 24 hours

A successful completion of this test is defined as the encoder functioning at the end of the test 

exactly as it did at the beginning of the test with no change in fixed parameters (i.e., Data can 

change, data position cannot).

Appendix 10, Section 2: Burn-in Test Sheet

Name:_________ _________________________________________ _____________ ______

Date:      _____

Time started: ________________________

Conditions nominal?  _____________________

Time ended:_________________________

Conditions still nominal:_____________________

Passed?
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The purpose of the power extremity tests are to test the FOXIE-03 encoder at the limits of its 

power supply range while veryify proper operation. The test is as performed with the following 

steps:

• Power the DUT (FOXIE-03 Encoder) to nominal levels (12 V) as specified by the 

datasheet in Appendix A. 14.

• Record the current drawn by the encoder

• Verify encoder is operating nominally with a DECOM device.

• Repeat for +18 V and +9 V

A successful completion of this test is defined by the encoder functioning correctly at all three 

voltage levels and draws less than the maximum currents specified by the FOXIE-03 datasheet 

for each level.

Appendix 11, Section 4: Power Extremity Test Sheet

Name:_______________________________________________ __ ______________________ _

D a te :_______________________________________________________________________

Appendix 10, Section 3: Power Extremity Tests

Voltage Current Notes

+9 V

+12 V

+18 V

Passed?
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APPENDIX 11 

FOXIE-03 Acceptance Test Procedures, Part 2

Procedures and Test Sheets contained in this appendix are:

• Analog Channel Tests

• Parallel Channel Tests

• Asynchronous Serial Channel Tests

Each test contains the procedure document and the associated test sheet for one cycle of the 

requisite test. The procedures and test sheets are also located in the “testing” folder of the 

FOXIE-03 CD.
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The Analog channel tests are intended to provide a complete verification of all analog channels. 

The test requires an advanced DECOM device with the capability of displaying graphs of each 

channel. The test also requires a matrix that samples all of the channels once per frame. This 

matrix is provided on the FOXIE-03 CD included in this thesis. The procedure for the analog 

channel test is as follows:

• Power the DUT (FOXIE-03 Encoder) to nominal levels as specified by the datasheet 

in Appendix A.M. Make sure the correct matrix is loaded in the encoder's configuration 

EEPROM.

• Connect all analog inputs to a power supply capable of delivering +/-10 V.

• Display all analog channels with the DECOM equpiment

• Set the power supply to 0 V, record all channels reported levels.

• Repeat for -10 V, -7.5 V, -5 V, -2.5 V, 0 V, +2.5 V, +5 V, +7.5 V and +10 V.

• Apply a 15 Vp-p, 1 Hz sine wave to the analog inputs and repeat mesurements

• Verify that no channel is off by more than 1% of the voltages being applied to that 

channel

A successful completion of this test requires that all channels report values within 1% of the 

applied voltage. Ideally the channels should have an accuracy of better than 0.1%.

Appendix 11, Section 1: Analog Channel Tests
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Name:  _____________________________________

Date:  ____________________________

Channel #:_____________________________________________

Channel Name:_________________________________________

Appendix 11, Section 2: Analog Channel Test Sheet

Measurement Recorded Notes

-10 V

-7.5 V

-5 V

-2.5 V

0 V

+2.5 V

+5 V

+7.5 V

+10 V

15 Vp-p Sinewave:

Passed?
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APPENDIX 12 

FOXIE-03 Acceptance Test Procedures, Part 3

Procedures and Test Sheets contained in this appendix are:

• Parallel Channel Tests

• Asynchronous Serial Channel Tests

Each test contains the procedure document and the associated test sheet for one cycle of the 

requisite test. The procedures and test sheets are also located in the “testing” folder of the 

FOXEE-03 CD.
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The parallel port tests are intended to verify each bit of the parallel ports and find their logical 

transition point. Any matrix can be used as long as it provides at least one sample of all parallel 

channels. The test procedure is as follows: Connect a power supply to the FOXIE-03 parallel port 

tester.

• Power the encoder and parallel tester. Set the tester power supply to +5 V.

• Verify a ' 1' and a O' on each bit by toggling the DIP switches.

• Turn on all switches. Reduce power supply voltage slowly until bits begin to 

transition between 1 and 0.

• Record voltage at which bits are oscillating. This is the logical transition voltage.

A successful completion of this test verifies that all parallel bits are working. The transition 

voltage should be near 1.85 V.

Appendix 12, Section 2: Parallel Channel Test Sheet

Appendix 12, Section 1: Parallel Channel Tests

Name:

Date:

Bit 0 B itl Bit 2 Bit 3 Bit 4 BitS Bit 6 Bit 7 strobe

PO

PI -

P2 -

P3 -

Transition Voltage:

Passed?
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Appendix 11, Section 3: Asynchronous Serial Channel Tests

Setup the FOXIE-03 and related test equipment as shown below:

USB DECOM 
(Steve Bruss's)

FOX IE-03 
Octopus Cable

FOXIE-03
Encoder

Fiber Transmitter 

Fiber Receiver

FOXIE-03 Async Port (0-7)

USB 2.0

ASRP
Serial Media 
Converter

K

Loopback Test:

To perform the loopback test, take the following steps;

1. Setup the test equipment

2. On a Windows XP computer with WinSSD and Steve Bruss's SRP5_GSE program 

installed, connect the USB DECOM and set it up.

3. Setup the SRP5_GSE.ini file to output the desired serial port data on COM1

4. Setup WinSSD to communicate at the desired baud rate on COM2

5. Type a test character in WinSSD's terminal window. You should see it echoed.

6. Run WinSSD’s loopback tests. Set WinSSD's timeout multipliers to 1000 (default is 

100) if timeouts are experienced.
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Name:   ____________

Date:    __________

Channe 1:______ _____________________________________________ _

Channel name: __________________________ __________________

Baud rate:______ _______________________________________________

Loopback Tests:

Pattern “AA55”, 20 cycles:_________________________ ______________

Pattern “Quick brown fox”, 20 cycles______________________ _________

Appendix 11, Section 4: Asynchronous Serial Channel Tests Sheets

Passed?
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APPENDIX 13 

Bill of Materials

The following is a complete list of components required for the construction of a single FOXIE- 
03 telemetry encoder. The components are sorted by type with references to the subsystem 
requiring them. The files referred to in the “Circuit Board” section are located on the FOXIE-03 
CD.

Quantity Board File Reference

1 Serial Media SERREVlRT.zip Async

1 Parallel and Power PAR5RT2L.zip Parallel

1 Telemetry Core FOXCORE3.zip Core

1 High Speed Digitizer AFE5RT2L.zip Digitizer

Quantity Manufacturer Part # Package Reference Notes

—  ~ ! Altera EP1C12Q240C6 PQFP-240 Core -6 speed required

1 Altera EPCS4NI-8 SOIC-8 Core

1 Analog Devices AD1582 SOT-23 Digitizer

1 Analog Devices AD623BR SOIC-8 Parallel

1 Analog Devices ADG409BR SOIC-16 Parallel

1 Analog Devices AD7677 LQFP-48 Digitizer

Analog Devices AD8021 SOIC-8 Digitizer

1 any 93LC46 SOIC-8 Core

1
Atmel AT25256A PDIP-8 Core Microchip 

M25LC256 ok

1 Fairchild F74AC08 SOIC-14 Core

Fairchild F74LCX541 SOIC-20 (wide) Core, Digitizer, 
Async

1 FTDI FT232BM MQFP-32 Core

1 Maxim MAX3222EW SOIC-18 (wide) Core

Maxim DG406 SOIC-28 (wide) Digitizer

1 National LM2940S-12 TO-263 Digitizer

1 National LM2990S-12 TO-263 Digitizer

1 National LM6144AIM SOIC-14 Core

1
National LP3883T-1.5 TO-220 (5-pin) Core 1.5 V version 

required

1 Sentron CSA-1V SOIC-8 Parallel

1 Texas Instruments MSP430F449IPZ TQFP-100 Core
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Diodes and Fiber-Optics

Quantity Manufacturer Part # Package Reference Notes

16 Any RED LED 1206 Async, Core

1 Any Green LED 1206 Core USB TX

1 Any Yellow LED 1206 Core USB RX

8
Industrial Fiber- 
Optics

IF-D95T N/A Async

1
Industrial Fiber- 
Optics

IF-E93 N/A Core

Quantity Value Package Notes

19 0.1 uF SMD-1206

39 0.1 uF SMD-0603

1 0.033 uF SMD-1206

19 O.OluF SMD-0603

2 2700 pF SMD-1206

4 1000 pF SMD-1206

2 27 pF SMD-1206

2 10 pF SMD-1206

1 47 uF, 16 V EIA-C

1 1 uF, 16 V EIA-C

25 10 uF, 6.3 V EIA-A

16 10 uF, 25 V EIA-C

Resistors
Quantity Value Package Notes

2 10 SMD-1206 5.00%

2 27 SMD-1206 5.00%

2 33 SMD-1206 5.00%

4 75 SMD-1206 5.00%

1 470 SMD-1206 5.00%

7 1.00 k SMD-1206 1.00%

1 1.5 k SMD-1206 5.00%

1 2.2 k SMD-1206 5.00%

2 3.01 k SMD-1206 1.00%

1 4.7 k SMD-1206 5.00%

12 10k SMD-1206 1.00%

1 47 k SMD-1206 5.00%
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Inductors
Quantity Value Package Notes

5 lOuH SMD-1210/1218 Either size ok

6 Ferrite Bead AXIAL, 0.4x0.15”

1 Current Sense Wire Special See Assembly Appendix

Connectors
Quantity Manufacturer Type Pins Gender Reference

3
Molex 0.1” dual header

72
F Core, Parallel, 

Async

3
Molex 0.1” dual header

72
M Core, Parallel, 

Digitizer

2 Molex 0.1” dual header 10 M Core

1
AMP D-SUB 0.318” 

Right Angle 37
M Core

1
AMP D-SUB 0.318” 

Right Angle 37
F Parallel

1
AMP D-SUB 0.318” 

Right Angle 9
M Parallel

2

AMP D-SUB 0.318” 
Right Angle 
(High Density) 62

F Digitizer

1
Molex 0.1” Right Angle 

Hooded Header 12
M Core

1
Moles 0.1” Shielded 

dual header 14
M Core
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FOXIE-03 Telemetry Encoder
Frame Oriented expandable Integrated-circuit Encoder, 2003 Model

Datasheet and User’s Manual

Contents: 

Section 1: 

Section 2: 

Section 3: 

Section 4:

Specifications

Assembly and Configuration 

Internal Hardware Structure 

Application Recommendations
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Section 1: Specifications
The FOXIE-03 Telemetry Encoder is a high speed IRIG106-01 compatible encoding system 
designed for use in aerospace vehicles. The encoder is fully compatible with the NASA/NSROC 
telemetry standards presented in the Range Council's Handbook on Telemtry. [A14-1] The 
encoder specifications can be viewed from the connectors themselves, since these are what the 
user interfaces to. This section details these specifications. Exceeding recommended levels can 
damage the encoder system and possibly equipment connected to it.

Interconnect Block Diagram:

JP0501

JA0501
JA0502

JB0501

JF0501

JF0502

JF0503
JF0504

JF0505

JF0506
JF0507

JF0508

Analog Input 1 (ACH0-30) 
Analog Input 2(ACH31 -

FOXIE-03 TELEMETRY STACK

Parallel Inputs (P0- Main Output 
&
Diagnostic

JB0502

Serial Fiberoptic
Inputs
(SO-7)

Expansion Conn. 
(EXPO-7)

JB0503
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Type

D-SUB 9-pin MALE

Power Input Connector (JP0501):

Pin 1 Pin 2 Pin 3 Pin 4 Pin 5 Pin 6 Pin 7 Pin 8 Pin 9

+12 V +15 V +5 V +3.3 V -15 V GND GND GND SIG GND

12 Volt Inpul Mode(Opto-Po wer Jum per in-----
Min Typ Max Units

Voltage Input (Pin 1) 9.1 12.5 17.9 Volts

Current Draw (Pin 1) 270 305 mA

Allowable Ripple 225 mV

Min Typ Max Units

Voltage (Pin 2) 14.7 15.1 15.3 Volts

Voltage (Pin 3) 4.75 5.05 5.25 Volts

Voltage (Pin 4) 3.1 3.33 3.51 Volts

Voltage (Pin 5) -14.7 -15.1 -15.3 Volts

Current (Pin 2) 40 60 mA

Current (Pin 3) 140 150 mA

Current (Pin 4) 325 360 mA

Current (Pin 5) 50 60 mA
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Type:

D-SUB 37-pin FEMALE

Parallel Input Connector (JB0501):

Pinout:
Pin Function Pin Function Pin

i
Function Pin Function

1 P0 11 P10 21 P20 31 P30

2 PI 12 P ll 22 P21 32 P31

3 P2 13 P12 23 P22 33 STROBE

4 P3 14 P13 24 P23 34 GND

5 P4 15 P14 25 P24 35 GND

6 P5 16 P15 26 P25 36 GND

7 P6 17 P16 27 P26 37 GND

8 P7 18 P17 28 P27

9 P8 19 P18 29 P28

10 P9 20 P19 30 P29

PO-31 are LVCMOS logic inputs 
STROBE is a LVCOMS output.

Logic Levels:

Min Typ Max Units
VOL (pin 33) 0.1 0.2 0.3 Volts

IOL (pin 33) 24 48 mA

VOH (pin 33) 2.3 3.1 3.3 Volts

IOH (pin 33) 24 48 mA

VIL (pins 1-32) 0.01 0.8 1.2 Volts

VIH (pins 1-32) 2.1 2.4 3.2 Volts

I JN  (pins 1-32) 10 uA

VTHRS (pins 1-32) 1.85 Volts

VTHRS is the logical threshold voltage
VIL = Voltage Input Low
VIH = Voltage Input High
IOL = Current Output Low (sinking)
IOH = Current Output High (sourcing)
VOH = Voltage Output High
VOL = Voltage Output Low
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Type:

D-SUB 37-pin MALE

Output and Diagnostic Connector (JB0502):

Pinout:

Pin F unction Pin Function Pin F unction Pin F unction

1 Bi-0-L 11 NRZ-LT 21 TP2 31 ALT6

2 GND 12 RNRZ-LT 22 TP3 32 ALT7

3 Bi-0-D 13 BIT CLK 23 TP4 33 ALT8

4
GND

14
WORD
LOAD 24

GND
34

ALT9

5
NRZ-L

15
MINOR
CLOCK 25

GND
35

ALT 10

6
GND

16
MAJOR
CLOCK 26

ALT1
36

GND

7 RNRZ-L 17 RxD 27 ALT2 37 GND

8 GND 18 TxD 28 ALT3

9 Bi-0-LT 19 GND 29 ALT4

10 Bi-0-DT 20 TP1 30 ALT5

Main Outputs
The main outputs (pins 1-8) are AC signals with a total of 3.3 Vp-p centered on 1.5 V DC. Bi-O-L 
and Bi-O-D are the manchester outputs. NRZ-L is the basic NRZ output and RNRZ-L is the 
randomized output. Output impedance is 75 ohms and the bandwidth is 17 MHz.

TTL Level Outputs
Pins 9-16 are TTL level outputs. The first four mirror the main outputs with 0-5 V TTL levels. 
Minor Clock is strobed at the start of each sub-frame, while Major Clock is strobed at the 
beginning of each frame. Word-Load is strobed at the beginning of each word, while Bit-clock is 
the bit-rate frequency. These four outputs are provided for diagnostics and

RS-232 Connection
A half duplex, 1200 baud signal is provided at the outpu of these pins (TxD). The waveform is a 
600 Hz square wave corresponding to the character “U.” This connection should be used for 
diagnostic purposes only unless a design modification is made.

Test Point Outputs
It is strongly recommended to leave all “TP” and “EXP” pins unconnected unless a design 
modification has been made to the FOXIE-03 utilizing these pins. Misuse of these pins could 
damage the FOXIE-03 core.

Programming Connector
This connector is mapped to an Altera ByteBlaster II or equivelent programmer. Simply connect 
Pin 33 to pin 1 on the connector for a remote programming interface. See Altera documentation 
for funcitons of each pin.
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Type:

D-SUB High Density 62-pin FEMALE

Analog Connectors (JA0501-02):

Pinouts:

Pin Function Pin Function Pin Function Pin Function

1,2 +/- ACHO 17,18 +/- ACH8 32,33 +i- ACH16 49,50 +/- ACH24

3,4 +/- ACH1 19,20 +/- ACH9 34,35 +/- ACH17 51,52 +/- ACH25

5,6 +/- ACH2 21,42 +/- ACH10 36,37 +/- ACH18 53,54 +/- ACH26

7,8 +/- ACH3 22,23 +/- ACH11 38,39 +/-ACH19 55,56 +/- ACH27

9,10 +/- ACH4 24,25 +/- ACH12 40,41 +/- ACH20 57,58 +/- ACH28

11,12 +/- ACH5 26,27 +/- ACH13 43,44 +/- ACH21 59,60 +/- ACH29

13,14 +/- ACH6 28,29 +/-ACH14 45,46 +/- ACH22 61,62 +/- ACH30

15,16 +/- ACH7 30,31 +/-ACH15 47,48 +/- ACH23

Pin Function Pin Function Pin Function Pin Function

1,2 ;+/- ACH31 17,18 +/- ACH39 32,33 +/- ACH47 49,50 +/- ACH55

3,4 +/- ACH32 19,20 +/- ACH40 34,35 +/- ACH48 51,52 +/- ACH56

5,6 +/- ACH33 21,42 +/- ACH41 36,37 +/- ACH49 53,54 +/- ACH57

7,8 +/- ACH34 22,23 +/- ACH42 38,39 +/- ACH50 55,56 +/- ACH58

9,10 +/- ACH35 24,25 +/- ACH43 40,41 +/-ACH51 57,58 +/- ACH59

11,12 +/- ACH36 26,27 +/- ACH44 43,44 +/- ACH52 59,60 +/- ACH60

13,14 +/- ACH37 28,29 +/- ACH45 45,46 +/- ACH53 61,62 +/- ACH61

15,16 +/- ACH38 30,31 +/- ACH46 47,48 +/- ACH54

Analog Voltage Ranges:

The range on any pair of pins representing an analog channel is +/-10 V. The common mode 
voltage may not drift more than 5 V from the ground. No overvoltage protection or anti-aliasing 
is provided on the FOXIE-03. Exceeding these ranges will damage the FOXIE-03 High Speed 
Digitizer

Serial Media Connectors (JF0501-08):

The serial inputs are simple one-wire half-duplex fiber optic inputs. Simply connect a 1 mm DNP 
plastic fober-optic core cable to the terminal and screw down the crimp connector on the receiver.
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The FOXIE-03 backplane pinouts are provided here for reference only. Only authorized 
personnel should ever probe the FOXIE-03 backplane. Pins TMON, SPI and SP2 are spares and 
are available for future modifications.

Backplane Connector Pinouts:

Pin Number Backplane “B ” (Parallel & Serial) Backplane “A ” Analog Data

1 + 15 V + 15 V

2 + 15 V +15 V

3 +15 V +15 V

4 + 15 V +15 V

5 +5 V +5 V

6 +5 V +5 V

7 +5 V +5 V

8 +5 V +5 V

9 +3.3 V +3.3 V

10 +3.3 V +3.3 V

11 +3.3 V +3.3 V

12 +3.3 V +3.3 V

13 -15 V -15 V

14 -15 V -15 V

15 -15 V -15 V

16 -15 V -15 V

17 P0 DQ15

18 VMON GRPOA

19 PI DQ14

20 [MON GRPOB

21 P2 DQ13

22 TMON GRPOC

23 P3 DQ12

24 MONSA GRPOD

25 P4 DQ11

26 MONSB GRPOEN

27 P5 DQ10

28 STROBE GRP1A

29 P6 DQ9

30 SPI GRP1B

31 P7 DQ8

32 SP2 GRP1C

33 P8 DQ7

. 34 S7 GRP ID

35 P9 DQ6
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Section 2: Assembly and Configuration

To integrate a FOXIE-03 Encoder with a rocket payload, one must take the following steps:

1. Bum the configuration (PCM matrix, ect) from the TACOS matrix utility to the AT25256 
EEPROM. Place the EEPROM in the socket on the Core Board.

2. Prepare the FOXIE-03 mounting spot, and insert 4, 4-40 standoffs with the male end up. 
Loosely secure the standoffs to the deckplate or mounting base with 4-40 screws.

3. Place the FOXIE-03 Serial media board on the 4 standoffs. Aligh the media board in the 
desired direction before placement.

4. Screw on 4 more 4-40 1/2” standoffs on top of the serial media board. Secure firmly
5. Add the FOXIE-03 parallel board and repeat the standoff process.
6. Continue with the FOXIE-03 Core Board and Analog Board.
7. Top the standoffs off with nylon washers and 4-40 hex nuts. Tighten the lower 4-40 screws for 

the final placement of the encoder. The FOXIE-03 is installed.
8. Run the analog conneciton bundles to a bracket made for D-SUB 37-pin size connectors. The 

FOXIE-03 is now ready to be wired into the payload.

To Configure the FOXIE-03, simply follow the instructions listed in the TACOS matrix entry
utility, included on the FOXIE-03 CD.
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Section 3: FOXIE-03 Internal Hardware Structure

Station Identifier Addresses:

Each Data Station in the FOXIE-03 encoder has a unique hex address associated with it. The 
following is a list of active data-stations in the FOXIE-03 revision 2.

Address Handle Type Notes

0000H Sync Word 0 (SWO) Sync Word

0001H Sync Word 1 (SW1) Sync Word

0002H Sync Word 2 (SW2) Sync Word

0003H Sync Word 3 (SW3) Sync Word

0004H SFID Sub-frame Identifier

0005H PO Parallel Port 0

0006H PI Parallel Port 1

0007H P2 Parallel Port 2

0008H P3 Parallel Port 3

0015H SO Serial Port 0

0016H SI 1

0017H S2 2

0018H S3 3

0019H S4 4

001AH S5 5

001BH S6 6

001CH S7

0020-005FH AO-63 Analog Channels 0-63

0070-00AFH SAO-63 Simulated Analog Channel 
0-63

0120H TSA Time-stamp “A”

0121H TSB Time-st amp “B”
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Special Function Registers

The FOXIE-03 Special Function Registers (SFRs) configure and control the FOXIE-03 encoder 
hardware within the Cyclone FPGA. The following is a list of the SFR s and their functions. The 
HEX addresses refer to the external bus address used to access (write only) each register from the 
MSP430 microprocessor. This process is automated by the TACOS utilities and the MSP430 
Human Interface Gateway Software. This listing is for reference only.

Bit Rate Register (4000H):

This register sets the FOXIE-03 bit rate. There are 16 possible bit rates:

Register Value (Hex) Bit Rate

0: 25 kbps
1 ; 50 kbps
2; 100 kbps
3 ; 200 kbps
4 : 250 kbps
5 ; 400 kbps
6; 640 kbps
7 ; 800 kbps
8: 1.0 Mbps
9 : 1.2 Mbps
A: 1.6 Mbps
B; 2.0 Mbps
C: 2.4 Mbps
D: 3.2 Mbps
E; 4.0 Mbps
F: 4.8 Mbps

Bits Per Word Register (4001H):

Register Value (Hex) Word Size

10 bit words 
12 bit words 
14 bit words 
16 bit words

Sub-frame and Frame Size Registers (4002-4003H):

These registers take the user's hex input value, add four to it and use it to represent the maximum 
sub-frame and frame size in the encoder's framing engine. The four offset is automatically 
compensated for by the TACOS utilities. The maximum size is 64 x 64 (as limited by the PCM 
matrix memory -  4096 x 16 bits.)
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Sync-word Pattern Registers (4004-4007H):

Each of these 16-bit registers holds the sync word pattern that can be accessed through the 
stations SWO-3. The 16-bit pattern is MSB justified. In the case of encoder word sizes less than 
16 bits, only the MSB's are used.

Serial Baud Rate Registers (4008-400FH):

Each of these registers sets the serial baud rate for the corresponding serial channel (0-7) by 
programming the baud-generator. The possible baud rates are:

Register Value (Hex): Baud Rate
0: 1200 bps
1: 2400 bps
2: 9600 bps
3: 19.2 kbps
4; 28.8 kbps
5: 38.4 kbps
6: 57.6 kbps
7 : 115.2 kbps

PCM M atrix Memory (0000-3FFFH):

The PCM matrix memory stores sequentially the station ID's to be encoded and sampled in a 
single frame. The maximum frame size is 4096 words. The memory should never be written 
without asserting the TMHO_N pin and thereby resetting the encoder. All operations with the 
PCM matrix memory are automated by the TACOS utilities and the MSP430 Human Interface 
Gateway software.

Section 4: Recommendations

None currently.
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